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Abstract
The distortion, drag and break-up of drizzle droplets subjected to strong aerodynamic
forces was investigated to understand the pre-impact behaviour of droplets in aircraft
icing from supercooled freezing drizzle. The objective was to obtain a formulation and
data for the drag properties of droplets distorted by the aerodynamic forces, which were
beyond the scope of available experimental and modelling methods.
A practical and efficient semi-empirical computer model was developed for small water
droplets in air, 100 m < D < 500 m, at moderate Reynolds numbers, 350 < Re < 1500,
and high Weber numbers 3 < We < 20. This used available experimental terminal velocity data for free-falling droplets, extrapolated to higher Weber numbers, and the numerical solution for sessile droplets on a horizontal unwettable surface, with corrections for
the Reynolds number.
A theory for bag break-up was developed based on the Rayleigh-Taylor instability of
the windward droplet surface. The critical Bond number was 13.7, with a critical diameter of 10.1mm for free-falling water droplets, compared to the experimental value of
10mm diameter. The equivalent Weber number was 14.2 for free falling water droplets.
Aerodynamic interaction between the closely-spaced droplets from a vibrating nozzle
droplet generator resulted in irregular spacing and coalescence of droplets. In an alternative design a laminar jet impinged on a rotating slotted disk to achieve the necessary
droplet spacing, but the significant size variability of the droplets degraded the experimental measurements.
High-speed videos, to 50,000pps, and photographs were obtained of droplet distortion,
break-up, coalescence and splashes using a high-intensity LED strobe flash.
A specially-designed convergent wind tunnel was developed for experimental measurements, to validated the drag model and provide data for droplets distorted by aerodynamic forces. The convergent profile produced a rapidly-increasing Weber number at a
sufficiently slow rate to avoid transients or droplet vibrations.
A special instrument was developed, with three equispaced parallel laser beams and
photo detectors, to determine the droplet velocity and acceleration. Droplet drag characteristics were measured up to Weber numbers of 16.
Good agreement was obtained between droplet drag model and experimental results.
The greatest discrepancy was about 20% at a Weber number of about 8.
Note:- This thesis is available as a PDF file from the Icing Group, Dept. of Turbomachinery, School of Engineering, Cranfield University, Bedfordshire, England. Telephone +44 (0) 1234 75 0111.
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CCD
SLD
VeD
VMD
D
De
U
a, g
a, b
ρ,
σ
Bo
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=
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=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Cd

=

Ci
Cq
Cs
F
La

=
=
=
=
=

k
Mo

=
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Oh
Re
Rq
Td
We
We2/Bo

=
=
=
=
=
=

ρd/ρa

=

a
d

Charge Coupled Detector
Supercooled Large Droplets
Volume Equivalent spherical diameter
Volume Mean spherical diameter
Droplet volume equivalent spherical diameter
Droplet equator diameter
Velocity of droplet, or velocity difference between air and droplet.
Acceleration and gravity respectively
Drop equator diameter and thickness respectively
Fluid density and viscosity respectively
Surface tension
Subscript for air
Subscript for droplet
Bond number for VeD
= (ρd a).g.D2/σ
ρd.g.D2/σ
= ¾ We.Cd
Drag coeff for droplet VeD.
= F/(π.D2.ρa.U2/8)
= 4/3.(ρd ρa).a.D/ρa.U2 = 4/3.Bo/We
Interpolated drag coefficient
= Csk .Cq(1-k)
Disk drag coefficient
Sphere drag coefficient
Drag force on a droplet
= a.(ρd ρa).π.D3/6 = Cd.ρa.U2.π.D2/8
Laplace number
= ρa.σ.D / a2
= Re2/We = 1/Oh2 (with gas properties)
Drag interpolation factor
= Log10(Ci/Cq) / Log10(Cs/Cq)
Morton number
= g. a4.( d a)/ a2. 3 g. a4. d/ a2. 3
= We2.Bo/Re4
Ohnesorge No.
= d/√(ρd.σ.D)
VeD Droplet Reynolds number = ρa.U.D/ a,
Reynolds number for De
= ρa.U.De/ a,
Droplet oscillation period
= (π/4).√(ρd.D3/σ)
VeD Droplet Weber number
= ρa.U2.D/σ,
Drag parameter for VeD
= ( a.U4/g. ).( a / d)
→ 14.75 for free-fall drops
Density ratio

Unless otherwise indicated the droplet dimensionless groups assume the VeD, or D, velocity difference between droplet and air, Abs(Ua Ud), and local air properties, ρa, a.
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Structure of the Thesis
This Thesis has, quite deliberately, not been written as a book to be read from cover to
cover. It has a modular structure, with some similarities to the structure of a computer
program, in which the main body, Chapter 1, is equivalent to the main program, with
other Chapters equivalent to subprograms.
The thesis is intended to be a source of useful information concerning the various issues
associated with the investigation of distortion, drag and break-up of liquid droplets subjected to strong aerodynamic forces, or any other application where relevant chapters of
the thesis may be useful to other investigations.
There is first an overview of the investigation, explaining why the research was carried
out, the primary issues considered and some conclusions. This has been written in as
informal manner as far as possible, for those who do not need, or wish, to consider the
more technical aspects of the investigation.
There is then the “Main Body” of the thesis, Chapter 1. This gives a much more complete technical explanation of the research. It is intended to be useable as a stand-alone
document, without reference to the other chapters. It does not give the full depth and
completeness of explanation and derivations, so refers to the relevant chapters for a
more complete discussion on particular issues.
The remaining chapters of the thesis each deal with a particular aspect of the investigation. There is no particular order to these chapters, since they are not intended to be read
sequentially. However the first seven chapters are considered to be of the greatest relevance to this investigation. Otherwise the chapters have been arranged so that related
chapters are grouped together. Some of the chapters are, by nature, quite technical and
it was anticipated that these would only be read by someone who needs to fully understand the details of a particular issue, possibly to apply it to some other research. For
various reasons these sections have been called Chapters, rather than Appendices, in
part because these chapters could have their own appendices.
Each of these chapters is, so far as reasonably feasible, intended to be self-contained to
its specific topic and can, within reason, be used independently of the rest of the thesis,
but with cross-reference to other related chapters where necessary.
It is anticipated that the overview will be read first and then, as necessary, the “Main
Body”, Chapter 1, can be read, but other chapters will only be read if they are of specific interest and relevance to the reader.
It was also anticipated that some readers may only be interested in specific chapters,
possibly for application to other research, so they will not be interested in any of the
other discussion in the thesis and may only wish to study the particular chapters relevant
to their application.
Note:- This Thesis was prepared in Microsoft Word (2003) and then converted to a PDF
file of about 7Mb. A copy of this should be obtainable from the Icing Group, Department of Turbomachinery, or the Library, Cranfield University, Bedfordshire MK43
0AL, England, Tel +44 (0) 1234 750 111.
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Overview
The Roselawn Incident
On 31 October 1994 over Roselawn, Indiana, USA, an ATR72 turbo-prop aircraft, similar to that in Figure 1, was in a holding pattern between 8,000 to 10,000 feet, 2,400 to
3,000m. Unexpectedly the autopilot disengaged and, before the pilots could regain control, the aircraft rolled over, resulting in the loss of 68 people with the aircraft.
It was subsequently concluded that an important contributing factor to this was the accumulation of an ice ridge on the
upper surface of the wing behind
the de-icing facilities, (NTSB/AAR-96/01, July 1996). The ice
ridge so disturbed the airflow over
the aileron control surfaces that it
caused the autopilot to disengage,
after which the ailerons uncontrollably deflected to cause the loss of
control. After a substantial investigation it was concluded that the ice Figure 1: Under view of an ATR72 turboprop aircraft.
accumulation had resulted from flying through supercooled drizzle.
While this kind of ice formation was already known about it seemed that, up to then,
most understanding about aircraft icing had been related to freezing fog and clouds,
where the size of the water droplets were much smaller, typically less than 100 m.
With supercooled drizzle, the droplets tend to be much larger, typically 100 m to
500 m diameter, with the range of 200 m to 300 m being of particular relevance.
Since these are much larger than those in the more familiar cloud icing this is commonly referred to as Supercooled Large Droplet icing, otherwise known as SLD icing.
SLD icing droplets are large compared to clouds and fog droplets. They are, however,
still very small compared to the more familiar rain drops, which are typically several
mm in diameter, the size range considered in much of the previous droplet research.
Due to the Roselawn and other aircraft icing incidents, many research investigations
were started around the world into SLD icing. Because of the larger droplet size involved it was found that this icing process was very much more complex than for the
small droplet icing. With larger droplets the surface tension force, which retained the
droplet shape and integrity, tended to be less dominant. The dynamic response times
also tended to increase, so it took substantially longer for heat transfer on contact with.
The wing, the distortion and vibration responses also tended to be slower and it could be
substantially more difficult to deflect the droplets from a straight-line ballistic motion.

The Cranfield Main Icing Tunnel
For the investigation of aircraft icing low temperature icing tunnel facilities were instigated by Professor Robin Elder and Dr Jason Tan at Cranfield University. After the basic facilities had been developed, the project came to a standstill. Professor Elder and Dr
Tan left to take up other activities and, in March 2002, Dr David Hammond was recruited from British Aerospace to complete these developments. The author joined his
icing team in April 2002 to help with the developments of these facilities whilst also
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carrying out related research for a PhD, for which this is the resulting thesis.

Figure 2: Cross-section of the main icing tunnel, shown with Dr Hammond to scale

One of the initial issues was to redesign the convergent entry to the main icing tunnel,
shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. This was required, since the initial design was found to
have too steep a convergent rate for the larger droplets to follow the air flow. In this it
was necessary to ensure that the droplet spray introduced into the low-velocity airflow
would be accelerated to the required velocity, supercooled to the required temperature,
and provide an adequate distribution of spray in the working section.

Figure 3: Convergent entry (left) to 760mm square working section (right)

To help with the design of the convergent entry, a computer simulation of the droplet
motion dynamics and cooling was developed. This made use of a numerical simulation
package, which the author had previously developed and used for many and various applications. One of these was to model the motion dynamics of ink droplets, when subjected to aerodynamic and electrostatic forces, in a continuous ink-jet printer. This was
then adapted to model the motion dynamics of water droplets in a convergent wind tunnel. The main additional requirement was to model the airflow, which was achieved by
treating the tunnel as a large convergent nozzle with 1D adiabatic compressible flow.
For this application the aerodynamic forces on the droplets were quite moderate and it
was adequate to assume the droplets remained spherical, for which suitable data on the
aerodynamic drag forces was available.
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The Vertical Tunnel
A vertical convergent wind tunnel, Figure 4, was also being
developed to accelerate droplets vertically downward to impact onto a splash target, where observations and measurements could be made. A requirement of this was to accelerate the larger droplets, up to 400 m diameter, to a velocity of
up to 100m/s without them breaking up due to the aerodynamic accelerating force. The design study for this was carried out by Dr Tan, then at Wichita University, in particular
to determine the contraction shape of the convergent tunnel.
The droplets were to be accelerated down the tunnel by the
aerodynamic drag force in the higher-velocity airflow. For
the droplets to be continuously accelerated, the air velocity
had to be sufficiently greater than the droplets to maintain the
necessary drag force. This required that the tunnel crosssection to be continually contracting to maintain the necessary excess air velocity over the droplets.
An issue with this was the height of the tunnel and whether it
would be able to fit within the available building height without any major difficulties. Hence it was beneficial to minimise the tunnel height.
In the tunnel design study by Dr Tan it was assumed that the
droplets remained spherical, although it was known that the
larger 400 m droplets would be significantly distorted, as
shown in Figure 5, which shows a 5.8mm droplet falling
through ambient air at terminal velocity. The distortion of the Figure 4: The Vertical
400 m droplets in the vertical tunnel would have been simi- Wind Tunnel
lar, but inverted, due to aerodynamic forces accelerating the droplets down the tunnel.
Droplets distortion increased the air drag for two reasons;
1. The increased equator diameter and hence frontal area
on which the aerodynamic pressure could act.
2. The sharper curvature at the equator causing the airflow to separate earlier, so reducing the flow recovery
on the downwind side, thus giving a larger wake in re- Figure 5: Typical droplet
lation to the equator diameter.
deformation for a Weber
numbe r of 8.

At the time it was known that such droplet distortion would
be sufficient to increase its air drag by at least 30%, which meant that the vertical tunnel
could have been significantly shorter in height.
With the subsequent droplet research it was found that the droplet air drag, for the relevant conditions, was at least 70% greater than for the spherical droplet assumption, so
the vertical tunnel height may have been reduced by as much as 2 metres.
Using the simulation and the drag correction for droplet distortion, as then understood,
the tunnel contraction profile was re-evaluated and it was found that this could have
been at least a metre shorter in height whilst still achieving the required performance. A
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difficulty with the analysis was the lack of suitable data or formulation for the effect of
distortion on the droplet drag at the relevant conditions. It was realised that this could be
a significant impediment in the design and development of equipment and facilities, like
the vertical tunnel, involving such effects, and that such data was required.

Relevance of Droplet Distortion to SLD Icing.
It was deduced that the changes in air velocity in the flow field around an aircraft wing
would be similar to those in the vertical tunnel, but this change would occur in a much
shorter distance, with a steeper velocity gradient. As a result any droplets within the airflow would experience more extreme aerodynamic forces than in the vertical tunnel,
which was designed to limit such forces. As a result this could have a significant effect
on the way that droplets behaved and hence could have a significant effect on the icing
process in freezing drizzle.
The difficulty in this was that the droplets conditions in the airflow around an aerofoil
were outside the scope of previous investigations, both in terms of the severity of conditions and the range of droplet sizes. While there was some data on the break-up criterion, it was not clear if that was relevant to the SLD icing conditions and there did not
seem to be any available data on the drag properties for the relevant conditions and
droplet size range.
At the time, the significance of this issue was not appreciated by the aircraft icing community, where the SLD icing models still assumed the droplets remained spherical. The
suggestion that aerodynamic droplet distortion and break-up would have a significant
effect was greeted with some scepticism. It would seem that part of the reason for the
doubt was that such effects had not been observed in any of the high-speed imaging of
droplets in scale model tests, such as the investigation by Gent, Ford, Moser and Miller
(AIAA 2003-389). The reason for this was attributed to the fact that the thickness of the
flow field around the aerofoil was insufficient to allow sufficient time for the droplets to
respond to the aerodynamic forces, although some small amount of droplet deformation
was noticed.
From this it was concluded that both Scaling and Transient effects were important in
determining the behaviour of drizzle droplets in SLD icing. However it was not possible
to fully investigate such effects. It was agreed that the investigation would, at least, consider the quasi-static behaviour of droplet distortion, drag and break-up. Some consideration was, however, given to the scaling and transient issues, as discussed below.

Scale and Transient Issues
It would seem that the prevailing view of SLD icing was that the momentum of the larger droplets would be such that aerodynamic forces would have little effect on them.
The reasoning for this seemed to be based on observations and modelling with smallscale aerofoils, where the thickness of the aerofoil flowfield was not sufficient to significantly affect the droplets before they reached the aerofoil surface.
When the effect of the size and scale of the aerofoil was evaluated, it was found that this
could have a substantial effect on the behaviour of the droplets, since a full scale aerofoil provides both the time and distance for the droplet distortion to have a substantial
effect on their speed and trajectory, Chapter 2. It also indicated the possibility of the
aerodynamic break-up of droplets before they reached the aerofoil surface, so the remnants might then be swept away in the airflow.
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A further issue for the range of conditions relevant to SLD icing was
that the amplitude and duration of the aerodynamic loading of the
droplets could induce a dynamic and/or a vibration response in the
droplets that could also cause droplet break-up. With scale-model testing the duration of these forces was often too short for such effects to
be significant. In the vertical tunnel it was, however, found that the
conditions were sufficient to cause significant droplet distortion, as
shown in Figure 6 for a droplet approaching a target surface. It can be
seen that this becomes increasingly distorted as it enters the more
stagnant air near the target surface.

The need for Drag Data, or Formulation, for Distorted Droplets
Whilst various researchers had investigated the drag of distorted droplets several mm in size, they had not considered the more aggressive Figure 6: Tranconditions experienced by the smaller droplets in SLD icing condi- sient distortion of
a droplet
tions.
For this research it was concluded that there would need to be two parallel paths to obtain the necessary formulation and data;
1. To develop and refine a useable, practical and efficient formulation of drag for
distorted droplets, by combining and harmonising available data and analysis.
2. To develop test facilities to obtain experimental data so as to validate and refine
the droplet drag formulation.

Development of a Droplet Drag Computer Model
The behaviour of a droplet depends on many factors, such as;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Aerodynamic drag force
Droplet size
Droplet velocity, relative to the air
Droplet acceleration, or gravity
Air density
Air viscosity
Surface tension
Droplet density
Droplet viscosity

Providing the droplet shape only changed reasonably slowly and there is no significant
internal flow, then the droplet viscosity is not relevant.
Given no other forces on the droplet, the aerodynamic drag force had to equal the gravity force, or acceleration force where gravity was negligible. Hence there were seven
relevant independent parameters to consider.
It was not be reasonable to try to obtain an effective model by directly using all the parameters. To reduce them to a manageable number, the method of Dimensional Analysis
was used. The Buckingham Pi theory states that the number of dimensional groups will
be the number of parameters, seven, less the number of fundamental dimensions, mass,
length and time. This indicated that there were four possible dimensional groups.
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The air density and droplet density were dimensionally equivalent so could only be
counted once, but the ratio of these densities provided a relevant parameter group.
This then left three independent parameter groups. These could take various forms, but
the preferred ones were the Reynolds number, Weber number and Bond number.
There were a variety of other dimensionless parameters that were also used to help with
the modelling, which were derived from a combination of the primary three parameter
groups and the density ratio. These are explained in subsequent Chapters.
In the case of spherical droplets, or fixed shapes, the surface tension plays no role, so
this only allows for two parameter groups, which are normally the Reynolds number
and the drag coefficient. The drag coefficient could be obtained from the ratio of the
Bond number and Weber number, which cancelled out the surface tension. For the purpose of this investigation, when a droplet was assumed to remain spherical it would still
have a surface tension, even though this did not have any effect, hence the Weber number and Bond number could still be used for comparison with the deformable droplets.
The approach first considered was to use the well-established data for the drag force on
a sphere and then see if it was possible to determine some correction factor for the droplet distortion in relation to this.
The one established source of suitable experimental data was that for water droplets falling through ambient air in normal gravity at terminal velocity. In this the Reynolds
number and Weber number could be determined from the fall velocity and the Bond
number could be determined from the gravity force.
As the droplet size increased it resulted in increasing distortion of the droplet. This enabled the effect of the distortion on the drag to be determined in relation to the drag on a
sphere for the same conditions.
The initial drag model derived from data for free-falling droplets and spheres was used
to design the convergent droplet tunnel for the experimental measurements. While this
initial model contained discrepancies, it was sufficiently correct, for the conditions of
interest, so as not to have any significant effect on the subsequent droplets experiments.
A limitation of the droplet free-fall data was that it was only available for a maximum
Weber number of 11, at a Bond number of 8.4, Reynolds number of 4700 and droplet
size of 8mm. Beyond this the flattened windward side of the droplet tended to become
unstable, collapse inward to form a bubble on the downstream side, which would then
result in the bag break-up of the droplet.
Figure 7 shows a high-speed video of this process with a droplet of around 270 m in the
droplet wind tunnel. Both airflow and droplet were travelling from right to left.

Figure 7: High-speed video of a droplet bag break-up

It was, however, later found that if the aerodynamic force on the droplet was rapidly
increasing, but not at such a rate to cause any transient shock or vibration of the droplet,
then the droplet could remain intact in more severe conditions, at least to a Weber number of 16, and even more so in transient conditions, such as shown in Figure 6.
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It was considered essential to obtain droplet drag data for higher Weber numbers. That,
however, required the relevant drag data to design the experimental equipment needed
to obtain that data. Hence an approximate formulation had to initially be used for this.
This difficulty was resolved by extrapolating the available data for free-falling droplets.
Initially this was achieved by directly extrapolating a curve fitted to the data. Such a
method can be uncertain if taken too far, but it provided a workable formulation which
allowed the necessary tunnel design analysis to be carried out.
Subsequently a more effective method was developed for extrapolating and applying the
available data.
The “Drag Correction” approach was found to be suitable for water droplets greater
than about 1.3mm, since at low velocities, for Weber numbers less than 3, there was little distortion. The droplets could then be treated as spherical, in which the drag characteristics only depended on the Reynolds number. At high velocities, Weber numbers
greater than 3, it was found that the Reynolds number had little effect and the drag correction, which mostly depended on the Weber number, so the data for free-falling droplets could be directly used.
For SLD icing the droplet size of most interest was between 200 m and 300 m. With
such small droplets there could be significant effects from both the Reynolds number
and the Weber number, so it was not possible to directly separate these effects.
It was realised that the free-falling droplet experiments provided the necessary data for
other conditions, but required a means to reliably extrapolate this to higher Weber numbers and to apply a Reynolds number correction for smaller droplets.
It was found that by plotting the relationship between the Bond number and Weber
number, for the free-falling droplets, in an appropriate way, the resulting curve asymptotically tended to a constant value above a Weber number of 10. Through various considerations it was concluded that, provided the droplets remained intact this relationship
would apply to higher Weber numbers for a near steady Weber number.
The other issue was to correct for the Reynolds number effects. In this it was reasoned
that, with respect to the equator diameter of an oblate distorted droplet, the drag characteristics would, for the same equator Reynolds number, lie somewhere between that of a
sphere and a flat circular disc perpendicular to the air flow. This could be represented as
an interpolation factor between the sphere and disk.
The presumption made was that, for a given distorted shape, this interpolation factor
would be independent of the Reynolds number. It was also concluded that the shape of a
distorted droplet was primarily determined by the Bond number and that the Reynolds
number was unlikely to have more than a minor effect on this shape. Given these assumptions, it was possible to combine the drag data for free-falling droplets, a droplet
distortion model for the Bond number and the drag data for spheres and flat circular
discs together to produce a computer model for the drag characteristics of deformable
droplets for the required range of Reynolds numbers and Weber numbers.
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Experimental Drag Measurement and Model Verification
To obtain the necessary experimental data and to verify the computer model it was necessary to obtain relevant experimental data. For the results to be dimensionally similar
to the relevant SLD icing conditions, for both the Weber number and Reynolds number,
it required droplets of a similar size, typically 200 m to 300 m diameter.
This would require the following facilities.
1.
2.
3.
4.

A means of generating calibrated droplets of the required size.
A means of subjecting these droplets to the required aerodynamic forces.
A means to image, observe and check the behaviour of the droplets.
A means to measure the droplet drag force and velocities of the air and droplets.

Droplet Generation

Initially the droplets were generated using a vibrating nozzle. This was capable of generating a very consistent stream of droplets that could be accurately calibrated for size,
as shown in the top row of Figure 8.

Figure 8: Example of droplets obtained from a vibrating nozzle generator.

As these droplets were accelerated in the airflow, the aerodynamic interactions between
them caused them to become irregularly spaced, clump together and then coalesce into
large droplets, the initial stages of which are shown in the bottom row of Figure 8.
This was the preferred way to generate calibrated droplets and it was possible to electrostatically remove the surplus droplets to increase the droplet spacing, so reducing aerodynamic interactions to prevent the coalescence. By the time it was possible to observe
and understand this effect, it was, however, not possible to develop the necessary equipment, but that could be considered in further work to refine the method.
A remedial solution for producing droplets with the required spacing had to be quickly
developed and the method used was to impinge a uniform jet of water onto a spinning
slotted disk, as shown in Figure 9 The process of droplet generation is shown by the
high-speed video sequence on the right side of Figure 9..

Figure 9: Spinning disc droplet generator.

While this produced droplets of the required spacing, the droplets were of irregular size.
The frequency of droplets was known, so by weighing the droplets produced in a given
time it was possible to determine the average droplet mass.
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Conditioning the Droplets

For the droplet size of interest the earth’s gravity was far too weak to create the necessary distortion forces. In practice acceleration in excess of 1000g was required. The possibility of using a centrifuge was considered, but the resulting droplet velocities would
have introduced substantial and indeterminate Coriolis accelerations. Also it was likely
that such a centrifuge would have to be quite large, and hence costly, to construct.
The method adopted was to try to approximate the equivalent SLD icing conditions experienced by droplets of the required size in the vicinity of an aerofoil. For this investigation it was preferable to avoid curvilinear motion and to minimise transient effects,
but it was necessary that the droplets should experience rapidly-increasing aerodynamic
forces and accelerations, particularly above a Weber number of 10, so that the droplets
did not break-up before achieving the required conditions.
This resulted in the development of a convergent tunnel, in which the air was being increasingly accelerated. A decelerating flow would have better represented the condition
near the leading edge of an aerofoil, but that would have been significantly more difficult and costly to achieve. It was a comparatively simple matter to produce a stable accelerating flow, using ambient air, with the required characteristics. This did, however,
mean that the air density was decreasing, rather than increasing, but this could be compensated for by further increasing the air velocity to retain the necessary conditions.
This did, however, result in a slightly different variation in the Reynolds number, which
was considered acceptable.
Using the simulation and the available droplet drag data, the convergent profile of the
tunnel was designed to produce a steadily and rapidly-increasing aerodynamic force on
the droplets, with respect to time, but not at such a rate that this induced a transient response or vibrations of the droplets.
The transparent convergent tunnel, shown in
Figure 10, was 520mm long, with a 290mm
square inlet and 76.5mm square exit. At maximum speed this could achieve Mach 0.5 at the
tunnel exit, to keep compressibility effects and
air density variations within acceptable limits.
For this a suitable fibrous filter inlet screen and
Figure 10: Convergent Droplet Tunnel with
plenum chamber had to be designed and con- Plenum chamber, Diffuser and Fan
structed to condition the inlet air. The outlet
diffuser was optimised and constructed to maximise the kinetic energy recovery from
the airflow, so that a low-cost commercial suction fan could be used. The fan had an
accurate electronic speed control to allow infinite variability of the tunnel airflow. The
tunnel air velocity and density was determined and calibrated from pressure tappings
along one of the tunnel walls. Two sides of the tunnel were transparent so that droplets
could be observed and measured with optical equipment and instruments.
The droplets were injected from the plenum chamber at a velocity of around 10m/s,
which was similar to the maximum inlet air velocity to the tunnel entry.
The imaging and measurement of the droplets was at a fixed location 40mm upstream
of the tunnel exit and the droplet conditions were varied by changing the fan speed.
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Imaging of the Droplets

In principle it was not necessary to obtain images of the droplets, since the primary requirement was to measure their drag characteristics. In practice it was essential to obtain
images to ensure the droplets were being injected, conditioned and delivered to the
measuring location as required.
Because of irregularities in the motion of the droplet, their small size and high velocities, some special imaging methods were required. Whilst suitable equipment for this
existed it was not available for use on a regular basis.
It was concluded that, if a sufficiently short and powerful flash could be produced, then
any conventional camera technology, with suitable optics, could be used to capture the
required images. The normal method for generating such flashes was a pulsed laser, but
such equipment was not available on a regular basis.
It was known that a Light Emitting Diode (LED), could produce very short flashes, at
least down to 1 s, but previously the light energy per flash was not sufficient to obtain
an image from a single flash with an available camera. Where the conditions were exactly repeated, such as at the exit of the vibrating-nozzle droplet generator, the resulting
image could be obtained from the accumulation of many thousands of flashes.
Such an approach was not possible with the irregular
conditions in the tunnel, so a much brighter flash light
was developed, using recently-available high-power
Light Emitting Diodes and MOSFET transistors.
The requirement was to obtain droplet images from a
single flash with a resolution of 5 m and maximum
motion blur of 5 m at a velocity of up to 100m/s. This
required a flash duration as short as 0.05 s, or 50ns.
To achieve sufficient intensity required a special highpower LED subjected to a current pulse of up to 15
amps with a rise and fall time of 25ns. In practice useable images were obtained with flashes of 100ns to
200ns duration with a peak current of a few Amps
from a 30V supply.
Figure 11: LED flash unit with
80mm Collimating Lens

Figure 11 shows the resulting LED flash unit, together
with an aspheric 80mm diameter by 80mm focal length collimating lens. This flash unit
was able to produce a flash rate of up to 100kHz that could be synchronised with a highspeed video camera to produce video sequences, such as shown in Figure 7 and the right
hand side of Figure 9.
Measurement of the droplet motion

An essential part of the investigation was the need to determine the droplet velocity
relative to the airflow and the aerodynamic drag force applied to the droplets.
From this data and knowing the droplet size and properties, the Reynolds number, Weber number, Bond number and Drag Coefficient could be determined. This would then
provide the necessary experimental data for comparison with predictions from the computer model for droplet drag.
The most difficult and critical part in this was to determine the drag force on the drop-
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lets. The only known practical way was to determine the acceleration of the droplets.
Knowing the droplet size and mass the drag force could then be determined.
Measuring the droplet velocity could have been achieved with various standard methods, but such equipment was not available to this project. To accurately measure acceleration required determining small changes in velocity over a short interval of time and
in the shortest possible distance. An evaluation of the standard velocity measuring instruments indicated that they would be unlikely to have the necessary resolution and
precision needed for the droplet acceleration to be determined with adequate accuracy.
This resulted in the need for a specially-developed low-cost instrument that could determine the droplet acceleration with the necessary accuracy.
The arrangement used to achieve this is shown
in Figure 12. In this three parallel laser beams
were projected across the path of droplets and
onto photo detectors to determine when they
were interrupted by a droplet. Periodically a
single droplet would intercept all three beams,
to produce a sequence of electronic pulses
from the three photo detectors.
From knowing the spacing of the laser beams
and the time intervals between the pulses, it
was then possible to calculate the velocity and Figure 12: Arrangement for measure ment
acceleration of the droplet. Knowing the drop- of droplet velocity and acceleration
let size and properties and the air velocity in the tunnel, the experimental drag characteristics for the droplet could then be determined for the prevailing conditions.
For this it was advantageous to have equal spacing between the laser beams. This
method was subjected to a careful error analysis and it was found the design, construction and alignment of the laser beam unit was critical.
With a beam spacing of 25mm the most critical issue, for the required accuracy, was
that the middle beam should be within 30 m of the central location between the two
outer beams. In practice this was aligned to within about 15 m. As an additional safeguard the block carrying the three lasers could be inverted, so that any asymmetry of the
beam spacing would then be reversed. By taking the average of measurements with the
laser block in the normal position and then inverted, for the same conditions, the errors
due to beam asymmetry would be cancelled out.
The signal pulses were recorded by an 8 bit digital oscilloscope and then transferred to a
computer via an interface. Typically the signals were sampled at 1 s intervals and, using interpolation, it was possible to determine the pulse timing to within 0.1 s.
It was determined that this system could measure the droplet acceleration with an accuracy of 2% to 3% for the particular experimental conditions. The velocity measurement
was far more accurate. In the event it was not, however, possible to obtain data to this
level of accuracy due to the variability of droplet size from the droplet generator, as discussed in Chapter 12. To try to alleviate this a large number of measurements were
made for each condition and these were then averaged to reduce the uncertainty. For
the high Weber numbers, 12 to 16, with droplets of 250 m, there was remarkably close
agreement between the computer model and the experimental result.
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The greatest discrepancy between the model and the measurement was at a Weber number of about 8, where the difference was about 20% with 250 m droplets. Given the experimental uncertainties the worst case was more than two times more accurate than assuming spherical droplets. For a Weber number of 10.5, it was at least three time more
accurate and above a Weber number of 13 about ten times more accurate.

Conclusions
1. A practical effective and efficient semi empirical computer model for the drag of
deformable droplets was developed from available experimental data and a distortion model of sessile droplets.
2. The necessary experimental facilities were developed to produce, inject and
condition the droplets with the required aerodynamic forces in a convergent
wind tunnel. This enabled imaging of the distorted droplet in the wind tunnel
and instrumentation was developed to measure the droplet velocity and acceleration, from which the drag characteristics could be determined.
3. The measured drag characteristics were found to be in acceptable agreement
with predictions from the computer model. The discrepancies between the model
and the measurements were very much less that the discrepancy between the
measurements and the drag predictions for spherical droplet assumption.
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Chapter 1: Distortion, Drag and Break-up of Droplets.
Reasons for and Objective of the Investigation
A new group was set up at Cranfield University in about March 2002 to carry out research into the icing of aircraft due to freezing drizzle from Supercooled Large Droplets, or SLD. These droplets, typically 100 m to 500 m diameter, were large compared
to the droplets of about 50 m, or less, that had previously been the primary focus for
icing investigations. In comparison, however, these droplets were much smaller that the
droplets of several millimetres considered in most droplet research.
Effects on Icing

The combination of the larger droplet, together with the severe aerodynamic forces near
an aircraft wing, this resulted in conditions that could cause substantial distortion and
even the break-up of the droplets prior to contact with the wing. The resulting distortion
of the droplets could greatly increase their aerodynamic drag, by as much as a factor of
four or more, which could then substantially affect the motion of the droplet and the
manner in which the ice accumulated on the aerofoil.
Hence it was anticipated that such issues could have a significant
effect on the aircraft icing process in supercooled drizzle.

Icing Tunnel Facilities
The Icing Group was developing wind tunnel facilities to reproduce the icing conditions. One of these was the main horizontal
refrigerated icing tunnel, Figure 14, with an air flow of up to
about 100kg/s at a velocity up to about 140m/s through a working
section of 760mm square.

Figure 14: The Main Horizontal Refrigerated Icing Tunnel.

The other facility developed was a 5.5m tall vertical refrigerated
tunnel, Figure 13, with an airflow of up to about 7.8kg/s, a minimum section of about 216mm square and velocity of around
133m/s. This was to accelerate droplets towards a wetted target, Figure 13: The Vertical Wind Tunnel
at up to 100m/s, to investigate the splash behaviour of droplets.
For both these facilities it was necessary to analyse, optimise and design the contraction
profiles to achieve the necessary acceleration, cooling and distribution of water droplets.

Need for Droplet Drag Data for Numerical Modelling
To better understand the icing process with freezing drizzle and to help with the tunnel
analysis and design, it was necessary to develop a numerical computer model of the
cooling and dynamic motion of the droplets in an airflow with a steep velocity gradient.
Whilst modelling the dynamic motion of the droplets was reasonably straightforward,
the necessary data about the droplet drag characteristics was required. Although such
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data was available for spherical droplets, there appeared to be very little useful data for
droplets that were substantially distorted by aerodynamic forces.
As a result this research was undertaken to obtain the necessary data and model to represent the drag characteristics of distorted droplets for the required range of conditions.

Conditions of Interest to SLD Icing
The conditions of interest to SLD icing are, typically, supercooled water droplets of between 100 m and 500 m and Weber numbers greater than 3, where droplet distortion
begins to have a significant aerodynamic effect. For a Weber number less than 3 the
droplet could be treated as being nearly spherical.
For droplets greater than about 1.3mm diameter having a Weber number greater than 3
the Reynolds number was greater than 1,000, as shown in Figure 15, where the air drag
was adequately indifferent to Reynolds number, so mostly just the Weber number effects needed to be considered.
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For a sustained Weber number greater than 11 droplets can be unstable and likely to
break-up (Maybank and Briosi, 1961), so little data was available for these conditions.
It would seem, however, that where the Weber number is increasing at a sufficient rate,
but not enough to cause significant transient effects, droplets may be able to exist to
Weber numbers of 20 or more, (Liu 2000).
For Reynolds numbers less than 1000, the air viscosity could have a significant direct
effect. If at the same time the Weber number was also greater than 3, then both the viscosity and droplet distortion effects could become significant and interact, so a more
elaborate droplet drag model would be required, which was the primary issue for this
investigation.
Above a Weber number of 10 the oblate deformation of the droplet may reduce the sensitivity of the drag to Reynolds number. This is because of both the higher Reynolds
number for the larger equatorial diameter and also the more acute surface curvature at
the equator which encourages more stable flow separation.

Literature Survey and References
More than 480 literature items were identified related to droplets and icing, as shown in
the References, Bibliography and Literature, of which about 70 have become available
since the investigation started.
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The references and bibliography are listed in chronological order, as far as possible,
with the most recent first, where the most relevant papers are likely to be. This has been
found to be an effect way to organise references as it brings contemporary papers, research and authors together, so it is then possible to follow the various developing
trends through the references. The references are grouped into each year, back to 1967,
when several years may be grouped together. All 1900 to 1949 references are in one
group with two pre 1900 papers. Where the reference date was uncertain this was taken
as being the year of the latest reference it contained and the following year, i.e. 97-98.
Of all these references, some 218 items were considered relevant and could be obtained.
These were reviewed, but none of these contained the necessary data, or model formulation, for the drag of deformable droplets in the range of small droplet sizes for the more
severe aerodynamic conditions relevant to aircraft icing in supercooled drizzle.
The relevant literature found is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. The main finding
was that the most suitable available data was that for the terminal velocity of free-falling
droplets in ambient air and standard gravity. It was found, however, that this only provided data up to a Weber number of 10 or so and this data was for a much higher Reynolds number than required.
Whilst the references were numbered, the numbering was not fixed, so the convention
adopted for references within the text was to enclose these within brackets with author
and year, such as, "(Maybank and Briosi 1961)”, unless it was being directly referred to,
such as “this used the method of Maybank and Briosi (1961).”

The Difficulties with determining drag for deformable droplets
Given the state of knowledge with fluid dynamics and aerodynamics it seemed remarkable that the necessary data for the drag of deformable droplets had not already been
obtained, or a suitable model already derived.
The drag characteristics for spheres were adequately determined by Lapple and Shepherd (1940) for the range of interest and some data went back much earlier (Allen
1900). The drag resistance of free-fall deformable droplets was accurately determined
in the experiments of Gunn & G.D. Kinzer (1949), which could be used to correct drag
for the distortion of large droplets greater than 1.3mm for Weber numbers less than 10.
With smaller deformable droplets there were, however, other issues to be considered,
due to the combined effect of both the higher Weber number and also Reynolds number.
The question was why the necessary data, or model, for the drag of deformable droplets
is not available. It would seem that that there must have been some particular difficulties in obtaining the necessary data, or in developing a suitable model. This Chapter
considers some of the issues and difficulties of obtaining the necessary data or in developing an appropriate model.
There would appear to be two approaches to obtaining the required data.
1. To first determine the shape of the deformed droplet and then determine the resulting drag of that shape, possibly by assuming a fixed distorted shape.
2. To directly determine the aerodynamic forces on the droplets as they deform
naturally due to the aerodynamic forces.
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Determining Droplet Shape

With the first approach the shape of the droplet could be determined from measurements of photographic images and it would seem that many researchers had done this
(Clift, Grace and Weber, 1978).
Alternatively the droplet shape can be determined by the numerical solution of the differential equations for the curvature of the droplet surface resulting from the pressure
differential across this surface, as elaborated in Chapter 6. For this the internal pressure
would be determined from the acceleration and density of the droplet.
One difficulty was that neither the external pressure distribution or droplet acceleration
may be known, since these would depend on and affect the shape of the droplet. To determine the external airflow and pressure could require sophisticated computer analysis,
such as Computer Fluid Dynamics (CFD), which might not necessarily be available.
It would seem, however, that the distorted droplet shape was not so greatly affected by
details of the external pressure distribution and that a simple approximation of this
might suffice. In Chapter 6 the shape of a sessile droplet, resting on a horizontal unwettable surface, was computed and found to be a reasonable approximation to the shape of
a free-falling droplet at the same Bond number. Alternatives, such as assuming a floating droplet on a denser immiscible fluid, might have achieved a better approximation.
Due to the moderate effect that the external pressure distribution seemed to have on the
droplet distortion, it was concluded that the range of Reynolds numbers was not likely
to have a sufficient effect on the external pressure distribution or to have a significant
effect on the droplet shape at a given Bond number.
A more accurate computation of the droplet shape could be obtained with an iterative
procedure. In this an approximate shape was first computed by numerical integration
using an assumed external pressure distribution. The pressure distribution around the
resulting shape could then be experimentally measured, or computed with CFD modelling. The resulting shape could then be recomputed from the revised external pressure
distribution. Starting with a sessile droplet, it was anticipated that this would adequately
converge to the correct shape in a few iterations.
A more sophisticated option was Direct Numerical Simulation, allowing the free movement of the droplet surface within CFD modelling. These methods were improving and
still being developed (Schmehl 2002) but required substantial amounts of computing
power that might not be available for many applications. It would seem that at the time
the method was not suitable for Weber number greater than 10, relative to the volume
mean diameter. There also appeared to be substantial difficulties for Reynolds numbers
greater than 300, relative to the equatorial diameter, where it would seem the flow was
neither axisymmetric or steady (Johnson and Patel, 1999).
Obtaining drag data for a given droplet shape

There would appear to be three basic methods for determining the drag of a distorted
droplet of a prescribed shape;
1. CFD computer modelling.
2. Experiments with free-fall in air, or sinking/rising through water, at terminal velocity due to gravity.
3. Directly measured drag force on the component in a wind tunnel, or liquid flow.
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With CFD modelling it would seem that there were substantial difficulties in accurately
modelling the flow around fixed geometry spheres and droplets at Reynolds numbers
greater than 300 (Johnson, Patel 1999). This was because the flow was neither axisymmetric nor steady, so it required full 3D transient modelling. It was also necessary to
have a very fine element mesh in the vicinity of the flow separation to achieve accurate
results. All this meant that the computing effort required was substantial. Appreciable
effort had been applied to modelling the drag of spheres, but even with this there would
seem to have been appreciable difficulties. These issues would have been substantially
compounded by the range of geometry variation required for distorted droplets. At the
time it was more effective to obtain the require data by experimental means.
In free-falling experiments the difficulty could be in maintaining the orientation of the
object to be the same as for a free-falling droplet. These may have been naturally stable, or could be stabilised by adding fins, where it would be necessary to ensure that
these had a negligible effect on the drag, or that the effect could be adequately allowed
for. In experimentally obtaining the drag on a flat circular disk, sinking through water at
terminal velocity, it was found that the motion could be stabilised by making the disk
slightly dished, but this option might not have been possible for an oblate droplet shape.
Directly measuring the drag force of a fixed object in a flow at low Reynolds numbers
could require very sensitive instruments to measure the tiny force with adequate accuracy. Such a method was used by Simmons and Dewey (1930) to determine the drag of
flat circular disks at Reynolds numbers of 282, with an air velocity of about 0.5m/s and
diameter of 7.7mm, giving a drag force of only about 7.8 N for a drag coefficient of
0.92. Such a tiny force would be difficult to measure reliably with modern instruments.
It was considered that it would be easier to carry out such measurements in a liquid, either with a forced flow, or towing tests, because of the higher fluid density. It would
also have been possible to use a higher fluid viscosity, to allow a higher velocity for the
same Reynolds number. The resulting drag force, F, was found to be;
F = (π/8).Cd.Re2.(µ2/ρ)
It was interesting to note that this was independent of size, but depended on the ratio of
viscosity squared to density. Hence water produced nearly four times more drag force
than air for the same Reynolds number. Surprisingly a lower density gave a higher force
for the same viscosity and Reynolds number. With a viscosity of 100cP and density of
800kg/m3, such as a light oil, with Cd = 0.92 and Re= 282, this gave a drag force of
0.36N, which was about 46,000 times that obtained by Simmons and Dewy in air flow.
For 10mm diameter this required a velocity of about 3.5m/s.
From the preceding evaluation it seemed quite feasible to measure the drag force on a
solid droplet shape with reasonable accuracy in readily-achievable flow in a hydrodynamic tunnel of around 100mm diameter using a light oil. No examples of such drag
measurements for oblate spheroids were found in the literature.
In the Reynolds number range of 125 to 500 there would seem to be appreciable uncertainty about the drag on a flat circular disk, with differences of up to 50% for Re = 267
(Massey 1989) and (Nakayama & Boucher 1999). Some of this uncertainty could apply
to highly oblate droplets until better experimental data becomes available.
Direct experimental drag measurements with deformable droplets

The preferred option was to directly determine the drag force on droplets of the required
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size and when subjected to conditions similar to those in aircraft icing with supercooled
drizzle droplets.
Reproducing all the relevant conditions was not feasible, nor practical. In particular it
was much simpler and less costly to carry out the experiments using ambient air and at
room temperature. This affected the fluid properties, such as surface tension, density
and viscosity. However these effects could be allowed for by dimensional scaling with
the Reynolds number, Weber number and Bond number.
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Figure 16 shows the viscosity of supercooled water is substantially greater than for Figure 16: Properties of supercooled water.
water at 20C. At 20C the viscosity is about four times that at 20C (Trinh and Ohsaka
1994). The water viscosity was only an issue if there was internal flow within the droplet, due to recirculation from surface friction, droplet vibration or surface ripples. It was
found that the effect of surface friction was negligible, Chapter 3. The presumption
made for quasi-static conditions was that droplet viscosity had only a minor effect on
surface ripples and droplet vibration, since the vibration damping factor was low, typically a few percent (Basaran 1992), having a similar value to the Ohnesorge number.
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Water temperature also affected its surface
tension, as shown in Figure 16, but much
less than viscosity. Typically at -20C it was
about 8% higher than at +20C (Trinh & Ohsaka 1994), but surface tension had a more
direct effect on droplet distortion and drag.
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sulting effect on density and viscosity for
standard atmospheric conditions (Kaye & Figure 17: Effect of Altitude on Air properties
Laby 1995). It can be seen that this may
have a substantial effect on air density, being only a third at 12km altitude, compared to
ground level. In comparison the reduction in air viscosity is about 17% at 12km altitude.

It was, however, understood that icing from supercooled drizzle tended to occur at much
lower altitudes, where the effects on air density and viscosity were much less. At around
1,500m, or 5,000ft, altitude the air density is reduced by about 16% and the viscosity by
about 3%. This amount of variation in air properties could readily be allowed for by
maintaining the values of Reynolds number and Weber number. The Roselawn SLD
icing incident occurred at less than 3,000m, or 10,000ft, altitude.
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A substantial problem with measuring the force acting on deformable droplets was that
it was not possible to attach them to any form of force transducer, since this would affect the droplet deformation.
If it had been possible the preferred option was to apply a known body force to the
droplet. On the earth surface gravity is always 1g, which requires larger droplets to
achieve the required Weber numbers, since achieving a higher gravitational force was
not practicable. The use of a centrifuge was considered, see Chapter 3, but Coriolis effects were likely to be a problem. Electrostatic forces were unlikely to be sufficient and
would also have affected the distortion of the droplet. Electromagnetic forces required
dosing the droplets with magnetic particles, which could have caused other difficulties.
It was concluded that the preferred option was to depend on the acceleration force acting on the droplet. This could be achieved by having an airflow with a steep velocity
gradient, similar to the actual conditions around an aircraft aerofoil.
One method was to directly reproduce the flow around an aerofoil. Since, however, it
was found that the droplet behaviour could be affected by the scale size of the aerofoil,
in particular the transient effects, Chapter 2, it was concluded that the aerofoil would
have to be full scale. Whilst, in principle, this was quite feasible, the test facilities
needed would have been too large and costly for the resources and space available.
A further issue with an aerofoil was that the flow would be curvilinear. Whilst this
might be a better representation of the icing conditions, the measurement, data gathering
and processing would have been too difficult and required equipment that was not
available within the time and resources available.
With the present state of knowledge it was considered that it would be enough to obtain
droplet drag data for linear motion in quasi-static conditions. The investigation of transient effects in curvilinear flow could come later, as further work, when better facilities
become available.
For linear motion, the droplet drag characteristic could be investigated either in an accelerating, or decelerating, flow. In a free-stream flow approaching the stagnation region at the leading edge of a stationary aerofoil, the droplet would be decelerating relative to the aerofoil. With an aircraft in flight, in near stationary air, a droplet would initially be stationary and then be rapidly accelerated as the aerofoil stagnation region engulfed it. In comparison, one could consider a droplet approaching the upper surface of
an aerofoil. In this case with a stationary aerofoil, the droplet would enter an accelerating flow. It would thus seem to make little difference to droplets whether they were in
an accelerating or decelerating flow.
One difference would be that in a decelerating flow the air temperature and density
would be increasing, while the viscosity would be decreasing. In an accelerating flow
the reverse would occur.
In reproducing the droplet conditions, with respect to time, in a decelerating flow, by
using an accelerating flow, there could be some mismatch due to the resulting changes
in air properties, in particular the air density. It was considered that this could be adequately resolved by ensuring that the variation in Weber number was the same in both
cases, to reproduce the same variation in aerodynamic force. That could be achieved
with accelerating flow by increasing the velocity difference between the droplet and air
to compensate for any changes in air density and surface tension. A consequence of this
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could be a few percent mismatch in the Reynolds number, which in the range of interest
would have only a very minor effect on the droplet drag.
In curvilinear flow the situation would be much more complicated to investigate, since
the oblate distortion might, at least momentarily, not be aligned to its relative velocity
with the air flow, so resulting in lift (lateral force), as well as drag.
In practice a linear accelerating flow and the required aerodynamic droplets forces could
readily be achieved in a convergent wind tunnel. The converse was not practicable,
without elaborate design, since with a divergent tunnel the flow was likely to separate
from the walls unless the divergent angle was kept to just a few degrees, as in a diffuser.
Having achieved the conditions necessary to apply the required force to the droplets, a
means of determining these forces was required. If the droplet mass was known then, in
principle, the force could be determined from the droplet acceleration.
It would, however, seem there could be significant practical difficulties in accurately
determining the droplet mass and acceleration, which were some of the primary issues
considered in this investigation.

Figure 18: Stream of uniform droplets produced with a vibrating nozzle generator

In principle a regular stream of droplets with equal mass (mono dispersed) could be
readily produced, as shown in Figure 18. Whilst it may not have been possible to exactly control the droplet size, the frequency at which they were produced could be accurately controlled. By collecting the droplets for a given period, accurately weighing
what was collected, knowing the number of droplets for that period and that they were
of equal mass, it is possible to accurately determine the droplet mass.
There were, however, significant difficulties in dispersing the droplets into the airflow
while retaining the uniform droplet mass. These issues are considered in Chapter 12
about the droplet generator, since this proved to be a major difficulty.
The other issue in determining the drag force was that of measuring the droplet acceleration. In principle this could simply be achieved by determining the change in velocity in a given time, or distance.
The problem was that the change in velocity, over a given time, or distance, could be
quite small, perhaps just a few percent, so the difference between the two velocities,
which represented the acceleration, would be a small fraction of the measured velocity.
Hence any errors in the velocity readings would, in proportionate terms, be greatly
magnified. Typically the accuracy of the velocity measurements would have to be more
than an order of magnitude better than the accuracy required for the acceleration results.
Hence for 5% acceleration accuracy the velocity measurement would typically have
needed to be accurate to 0.5%, or better, which could be difficult to achieve, unless sophisticated, hence expensive, instrumentation was used, but that was not available.
It was possible to increase the distance, or time, between the velocity sensors to produce
a greater velocity difference. This would help to reduce errors due to discrepancies in
the velocity measurements. However it required the necessary distance in which to carry
out the measurement. If conditions changed significantly in the measuring distance, or
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time, then the acceleration measurement errors could have been appreciable.
One of the issues was how to measure the velocity with the necessary accuracy. Typical
velocity measurement methods were PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) and PDA (Phase
Doppler Anemometry).
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)

PIV determines droplet velocity by taking two successive images, normally with a sheet
of pulsed laser light to illuminate the droplets. Cross-correlation between the two images then determines how far the droplets had moved between the successive images,
from which the velocity would be determined. Such equipment would have needed two
pulsed lasers together with a sophisticated imaging and data processing system, which
results in quite an expensive instrumentation system.
It would seem that such a system would have worked better with a fairly dense spray, to
average out the individual errors, and would have had an accuracy limit of about 1%,
which required a droplet movement of at least 10 pixel between images. For this investigation the droplets distribution was quite sparse, so the position errors could not be
averaged out, thus resulting in reduced accuracy.
It would have been necessary to obtain two velocities, which would have required at
least three successive images, hence three pulsed lasers and more elaborate processing.
Regardless of whether such a system had been available, or could have been developed,
it was assumed that given the constraints applicable to this investigation, the equipment
would have not been available and the required acceleration accuracy would not have
been achievable.
Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA)

The PDA method works by determining the Doppler frequency as the droplet intercepts
two intersecting laser beams (Lacoste et al, 2002-03), (Lehmann, Nobach, Tropea 200203). It would seem that, with spherical droplets very good velocity accuracy could be
achieved, approaching 0.1%. The measurement was, however, best suited to a reasonably dense spray and was adversely affected by droplet distortion. Such equipment was,
anyway, not available, particularly given that two systems could have been required to
measure the change in velocity between two locations.
Direct Measurement

A more direct approach by some researchers was to obtain image sequences of the droplets and then determine the droplet acceleration by double differentiation of the droplet
position (Rabin and Lawhead 1959). The difficulty with this was the requirement for
accurate measurement of the droplet position on successive frames and then the need to
double difference the droplet positions to obtain the acceleration, from which the drag
coefficient could be calculated. In general such a differencing process tends to greatly
amplify errors and it was difficult to obtain even a moderate level of accuracy. The
analysis in Chapter 4 shows that extremely accurate droplet position measurements
were required to achieve a reasonable degree of acceleration accuracy.
For spherical droplets and particles Ingebo (1956) used a rotating mirror to track the
motion of the droplets and photograph them. When this resulted in a sharp image, the
droplet velocity could be determined from the rotation speed of the mirror at its distance
from the droplets. This velocity measurement was claimed to be accurate to 1.5m/s, or
around 5% for a typical droplet velocity of about 30m/s. To reduce the data variability,
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curves were fitted to plots of velocity against droplet diameter at a given position in the
wind tunnel. This presumed a given relationship between these two parameters. From
the resulting curve fitting, the velocity for a given size of droplet was plotted against
distance along the tunnel, from the slope of which the acceleration was calculated. This
appeared to have a variability of about 30% for the acceleration.
An appreciable difficulty with the methods of Rabin and Lawhead, and Ingebo was that
they were very labour intensive and not particularly accurate. With modern imaging and
data processing it was possible the process could have been more automated, but the
intrinsic limitations would have remained. The data processing method used by Ingebo
could, anyway, only be applied to near spherical droplets.
A more practical, cost effective and accurate method had to be obtained. A system was
developed which measured the time intervals between droplets interrupting laser beams.
Low cost diode lasers could be used for this, with photo detector circuits to determine
when a beam was interrupted. A limitation of this was that, to be measured, a droplet
had to cut all the beams, so this required that the motion of the droplet had to be in the
plane of the beams. Given linear acceleration along the axis of a straight convergent
tunnel this requirement could readily be achieved.
The obvious system was to have two pairs of parallel laser beams and to measure the
velocity between the first pair and then between the second pair to determine the velocity change. It was, however, found advantageous to simplify this to three laser beams,
the centre beam being used in conjunction with both the first and last beam. The resulting measuring system is discussed in Chapter 13. In Chapter 14 the equations are derived for calculating the acceleration and velocity from the signals. This includes the
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Figure 19: Simulated measuring errors.
The results were then compared with the
acceleration directly available from the computer model. It can be seen that with a beam
spacing of 10mm and 1 s time resolution there were substantial errors above an acceleration of 15000m/s2. With 20mm beam spacing and 1 m resolution the accuracy was
greatly improved, and with 30mm beam spacing and 1 s resolution, the results were in
good agreement with the acceleration directly obtained from the simulation.
Eventually a beam spacing of 25mm was adopted. With the diode laser units used it
would have been difficult to achieve much less of a beam spacing. Increasing the beam
spacing beyond 30mm limited the proximity of the measurements to the end of the wind
tunnel.
A critical issue was found to be the symmetry of the spacing between the 1st and 2nd and
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the 2nd and 3 rd beams. To achieve an acceleration accuracy of about 3% with 25mm
beam spacing, the middle beam had to be within about 35 m of the central location between the two outer beams, or within 0.14% of the beam spacing. Appreciable care was
taken in the design and calibration of the instrument to ensure this was achieved, as described in Chapter 13. Typically this alignment was within 10 m to 15 m.
A further enhancement was that the block carrying the diode lasers could be inverted, so
any asymmetry in the beam spacing would be reversed. Measurements obtained with
the normal and inverted orientation, for the same conditions, could then be averaged to
cancel out any asymmetry errors in the beam spacing.

Scaling and Transient Issues
The behaviour of droplets in SLD icing is more complex, due to their large size and
their ability to deform and even break-up when subjected to strong aerodynamic forces.
A consequence was that droplets could behave in a different way in the vicinity of a
full-scale aerofoil, in comparison to that with a small-scale test model. This issue is considered in Chapter 2. In this it was found that there were two relevant dimensional
groups, which were;
and

(D / R).(ρ
ρ d / ρ a).Cd

for the droplet motion dynamics

(D / R).√
√ (( ρ d /ρ
ρ a).Wenom)

for transient and dynamic droplet distortion

Given that aircraft icing is concerned with the behaviour or water droplets in air at a
reasonably low altitude, the density ratio, ρ d /ρ
ρ a, would only vary over a moderate
range. Also for given droplet conditions the Weber number, We, which is directly
linked to the drag coefficient, Cd, will also need to be similar for droplets in the vicinity
of both the scale-model and full-size aerofoils. Hence, if correct scaling was to be
achieved with a scale model then it would also be necessary for the size of the water
droplets, D, to be directly scaled with the size of the aerofoil, as represented by its leading edge radius, R. To achieve this, the airflow velocity for the scale model would have
to be increased appropriately, compared to that for the full-scale aerofoil. In this there
is a square root relationship, so that a four to one reduction modelling scale size would
require a two to one increase in the air speed. Such an increase in air speed would be
likely to cause other difficulties, not least of which could be significant compressibility
effects in the airflow.
Scaling the droplet size to maintain the scaling ratio, D/R, with the aerofoil scaling,
would, anyway, not maintain similarity of the droplet Laplace number.
One of the reasons for using a convergent tunnel was that it enabled the conditions experienced by droplet in the vicinity of medium to large aircraft aerofoil to be adequately
reproduced in a small and inexpensive test facility, without the need to scale the droplet
size.
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Organisation of the Investigation
The investigation was essentially in three parts
1. Computer and mathematical modelling to develop;
a. a computer simulation to help with development of the facilities and instrumentation, to evaluate the effect of drag models on the droplet motion and trajectories and to help with the design and organisation of experiments.
b. a computer model of the droplet drag using available data, reasoned
analysis and simpler numerical modelling methods.
2. Experimental investigation to;
a. develop and set up the required experimental facilities
b. obtain Droplet video and still images
c. experimentally obtain the drag data for deformable droplets
3. Evaluation and comparison of the computer model with the experimental results
for the droplet drag.

Development of simulation for droplet motion dynamics
The simulation was required to model the motion and trajectory of droplets in a given
airflow distribution. This was mostly for flow in a convergent tunnel, but some special
cases for external flow were also evaluated. This was to help assess the situation, such
as the design and development of the wind tunnels and experimental facilities and to
evaluate the behaviour of droplets in freezing drizzle conditions for aircraft icing.
The development of the simulation is explained in Chapter 8. This provided a numerical
solution for the motion and trajectory of droplets in a given flow. Essentially this calculated the drag force on a droplet at a known location and velocity in the airflow. From
this the acceleration force on the droplet was calculated, from which the change in position and velocity were computed for the next incremental step using the 4th order Runge
Kutta numerical method.
Particular features of this simulation were;
1. It was possible for the incremental step to be established with respect to time,
distance, or various other parameters. This, for example, enabled the droplet motion and trajectory in a convergent tunnel to be determined with equal distance
increments along the tunnel length.
2. The motion characteristics required for a droplet could be prescribed and the
simulation could then be used to directly determine the convergent profile of the
tunnel required to achieve that motion.
3. The airflow calculations for the convergent tunnel assumed 1D adiabatic compressible flow. In this a correction could be made for the convergent angle of the
tunnel, up to a semi-angle of 90O to the axis, as described in Chapter 10.
The simulation was used to help with the design of the convergent entry of the main icing tunnel, to evaluate the design of the convergent vertical droplet splash tunnel and to
optimise the design of the droplet research tunnel. It was also used to assess the condi-
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tions near the leading edge of an aerofoil for droplets approaching the stagnation region.
The simulation was mostly used with an early form of the droplet drag model, using the
drag correction factor, discussed in Chapter 3. Whilst there were discrepancies, it was
adequate for the required analysis and optimisation at the time and did not detract from
the effectiveness of the resulting wind tunnel facilities.

Development of the droplet drag model
The development of the droplet drag model is discussed in Chapter 3.
At high Weber numbers, We > 3, droplets can no
longer be assumed to be spherical and distort into an
oblate shape that presents the largest cross section to
the airflow. Figure 20 shows photographs of some
typical highly distorted droplets in the horizontal convergent wind tunnel. The scale has a pitch of 0.5mm. Figure 20: Typical distorted drops
The droplet deformation substantially increased their aerodynamic drag. This drag force
must have an equal and opposite body force, which could be either gravity or acceleration, but also possibly an electrostatic or magnetic force.
At a Weber number of 10 the drag coefficient was likely to be more than double that of
a sphere of the same volume-equivalent diameter.
There were two reasons for the increase in drag;
1. The larger equatorial diameter increased the droplet frontal area.
2. The increased curvature at the equator resulted in earlier and more stable flow
separation at lower Reynolds numbers, with respect to the equatorial diameter.
The drag characteristics can be subdivided into a number of regions;
1. Droplets with a Weber number less than 3. These can mostly be treated as
spherical, possibly with a minor correction.
2. Droplets with a Laplace number greater than about 340 103, or 1.3mm diameter
for water at ambient air conditions, and at a Weber number greater than 3. For
these the effect of Reynolds number can mostly be neglected and the data for the
drag properties of free-falling droplets in ambient air could be used, with a drag
correction related to the Weber number.
3. Above a sustained Weber number of 10. For these it would seem that droplets
could become unstable and break-up, but if the Weber number rapidly increased,
but not at a sufficient rate to cause a transient response or droplet vibration, it
would seem that higher Weber numbers could be achieved for a short period. In
these conditions it would seem that Reynolds number effects were much less
and it was the Weber number effects that mostly needed to be considered. For
these conditions no published data was available due to droplet instability.
4. Where the rate of increase in Weber number occurs in a short time period, compared to the droplet vibration period. For these droplets transient effects could
become important, as that the droplet dynamic response and vibration could then
be a significant issue (Luxford 2004). It was observed that droplets could survive Weber numbers of 30 or more, for a short period and have a drag coefficient more than 5 times that of a spherical droplet. This could have a significant
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effect on the velocity and trajectory of a droplet as it approaches an aerofoil.
Such transient issues are, however, only briefly considered in this investigation,
Chapter 2.
5. Droplets with a Laplace number less than about 340 103, or 1.3mm for water
droplets, at a Reynolds number less than 1000 and Weber number between 3 and
10. For these there is an interaction between the Weber number and Reynolds
number, which increases as the droplet size decreases. In this region the drag
data for free-falling droplets can be used, but with a correction for Reynolds
number. These are the most complicated conditions for which to model the drag
of droplets, but it also happens to be an important range of conditions with respect to aircraft icing in supercooled drizzle.
6. For aircraft icing it is unlikely that a Weber number greater than 3 will be
achieved for droplets less than 100 m diameter, so they can mostly be treated as
spherical. This may not hold true in small-scale model tests where the velocity
gradients can be much steeper than with full-size aerofoils.
7. With small scale aerofoil models the transit time of the droplet through the flow
field may be too short for the droplet to have time to deform, or for the aerodynamic forces to have a significant effect on the velocity and trajectory of a droplet. It is possible that this could result in significantly different icing patterns
compared to that of full size aerofoils, particularly for larger aircraft, where there
is much more time and distance for the droplets to be affected.
Free-fall Droplet Data

The primary data for the droplet model was that for free-falling droplets at terminal velocity in ambient air. This provided drag data up to a Weber number of at least 10. Beyond that, droplets could be unstable, but could also remain intact for a limited period.
Investigation of the data for free-falling droplets showed that the value of We2/Bo asymptotically tended to an upper limit of 14.75 at a Weber number of about 10. The presumption made was that this would be retained for higher Weber numbers while the
droplet remained intact, Chapter 7. Hence if the Weber number was increasing rapidly
enough that the droplet could achieve these higher Weber numbers, while not inducing
significant transient effects or droplet vibration, then this assumption would apply. This
was an observation made from the available data, which required experimental validation. This issue is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
This extrapolation enables the available data to be extended to higher Weber numbers,
possibly up to a Weber number of 20, or more. As discussed in Chapter 5, experimental
results had so far been obtained, in the droplet tunnel, for Weber numbers up to 16.
Sessile Droplet Distortion

Whilst it could be difficult to experimentally study droplets at sustained Weber numbers
much greater than 10, because of their instability, it was possible to consider the distortion of droplets in comparable conditions. One of the simplest was for a droplet resting
on a horizontal surface, known as a sessile droplet. In practice the shape of this depends
on the contact angle between the droplet surface and the horizontal surface. With some
combinations of liquid and surface this would cause the droplet to wet the surface and
spread out into a thin film. However the presumption was made that the surface was
unwettable and that there was no surface interaction between the droplet and the hori-
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zontal surface, other than the mechanical support provided by the surface.
A sessile droplet can be subjected to gravitational, or acceleration, forces which can
cause the droplet to flatten into an oblate shape, but with a flat contact surface. In such
circumstances the droplet cannot have a Weber, or Reynolds, number, as that required a
velocity. The condition can, however, be represented by the Bond number, which relates
the gravitational, or acceleration, force to the surface tension.
When a comparison was made between
a distorted free-falling and sessile droplet on the basis of equal Bond numbers,
there was very good similarity between
them, as shown in Figure 21, despite the
very different way in which the distortion was produced, in particular the external pressure distribution. The shape
of the sessile droplet was obtained using
numerical integration. The Weber number given to the sessile droplet was that Figure 21: Typical shape of distorted droplets
which would apply to a free-falling
droplet at the same Bond number.
It might be possible to obtain a better approximation to the free-falling droplet shape
with a sessile droplet floating on the unwettable surface of a denser liquid, but that option was not investigated.
The benefit of the sessile droplet was that it allowed the evaluation of the distorted
shapes which were well beyond what could be obtained for free-falling droplets. Clift,
Grace and Weber (1978) gave an equation for the aspect ratio of a free-falling droplet.
Whilst this was based on experimental data for Bond numbers of less than 8, the resulting formulation could be extrapolated to much higher Bond numbers, where it remained
consistent with that obtained for the sessile droplets.
The preceding discussion shows that, if the droplet distortion was determined from the
Bond number, rather than from the Weber number, it allowed the distorted shape to also
be determined from other situations which did not involve velocity. Despite the very
different circumstances, this produced reasonably similar shapes. It was found that, in
calculating the drag on the droplet, the exact shape of the distorted droplet was not critical and it only affected the droplet drag by less than 1% for most conditions of interest.
Solving for Droplet Acceleration

A difficulty with using the Bond number to calculate the droplet distortion was that the
reason for calculating the droplet drag was mostly to determine its acceleration. To determine the Bond number, however, requires the acceleration to be known. This could
be resolved by an iterative procedure in which an initial condition was assumed and was
then revised in successive iterations until the required solution was obtained.
Reynolds number correction

The previous discussion indicated a way in which the effects of the Weber number and
droplet distortion could be determined. The principal issue remaining in determining the
drag on a droplet was found to be that of adequately correcting for the Reynolds number, particularly for distorted water droplets of less than about 1.3mm. How this was
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achieved is considered in Chapter 3, but the essential issues were;
1. The distorted droplet shape was defined by the Bond number and was effectively independent of the Reynolds number. The distorted shape could be determined from experimental data for free-falling droplets, or for adequately similar
conditions, such as a sessile droplet resting on a horizontal unwettable surface.
2. For an oblate distorted droplet, of a given shape, the drag coefficient, with respect to the equatorial diameter, would be bounded between that for a sphere and
that for a flat circular disc. It was then assumed that the drag coefficient for the
given distorted droplet shape, relative to equatorial diameter, could be the interpolated value between that of the sphere and disk and that this interpolated proportion would be independent of the equatorial Reynolds number.
An issue was that for low Reynolds numbers, 200 < Re < 300, the various data for the
disk drag coefficient data differed by as much as 40% to 50% (Nakayama and Boucher,
1999), (Massey, 1989) . For water droplets of 250 m, or larger, this made a maximum
difference of only about 5% at a Weber number of 6 to 7. For droplets of 50 m diameter, it could make a difference of up to 20% for similar Weber numbers. Such small
droplets were, however, unlikely to achieve such Weber numbers in practical aircraft
icing conditions, so the discrepancy was not too important. For other applications and in
icing experiments with small-scale models, the discrepancy could be more relevant.
This interpolation procedure enables a correction to be made for the Reynolds number,
so that in conjunction with the extrapolation of the data for free-falling droplets it was
possible to develop a model for the drag of distorted droplets for the required range of
conditions relevant to aircraft icing in supercooled drizzle.
The details for the development of this model are considered further in Chapter 3.

Development of the experimental facilities
The purpose of the experimental facilities was to apply the necessary aerodynamic
forces to appropriate water droplets and then observe and measure the resulting effects.
The design of the various facilities is expanded in the following chapters;
•

Droplet research tunnel

Chapter 9

•

Droplet generator

Chapter 12

•

LED flash light

Chapter 15

•

Measurement instrument for
droplet velocity and acceleration.

Chapter 13

Droplet Tunnel design

Figure 22 shows the droplet wind tunnel.
From right to left this consisted of the Plenum chamber, transparent convergent
working section, outlet diffuser and suction fan.
The plenum chamber was required to remove unwanted disturbances from the
inlet air, such as from the heating fans in Figure 22: Picture of the droplet research tunnel
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the laboratory. This was achieved with an inlet screen on the right hand side of the plenum chamber, which consisted of several layers of fibre matting normally used in air
filters. Various measurements and analysis was carried out to ensure the inlet screen
did not cause too much pressure loss, while ensuring it would remove unwanted disturbance in the inlet air, Chapter 9.
It would have been preferable to have also included a honeycomb airflow straightener
with the inlet screen, but that was not available. A smaller piece of honeycomb flow
straightener was obtained to fit over the entrance to the working section.
Droplet Generator

In order to carry out the required observations and experiments, it was necessary to introduce a stream of calibrated droplets into the accelerating airflow of the convergent
tunnel. How this was achieved and the various issues related to this are discussed in
greater detail in Chapter 12.
The first method used was a vibrating nozzle generator as shown
in Figure 23. A more detailed diagram is shown in Chapter 12.
The exact frequency at which the Figure 23: Droplet Generator, construction and appeardroplets were produced was con- ance
trolled by a signal generator. To achieve consistent droplets this frequency was limited
to a particular range related to the droplet size and velocity, as discussed in Chapter 12.
A typical 270 m droplet stream produced by this is shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24: Stream of 270 m droplets from vibrating nozzle droplet generator

This method was capable of producing a very uniform stream of identical droplets at a
precisely calibrated frequency. Whilst the mass and diameter of the droplets could not
be precisely controlled, these could be accurately calibrated by collecting the droplets
for a given period and weighing them on precision scales. This could determine the
droplet size to much better than 1% accuracy.
Such a droplet stream could not be used with the instrumentation for measuring the
droplet acceleration and velocity. This consisted of three parallel laser beams, as explained in Chapter 13, and it was necessary that only one droplet should be intercepting
the laser beams at any given time. Since, however, the spacing of the laser beams was
much greater than the spacing of the droplets, this was a potential problem.
It was, however, found that the acceleration of the droplets greatly increased their spacing and the turbulence in the wind tunnel dispersed the stream. As a result, the likelihood of more than one droplet interrupting the laser beams in a given time was reduced
to an acceptable level.
During the development of the laser beam droplet detection and measuring instrumentation it became increasingly apparent, from observing the resulting signals, that the droplets were not being delivered into the airflow as intended and that very irregular droplets
were being detected, even though very regular droplets were being generated. It was not
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possible to observe what was happening, since no means of imaging the irregular highspeed droplets was then available.
It was possible to image the repetitive droplets as they were generated, as shown in
Figure 25. This was obtained with back illumination from a low-power LED, when
viewed through a low-power microscope. The LED was directly driven from a pulse
generator that was triggered from the signal
generator driving the piezoelectric elements
of the droplet generator.
Since each LED flash was very weak, each
image required many thousands of flashes.
This was only possible because the image
was identically repeated for each flash. This
approach was not possible within the wind
tunnel because the images were irregular.
To overcome this a much more powerful Figure 25: Image of droplet formation at the
flash light, with much shorter flashes, was exit of the droplet generator.
required, as discussed in Chapter 15.
With the development of a suitable
flash light it was then possible to
obtain images of the droplets in the
wind tunnel and determine what
was happening, as shown in Figure
Figure 26: Irregular spacing and coalescence of droplets
26. With increasing distance from
the droplet generator there was decreasing regularity in the droplet spacing due to aerodynamic interactions, until they came into contact to coalesce. Figure 27 shows a highspeed video sequence, taken at 50,000 pictures per second, of two droplets coalescing.
Figure 28, given in more detail in Chapter 12,
shows that for regularly-spaced droplets the
drag coefficient decreases as the distance be- Figure 27: Video of droplet coalescence
tween them decreases. This also occurs for
one object following another.
It seemed reasonable to deduce,
where there is a stream of identical
and equally-spaced droplets, that if
some disturbance, such as turbulence, caused one droplet to be displaced along the stream then that
would increase the drag on the drop- Figure 28: Effect of droplet spacing and Reynolds
let downstream of the increased gap numbe r on the drag coefficient.
and decrease the drag on the droplet
downstream of the reduced gap. The result is then to further increase the displacement
of the initially displaced droplet and also displace the following droplet in the opposite
direction. As a result the irregularity of the droplet stream increases, typically forming
the droplets into groups of two or three, until they coalesce together, as shown in Figure
26 and discussed in Chapter 12.
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Various tests were carried out to accelerate the droplets more rapidly, to more quickly
increase their separation and reduce their interaction, by introducing them into highervelocity air. Unfortunately this also just accelerated the coalescence process even more
and provided no benefit.
It was concluded that to prevent this difficulty the droplet generator would have to produce droplets with a greater spacing. This was not directly possible with a vibratingnozzle generator, since just reducing the vibration frequency, to increase the droplet
spacing, was only possible over a very limited range, as this could, itself, result in the
generation of irregular droplets and irregular droplet spacing.
One option, as considered in Chapter 12, was to use electrostatic charging of the droplets to remove the surplus ones. This would increase the spacing between the remaining
droplets and so reduce the aerodynamic interaction between them. Such technology has
already been developed for continuous ink-jet printers, with which the author was very
familiar. However, there was not sufficient time nor resources to develop this.
An alternative option, also considered in Chapter 12, was to place a spinning slotted
disk in the path of the droplet stream. This could be synchronised so that selected droplets could pass through the slots, while the intervening droplet would be stopped by the
disk. It was, however, observed with a high-speed video camera that it was effectively
impossible for a droplet to pass cleanly through a slot due to the run-off across the slots
from preceding droplets that had struck the disk. There were anyway appreciable difficulties in accurately synchronising the slots with the droplets.
It was reasoned that a more effective approach might be to place the spinning slotted
disk close to a non-vibrating nozzle producing a uniform parallel jet which impinged on
the rotating slotted disc. Passing slots would then allow through sections of the jet,
which would subsequently form into a spherical droplets, as discussed in Chapter 12.
Unfortunately this method of droplet generation did not produce particularly uniform
droplets, but it was possible to calibrate the volume mean diameter of the droplets by
collecting and weighing the droplet stream for a given period. From knowing the slot
passing frequency it was then possible to determine the average droplet mass.
Whilst this method was far from ideal, it did produce droplets of a known average mass
and with the necessary spacing to minimise droplet coalescence. In this respect it was
preferred to the vibrating nozzle method. Within the constraints of the time and resources available it was not possible to develop any better alternative.
The variability of the droplet size from the spinning slotted disk was considered to be
the primary reason for most of the scatter in the experimental results. However when the
results were averaged and fitted with the best regression line it was found that the variability of the average was much reduced.

LED Flash Light development
As discussed above, in order to observe what was happening with the droplet generation
and delivery, it was necessary to have a means of imaging the small, irregular, highspeed droplets. An essential requirement of this was to have a very short exposure time.
Given droplet diameters down to about 200 m, travelling at up to 100m/s, it was concluded that an exposure time of 50ns, or 0.05 s, would ensure a motion blur of no more
than 5 m, which was consistent with the potential resolution of a suitable camera.
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Such short exposure times could not be achieved with normal mechanical, or electronic,
shutters. The one shutter method with the required capability was that of an image intensifier camera. In this the visible image was converted into an electron image which
could then be manipulated at very high speed by an electrostatic field to achieve the required shutter speed, whilst also intensifying the image. Such a camera was too expensive to purchase and the image resolution and quality was appreciably degraded by the
image intensifying process. An old version of such a camera was available later on, but
it would have required a significant supply of Polaroid film and lacked the many benefits and flexibility of digital image processing.
It was deduced that, if the illumination could be wholly provided by a flash of sufficient
intensity and of sufficiently short duration, then almost any camera with the necessary
lens and optics could be used to obtain photographic images of the droplets.
Initially the preferred option for this was a high-power pulsed laser, which could produce high-intensity flashes as short as 10ns. Such equipment was too expensive to purchase and was not otherwise available. From a demonstration of such equipment, an
LaVision PIV system, it was possible to obtain some initial low-resolution images of
the droplets. A typical example, with droplets of about 270 m, is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Typical low-resolution droplet image pair from a PIV imaging system.

The two images in Figure 29 were taken with a short time interval between them, with
the droplets travelling from right to left. They show how irregular the droplets became,
despite having been injected as a coherent stream of droplets. One of the coalesced
droplets can be seen in the process of break-up, due to the aerodynamic forces from the
increasing acceleration.
The same camera trial included a preliminary test of an early version of an LED (Light
Emitting Diode) flash unit, as shown in Figure 30. Although the image quality was limited, it showed the potential of the method.
As discussed in Chapter 15, the LED flash unit was developed into a much more powerful unit, capable of 50ns
flashes at 100kHz, with each flash capable of recording an
individual image in a high-speed video camera, as shown
in Figure 27 for a video sequence taken at 50kHz.
Obtaining droplet video and still images

For still photographs the LED flash unit was initially used Figure 30: Preliminary test of
with a digital astronomy camera. This was capable of re- LED flash light.
cording the very low light levels from the shortest 50ns flash duration. It was, however,
a difficult piece of equipment to use and this was later replaced with a standard SLR
digital camera. Whilst this did not produce such good image quality, quite adequate pictures were obtained with the increased light output from the LED flash unit and the
camera was much easier to set up and align.
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Later a high-speed video camera became available on loan for a short period. This was
used to obtain most of the droplet video sequences, such as Figure 27.
It was anticipated that the droplet images might be used to determine the droplet distortion for various conditions, however the image quality and repeatability was never
really sufficient for this and it was, in any case, unnecessary since the required data was
otherwise available, as discussed in Chapter 6.

Instrument for measuring droplet acceleration and velocity
A low cost means for accurately measuring the droplet velocity and acceleration was a
requirement for this research. Knowing the droplet diameter and mass its parameters
could then be determined in terms of the Reynolds number, Weber number, Bond number and Drag coefficient.
The more conventional methods of measuring droplet motion, such as PIV and laser
Doppler methods, were not available and anyway were not capable of directly determining the droplet acceleration in such a sparse distribution of droplets.
An alternative method was developed for this, as explained further is Chapter 13. This
used three parallel and equally spaced laser beams laying in a plane, produced from
low-cost diode lasers. These were shone across the transparent wind tunnel, in which
the accelerating air flow carried a stream of droplets to be measured. The beams were
orientated so that any droplet could intercept all three beams at right angles near their
focal points. These beams were each detected by a photo detector, which transmitted the
resulting electronic pulses to a digital oscilloscope with a computer interface.
Chapter 14 gives the detailed analysis made of the calculations required to obtain the
droplet velocity and acceleration from the time intervals between the resulting pulses.
In this x1 and x2 were the respective spacing between the 1st and 2nd and 2nd and 3rd laser
beams and t1 and t2 were the respective time intervals between the 1st and 2 nd and 2 nd
and 3rd pulses from the beam interruptions.
From this the droplet velocity, U0, and acceleration, a, were calculated at the location of
the middle beam with the following equations;
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The parameter, b, was the rate of change of acceleration, or jerk, of the droplet, which
represented the changing conditions along the tunnel. The jerk could not be determined
from an instrument with only three beams and at least four beams would be required. It
was neither necessary nor practical to use more than three beams due to the constraints
of geometry, resources and time. It was possible to evaluate the droplet jerk from the
pressure gradient along the tunnel or using the droplet motion simulator. For the conditions of interest, the jerk had a very minor effect on the results compared to more serious uncertainties, such as the variability in droplet size from the droplet generator.
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When a suitable sequence of signals were obtained, these were transmitted to and stored
in the computer as a text file. These files were later analysed with a computer program
to determine the droplet velocity and acceleration and the resulting drag properties.

Other Measuring Errors
In additions to errors due to the basic principles and alignment, there were also other
potential errors in the measurement of droplet velocity and acceleration due to incorrect
determination of the droplet location or signal timing.
One of these was refraction of the laser beams as they passed at an angle through the
transparent wall of the tunnel. This would introduce a slight parallel offset of the beam.
Providing the transparent sides of the tunnel were of uniform thickness and flat then the
beam offset would be equally applied to all three beams, so would cancel out any effects. This would, very slightly, shift the location at which the measurement was made,
but that effect was neglected.
In practice the transparent tunnel walls were slightly curved, so this could mean that the
different beams passed through the walls at slightly different angles. Hence each beam
would have a slightly different refraction offset. If the refraction offset was proportional
to the distance along the tunnel, which would almost be the case with a constant curvature of the tunnel walls, then this would slightly change the spacing of the laser beams
to very slightly affect the velocity measurement, but it would not affect the symmetry of
beam spacing, so would also only have a small effect on acceleration measurement.
Given that, at the measuring location, the thickness, angle and curvature of the tunnel
wall was quite small, these refraction effects were considered negligible compared to
other much more significant uncertainties.
Another issue was to what extend the
position of the droplet along the tunnel, in particular its centre of mass,
could be determined when passing
through a laser beam. The time at
which the droplet was deemed to be at
the laser beam location was taken to
be midway between the time for 50% Figure 31: Typical droplet shapes
pulse height of the rising and falling pulse edge, when the droplet interrupted the beam.
If the droplet shape was irregular then it would be possible for the centre of mass to be
slightly displaced from the location determined by the laser beam. Figure 31 shows the
typical shape of distorted droplets of about 250 m, volume mean diameter.
If the droplet shape remained reasonably constant while intercepting the three beams
across the same section of the droplet, then there would be an equal offset discrepancy
for all three beams, which would cancel out any errors. If, however, the droplets were
changing shape, or the beams intercepted across different sections of the droplet, then
this could result in a different offset error for each beam, which could be interpreted as
an error, particularly with respect to the droplet acceleration.
A critical issue was the offset of the middle beam from the central location between the
two outer beams. Normally this would be aligned to be within about 10 m. The beams
had a spacing of 25mm, so if the outer beams had an offset of 17.5 m in one direction
and the middle beam an equal and opposite offset this would respectively give beam
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spacing of (25mm 35 m) and (25mm + 35um), which would then give a value for
α = 70 m/50mm = 0.14%. The important issue was the value of this as a proportion
relevant to the time asymmetry parameter, β, which was typically around 7%. Given
these conditions the additional error in the acceleration would be about 2%.
It was reasoned that the maximum offset error would be a small fraction of the 200 m
droplet thickness. It was thus considered that this offset error was likely to be less than
17.5 m and it was unlikely that the worst combination of offset errors would occur. It
was thus concluded that the acceleration error due to these measuring offsets would be
very much less than 2%. Since these errors would be random and of either sign the average acceleration error expected from this effect would be much less than 1%.

Experimental measurements
Once the necessary experimental facilities and methodology had been developed, a series of experimental measurements were then carried out.
Due to various delays in the equipment development, there was not sufficient time
available for the comprehensive range of experiments intended. In practice the experiments had to be limited to one droplet size. The volume mean diameter used was
250 m, which was in the middle of the critical range relevant to icing with supercooled
drizzle and also the most difficult range for the computer modelling of droplet drag.
Originally it had been intended to run the tunnel fan at a fixed speed and then traverse
the instrumentation along the tunnel length to observe the resulting variations in droplet
velocity and acceleration. These results were then to be compared against the predicted
characteristics of the convergent tunnel. It was not, however, practicable to carry out the
experimental measurements in this way, because the necessary carriageway for the instrumentation was not available.
The tunnel suction fan was equipped with an accurate variable speed control. This enabled all
measurements and imaging to be at a fixed location, near the tunnel exit, with the fan speed varied
to achieve the required droplet conditions. This
allowed much simpler fixed supports to be used
for the imaging and measuring equipment.
A three axis manual manipulator was used to support the measuring instrumentation, as shown in
Figure 32. This provided fine adjustment of the
height and position along the tunnel. The unit also
32: Three axis manipulator for
had to be tilted to align the laser beams with the Figure
droplet measuring instrume ntation.
droplet trajectories, which was achieved with a
wedge under one edge of the manipulator base.
A requirement of the experiment was to determine the velocity difference between the
droplet and airflow to obtain the Reynolds and Weber numbers. This required both the
velocity of the droplet and the air to be determined.
The tunnel air velocity was determined from pressure tappings in the tunnel wall. These
were at 40mm intervals, with the last tapping 20mm from the tunnel exit. From CFD
modelling it was found that the pressure distribution across the tunnel section was suffi-
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ciently uniform and that the static pressure at the tunnel axis was the same as at the tunnel wall, Chapter 10 and 11. No total pressure measurements were made in the tunnel,
since it was concluded that the flow along the tunnel axis was isentropic and that the
total pressure at the axis would be the same as the total pressure in the plenum chamber.
Since the air velocity in the plenum chamber was negligible, the static pressure in the
plenum chamber was assumed to be the same as the total pressure along the tunnel axis.
Near the tunnel walls the total pressure was expected to be lower due to the reduced air
velocity within the boundary layer. CFD analysis showed that the boundary layer at the
tunnel section of interest was typically only about 1mm or so thick.
It was decided to locate the imaging and measurements 40mm from the tunnel exit. This
placed it midway between the last two pressure tappings and allowed sufficient clearance from the tunnel end to allow the required imaging and measurements. It was also
sufficiently near the exit that the required aerodynamic forces could be achieved with
the 250 m droplets.
For this it was necessary to calibrate the tunnel flow against fan speed. The details of
this are discussed in Chapter 11. The essential requirement was to measure the pressure
difference between the plenum chamber and last two pressure tappings. From these
measurements the air velocity was calculated by assuming ideal adiabatic compressible
airflow. In this calculation the ambient air temperature and pressure were measured and
allowed for. The plenum chamber temperature was assumed to be that of a mercury
thermometer hanging on the inlet screen. The pressure in the plenum chamber was assumed to be the same as the barometric pressure, obtained from a high precision digital
manometer in a neighbouring laboratory. The pressure difference across the inlet screen
was less than 0.5mb, or 50Pa, at the maximum fan speed.
It was recognised that there could be a small pressure difference between the laboratory
pressure and barometric pressure due to the airflow into the open circuit tunnel from the
laboratory and then exhausted outside. This then had to be replenished from outside
through some vents, which could cause a small pressure drop. The maximum airflow
was about 1m3/s, or about 1m/s, velocity through the inlet screen. It was concluded that,
providing the external door of the laboratory was open during the tunnel operation, then
this would provide the necessary air replenishment with a negligible difference between
the laboratory pressure and barometric pressure.
It was also possible that there was a small discrepancy between the plenum chamber
pressure and barometric pressure due to the temperature difference between the laboratory and the outside temperature, with the resulting difference in air densities. Once the
tunnel was running, the air change in the laboratory quickly brought the laboratory to
the atmospheric temperature, so such differences were minimal.
The airflow calibration was carried out for a particular set of atmospheric condition, in
terms of temperature, pressure and humidity. The air humidity was not recorded and its
effects were neglected. During the calibration and experiments there were no days in
which there exceptional conditions. The main concern with humidity was that this might
affect evaporation from the droplets, but the droplet exposure to the air was so short it
was considered that such effects could be neglected.
It was recognised that the tunnel calibration would depend on the particular conditions
at the time. It was, however, not possible to recalibrate each time the tunnel was used.
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It was accepted that the inlet air density would depend on the ambient temperature and
pressure, but it was found that, in general, these tended to be related in such a way that
changes in the ambient air density were quite small.

(Air vel / m/s) / (Fan speed / rps)

It was presumed that, for small changes in ambient air density, the relationship between
the tunnel air velocity and the fan speed
3.6
would remain reasonably independent
3.5
of air density. This presumption was not
3.4
investigated any further due to the limi3.3
tations of time and the fact that it was
considered to be a minor issue in com3.2
Air vel / Fan speed, 60mm from exit
parison to other larger uncertainties,
3.1
Air vel / Fan speed, 20mm from exit
Mid value
such as droplet size variability.
3.0
Best fit, 60mm from exit
Best fit, 20mm from exit

Since the tunnel air velocity was ex2.9
Tunnel characteristics in relation to fan speed
pected to be approximately proportional
2.8
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
to fan speed, the calibration was plotted
Fan speed (3000 rpm)
as the ratio of air velocity to fan speed
against fan speed, as shown in Figure Figure 33: Tunnel flow calibration.
33, to provide the maximum resolution of the graph. It can be seen that there was a
variation of about 15% in the proportion of air velocity to fan speed, which was attributed to differences in Reynolds number and Mach number effects in the tunnel and fan.
In practice most of the experimental measurements were carried out at a fan speed between 1200rpm and 2400rpm, or between 40% and 80% of the maximum fan speed.
Over this speed range the ratio of air velocity to fan speed varied by less than 2%.
Each calibration point in Figure 33 for the two pressure tappings was the average of at
least nine pressure readings for the same conditions.
From the geometry of the tunnel convergence and airflow analysis, it was found that the
velocity gradient along the tunnel was near to constant in the section of interest, so the
air velocity midway between the pressure tappings was taken as their average velocity.
The variance in the mean air velocity calibration was evaluated to be less than 0.4%.
When the tunnel was run for an experiment, the conditions were allowed to stabilise for
about 30minutes, so that the conditions in the laboratory were similar to the external
atmosphere. The ambient pressure and temperature were recorded and used to determine the inlet air density for the necessary flow analysis.

Comparison between the drag model and experiment
From the computer model, as discussed in Chapter 3, and the experimental measurements, as described in Chapter 5, the two set of results for 250 m droplets were compared, as shown in Figure 34.
This shows the experimental results for five different fan speeds, 1200rpm to 2400rpm,
giving an air velocity from 67m/s to 136m/s. It can be seen that there was substantial
scatter in the experimental results and most of this was attributed to the difficulties of
generating and delivering uniform (monodispersed) droplets to the measuring location.
Results were obtained for average Weber numbers of 4.8, 7.8, 10.6, 13.0 and 15.9.
When the average of each data group was taken, for the Weber numbers of 4.8, 13.0 and
15.9 there was very good agreement between the experimental results and the computer
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model. The worst discrepancy was at a Weber number of 7.8, where the average experimental Bond number was 19% below the computer model. At a Weber number of
10.6, the average experimental result was about 15% below the computer model.
100
Fan speed 2400rpm, Air velocity 136m/s
Fan speed 2100rpm, Air velocity 119m/s
Fan speed 1800rpm, Air velocity 102m/s
Fan speed 1500rpm, Air velocity 84m/s
Fan speed 1200rpm, Air velocity 67m/s
Average values
250 micron distorted droplet
250 micron spherical droplet
Free-fall drops, in ambient air and gravity
Free-falling spherical droplet
Best Fit, Average values

Bond number

10

Measured acceleration characteristics
of 250um droplets in convergent
droplet tunnel, 40mm from exit and
comparison with calculated results

1
1

Weber number

10

100

Figure 34: Comparison of measurements and computer model with Massey data

Because of the variability of droplet size and limited amount of the experimental results,
it was not possible to say whether the discrepancies between the experimental and modelling results were due to errors in the measurements, the computer model, or both.
It can be seen that the average experimental results for We = 7.8 and 10.6 were close to
the curve for free-falling droplet data, which suggests that the experimental results were
lower than might have been expected. To resolve this would have required repeating the
measurements using a better droplet generator and at more speed increments.
In this comparison the computer model used the disk drag data from Massey. When the
disc drag data from Streeter was used, then at a Weber number of 7.8 this increased the
discrepancy between the model and the average experimental result by a further 5%, to
around 24%. From this it would, so far, appear that the disk drag data from Massey
gives the better correlation with the experimental results.
Also shown is a regression line through the average experimental results and it can be
seen that it was in good agreement with the computer model between a Weber number
of 7 and 14. With Excel it was only possible to fit a single term power law to the data.
Whilst the quality of the experimental results were not as consistent as had been intended and there was some discrepancy with the computer model, the resulting agreement was sufficient to provide a practical means of evaluating the drag properties of deformable droplets up to a Weber number of 16.
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Clearly the computer model was a substantial improvement on the assumption of
spherical droplets, as shown in Figure 34, which it is understood was assumed in the
SLD aircraft icing models used at the time of writing.

Overall Conclusions
1. There can be a substantial effect on the distortion and break-up of droplets in the
vicinity of an aerofoil due to strong aerodynamic forces.
2. These effects on the droplets could have a significant effect on the SLD icing
process of aircraft.
3. There are significant scaling issues that need to be considered for icing tests with
small-scale models, if these are to properly reproduce the SLD icing condition
for medium to large scale aircraft.
4. The SLD icing process with large aircraft is expected to be significantly different to that for smaller aircraft and test models. This could have important implications for various aspects of the specification, design and operation of aircraft.
5. An effective and efficient semi-empirical computer model of the drag characteristics of deformable droplets was developed for droplets greater than 200 m that
was, at worst, consistent with experimental measurements to better than 20%.
This model could be extended to smaller droplets with appropriate amendments.
6. The distorted shape of droplets was primarily found to be determined by the
droplet acceleration, as represented by the Bond number, rather than by the external aerodynamic pressure, as represented by the Weber number, which appeared to have only a secondary effect on droplet distortion.
7. An approximate analysis showed that the cause of bag break-up was a RayleighTaylor instability of the flattened windward surface of the distorted droplet. This
showed that airborne droplets would become unstable and break-up above a sustained Bond number of 13.7. For distilled water droplets free-falling in standard
conditions the critical droplet diameter was determined to be 10.1mm, compared
to the experimental diameter of 10mm, for which the Weber number was 14.2.
8. It was found that in appropriate conditions droplets could survive very severe
transient loading, to a Weber number of 30, for short periods compared to their
natural response time, as represented by their small perturbation vibration period.
9. A numerical computer simulation was developed to model droplet motion dynamics, allowing for the increased drag due to droplet distortion. For droplet
modelling in convergent tunnels this included a correction for the tunnel convergence, the ability to directly calculate the required convergent profile to achieve
specified droplet conditions and the facility to compute the solution with respect
to various independent variables, such as time and distance along the tunnel.
10. An effective method of bright field still and video imaging was developed with
an LED flash lamp capable of 100,000 flashes per second with a flash duration
down to 50ns. This enabled video and still images to be obtained of distortion,
aerodynamic break-up and splashes of droplets with a resolution down to 10 m
or better and at a video rate of at least 50,000 pictures per second.
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11. Special instrumentation was developed to measure the linear velocity and, in
particular, acceleration of droplets to better than 5% accuracy. This used three
parallel and equispaced coplanar laser beams to determine the droplet motion.
12. A transparent convergent droplet research tunnel was developed to apply the
necessary aerodynamic forces to droplets in a controlled manner to approximate
the aerodynamic conditions in the vicinity of a full-scale aerofoil. This enabled
the behaviour of the affected droplets to be observed and measured.
13. A vibrating-nozzle droplet generator was developed to produce a stream of
monodispersed droplets. It was, however, found that the close droplet spacing
and resulting aerodynamic interactions caused irregular droplet spacing, droplet
coalescence and irregular droplet size. An alternative droplet generator was developed, in which a uniform jet impinged on a rotating slotted disk. This
achieved the required droplet spacing, but the droplet size distribution was more
irregular than intended and resulted in significant variability in the experimental
results for droplet drag characteristics.

Further Work
1. Develop an improved droplet generator to produce calibrated monodispersed
droplets with sufficient droplet spacing to minimise aerodynamic interactions
and droplet coalescence. It is anticipated that this would use a vibrating nozzle
generator followed by electrostatic deflection to remove surplus droplets.
2. Improve the LED flash and imaging capability to achieve better quality images
of droplets with improved image resolution. Preferably this would also have the
capability of achieving frontal illumination of droplets against a dark background.
3. Develop an experimental facility which would allow simultaneous measurement
of velocity, acceleration, size and shape of individual droplets.
4. Improve the facilities of the droplet tunnel to enable better manipulation and positioning of the imaging equipment and instrumentation.
5. Consider the development of a means to simultaneously obtain orthogonal views
of the droplets in the tunnel.
6. Carry out further experimental measurements of droplet drag characteristics for
a more complete range of conditions and droplet sizes.
7. Construct other transparent convergent working sections for the droplet tunnel
which will create transient conditions for the droplets, so that such effects can be
experimentally investigated.
8. Develop an effective and efficient transient dynamic model of the droplet distortion. It is anticipated that this may be developed using energy methods and droplet vibration modes with limited degrees of freedom.
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Chapter 2: Scaling and Transient issues
Droplets in SLD icing are substantially larger than in the more familiar small droplet
icing in clouds and fog and have greater inertia in comparison to their aerodynamic
drag. It might then be presumed that the aerodynamic forces on droplets in the airflow
around an aerofoil have only a minor effect on their velocity and trajectory.
This may, indeed, be so with small-scale test models, such as may be used in wind tunnel tests to investigate icing, but it may not be the case with full-size aerofoils, such as
found on medium to large passenger and freight aircraft.
The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate whether there was likely to be a significance
issue with scaling and transient effects, related to droplet behaviour in SLD icing, prior
to impact with the aerofoil. The investigation and treatment is not exhaustive and is only
intended to be sufficient to illustrate the scaling issue on the pre-impact behaviour of
larger droplets in SLD icing.
A substantial number of references on the scaling of aircraft icing have been identified
(Anderson 1994, 95, 95, 96, 96, 98, 99, 2000, 01, 01, 01, 02, 03, 04) and (Ruff 1986, 97,
98, 99, 99), (Kind 2001, 01, 02, 03), (Feo 2000, 2000), (Papadakis et al 2001), (Armand 1978). Not all of these have been obtained, but it would appear that most attention was given to what happened to droplets when and after they struck the aerofoil surface, such as splash and runback. Much less consideration seems to have been given to
the scaling effects in the flow field around an aerofoil prior to droplet impact. This may
change, or prevent, the droplet impact in various ways and so have a significant effect
on the SLD icing process.
In particular, Anderson provided extensive experimental results on the scaling effects of
icing obtained in the NASA Lewis Icing Research Tunnel, with aerofoils and cylinders.
It appears that the largest aerofoil tested by Anderson had a chord of 0.914m, and
NACA 0012 section with a leading edge radius of about 15mm. The largest cylinder
had a radius of 76mm.
It is considered possible that the transit of droplets through the flow field around an
aerofoil or cylinder could be sensitive to scaling two ways;
1. Scaling may significantly affect the trajectory and velocity of droplets in the
flow field and this could affect the impact velocity, angle and distribution. This
may determine whether impact occurs or if it results in aerodynamic break-up of
the droplets.
2. Scaling issues may significantly affect the temporal response to the aerodynamic
loading of droplets. This may determine whether the conditions are transient and
produce a dynamic response, or are nearer to quasi-static conditions to which the
droplet can respond in a steady way.

Scaling effects on droplet motion
The conditions experienced by a droplet will depend on where they enter the flow field
of an aerofoil. One option is that they enter the stagnation region near the leading edge,
but an alternative is that they enter the accelerating flow, such as over the upper surface
of the aerofoil. In either case the size of the flow region will, within reasonable limits,
be proportional to the size of the aerofoil.
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For the purpose of this evaluation the droplets entering the stagnation region at the leading edge will be considered. Typically the flow field may be considered to have an effective thickness similar to the leading edge radius.
For the purpose of simplicity and to identify relevant parameters, it is assumed that a
droplet enters the layer of static air at the free-stream velocity. The issue is then that of
whether its motion would be significantly affected after travelling a distance about equal
to the leading edge radius.
Given the assumption that there is a constant drag coefficient, Cd, in stagnant air and
that there are no compressibility effects, the equation of motion is given by;
m . dU/dt + Cd.A.(ρa.U2/2) = 0 (acceleration force + drag force = 0 )
hence ρw.(π.D3/6).dU/dt + Cd (π.D2/4).ρa.U2/2 = 0
or

(3/4).(Cd / D).(ρa /ρw).U2 = U2 / (t0 U0)

dU/dt =

hence U0 . dU/ U2 = dt/t0
The solution derived for this was;
or

U/U0

= (1 / (1 + t / t0)) = Exp( x/x0 )

x/x0

= Loge(1 + t / t0) =

where t0
x0
U0
x
t
U
ρw
ρa
D
Cd

Loge(U/U0)

= (4/3).(ρw / ρa).(D / (Cd.U0))
= U0.t0
initial droplet velocity on entering the stagnation region
distance travelled in the stagnation region
time from entering the stagnation region
droplet velocity
density of the droplet
density of the air
droplet volume equivalent diameter
constant drag coefficient

We can compare the time constant, t0, with the nominal transit time, tt, it would take for
a droplet to penetrate the flow field at constant velocity at the leading edge of an aerofoil. This is given as;
tt

= R / U0

where R is a reference length, taken as the leading edge radius.
Hence the ratio of these two time constants is give as;
t0 / tt

= (4/3).(ρw / ρa).(D / (Cd.U0)) / (R / U0)
=

4

/3.Cd.(ρw / ρa).(D / R)

This gives the dimensional parameter group: [ Cd.(ρ
ρ w / ρ a).(D / R) ]
For the conditions above this gives the result;
t0 / tt

=

4

/3 x 1.5 x (1000 / 1.2).(150 m / 45mm) = 5.56

For given fluid properties, such as water and air, the density ratio, ρw / ρa, will, near
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ground level, be within a reasonably narrow range.
For given droplet conditions, such as represented by the Weber number, the value of Cd
will also be within a given range.
Hence, to maintain geometric similarity, it is necessary that the ratio of droplet diameter
to the leading edge radius remain within a reasonable range.
We can consider the conditions;
U0 = 80m/s, ρw = 1000kg/m3 , ρa = 1.2kg/m3, D = 150 m, Cd = 0.5
t0

= (4/3).(1000 / 1.2).(225E-3 / (0.5

70.71)) = 3.73ms.

x0 = t0.U0 = 333mm

Deceleration of a Sphere

This gives an initial deceleration of
19200m/s2, at a Weber number of 16.

1.25
U Uo x to Uo

The relationship between velocity, distance and time in shown in Figure 35.
The solid line shows the velocity and the
dashed line shows the distance travelled.
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In the time t0/2 or 2.1ms, the droplet ve0.25
locity decreases to 67% of its initial
0
0
1
2
3
4
value, and kinetic energy to 44% of its
t to
initial value. The distance travelled by
the droplet in the time t0/2, from Figure Figure 35: Deceleration of a sphere with a constant
35, was 135mm. To achieve this could drag coefficient, Cd, in still air.
require a leading edge radius of around 250mm.
At the initial velocity the droplet would have a nominal Weber number of 16, so this
would cause substantial droplet distortion and hence a substantial increase in its drag, as
discussed in Chapter 3. Typically for such a condition the drag coefficient would increase by about a factor of 4. Hence it would be reasonable to assume a drag coefficient
of about 1.5, with respect to the equivalent spherical diameter. This gives a value for
t0/2 of 1.4ms, in which time the distance travelled by the droplet would only be about
45mm for the velocity to decrease to 67% of its initial value.
In Anderson 2002, (AIAA-02-0521), two NACA 0012 scale aerofoils were used to
study the scaling effect for SLD icing. One had a chord of 0.914m and leading edge radius of 14.4mm. The other a chord of 0.53m and leading edge radius of 8.42mm.
It would appear that with such scale models the flow field around the leading edge
would not be of sufficient thickness to cause significant deceleration, or deflection, of
the droplet.
For an ATR72 wing, the average chord was around 2.5m, with a leading edge radius of
around 45mm. This radius is comparable to the distance travelled in stagnant air for a
velocity reduction to 62% of its initial value, with an assumed drag coefficient of 1.5 for
a Weber number of 16. In larger aircraft the leading edge radius would be greater, so a
more significant change in droplet velocity and trajectory might be expected.
The preceding approximate evaluation indicated that there could be significant effects
on the velocity and trajectory of droplets caused by the flow field around full-size aero-
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foils, but such effects would be less with scale models in a wind tunnel.
In Anderson 96 (AIAA-96-0636), icing experiments were also carried out with cylinders up to 76mm radius. This would be comparable to the leading edge radius of full
size aerofoils. Hence in such circumstances effects from droplet deceleration and deflection may be expected. In his experiments Anderson compared the ice accretion between
a 76mm radius and 38mm radius cylinders for two conditions, with both the droplet size
ratio, relative to cylinder radius, and the Weber number conserved. This resulted in
quite reasonable similarity between the ice accretion shapes.
For the 76mm radius the droplet MVD was 40.6 m, with a nominal Weber number of
around 4. This was well below the more typical SLD size of 150 m considered above,
with a nominal Weber number of 16. With these smaller droplets (Anderson 96) the
value of (x0 / R), or (t0 / tt) was about 0.47, compared to a value of about 3 for 150 m
droplets with an ATR 75 aerofoil. This parameter could have been better matched by
using larger droplets. However to maintain the Weber number at a smaller scale might
have required an excessive air velocity.

Scaling effects on droplet transient response
Where the aerodynamic conditions change rapidly, in comparison to the dynamic response of the droplets, it can then also be necessary to take into account the transient
loading effects on and dynamic response of the droplets.
The transient ramp-up time for the droplet loading will be related to its transit time
through the flow field. This will be of the order of t t = R/U0, where U0 is the free stream
velocity and initial droplet velocity, relative to the aerofoil. The droplet response time
will be related to its small amplitude vibration period, td, which is given for the lowest
vibration mode as;
td = (π./4).√(ρ.D3 / σ)
For

d = 150 m we obtain

(Lamb 1955 and 1932)
td = 5.9ms for water in ambient conditions

Taking the ratio of these two time parameters we obtain;
td / tt

= ((π./4).√(ρd.D3 / σ) ) / (R / U)
= (π./4).(D/R).√((ρd/ρa).(ρa.U2.D/σ))

td / tt

= (π/4).(D/R).√
√ (( ρ d /ρ
ρ a).Wenom)

Where Wenom is the nominal Weber number, based on the free stream air velocity.
This provided the dimensionless parameter group; (D / R).√
√ (( ρ d /ρ
ρ a).Wenom)
It is interesting to note that as in the previous group derived for droplet deceleration,
(D / R).(ρ
ρ w / ρ a).Cd, this also included the length ratio, D/R, and the density ratio,
ρw / ρa. The droplet deceleration group included the drag coefficient, Cd, while the
transient group included the nominal droplet Weber number. The drag coefficient is,
however, a function of the droplet Reynolds number and Weber number. At high Weber
numbers, We > 6, the Reynolds number has a reasonably weak effect on drag. For droplets of a given size the relationship between Reynolds number and Weber number is,
anyway, fixed so the drag coefficient is then just a function of Weber number.
Hence we see that both parameter groups effectively depend on the scaling ratio, D/R,
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the density ratio, ρw / ρa, and Weber number, We.
For low altitude ground testing the density ratio of water and air will remain similar. To
reproduce similar results it is necessary to retain similar Weber numbers. Hence to retain similar conditions it is necessary to retain a similar scale ratio of D/R.
Hence, if a reduced-scale aerofoil or cylinder is used, then the droplet size must similarly be reduced in scale. To retain the same Weber number, it is then necessary to increase the air velocity such that;
(US / UF) = √(RF / RS)
where U and R are respectively the free-stream velocity and leading edge radius, for the
Scale model relative to the Full size situation.
Hence to obtain a scaling reduction of nine to one would require a velocity increase of
three to one to retain the Weber number. One consequence could be the need for supersonic airflow. Otherwise compressible effects might become significant, so the conditions would no longer be equivalent.
There can, obviously, be substantial cost benefits in reducing the scale of a test facility.
However, as the previous considerations show, there is a limit on how far such scale
reduction can reasonably be taken.
For this research the issue was how to adequately replicate the droplet conditions in the
vicinity of a large full scale aerofoil using a relatively small and inexpensive test facility. As discussed in Chapter 9 and 10, this was achieved by using a convergent wind
tunnel in which the rate and variation of contraction was carefully controlled.

Simulation of droplet dynamic conditions
The preceding evaluation of scaling effects was very approximate. In this is was presumed that the drag coefficient, or Weber number, of the droplet was constant. This
could not be so, since the distortion and resulting drag effect on a droplet at high Weber
numbers would change as the droplet velocity, and hence Weber number, changed.
It was also assumed that the droplet immediately entered completely stagnant air from
the free-stream airflow at the free-stream velocity. In practice the transition would be
much more gradual, although possibly still quite rapid compared with the droplet response dynamics.
To better evaluate this situation a numerical simulation was run in which the droplet
was assumed to be approaching the upstream stagnation region of a cylinder.
In this the flow distribution was assumed to be incompressible and inviscid, so the theoretical solution for irrotational flow around a cylinder could be used, (Panton 1996 &
1984), (Lamb 1995). This was considered to be an adequate approximation for the upstream incompressible flow on the windward side, which was the region of interest.
This gave the velocity distribution as;
(R / r)2).Cos(θ)

Ur

= U0.(1

Uθ

= U0.(1 + (R / r)2).Sin(θ)
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where

Ur
Uθ
U0
R
r
θ

is radial velocity
tangential velocity
free stream velocity
cylinder radius
distance from the cylinder axis
tangential angle from the stagnation line

Considering a straight trajectory to the stagnation region orthogonal to the cylinder axis
for θ = 0 we obtain;
Air Velocity approaching the Stagnation Region
Ur

= U0.(1

Uθ

= 0

1

(R / r)2)

Hence the air velocity along this line, towards the cylinder, in terms of the distance x
from the cylinder surface is given as;
U = -U0.(1

( 1/(1 + x / R))2)

U Uo

0.8
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0.4
0.2
0
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The resulting air velocity profile is shown in
xR
Figure 36. At a distance of more than the
cylinder radius from the surface the air ve- Figure 36: Air velocity approaching the staglocity is greater than 75% of the free-stream nation region of a cylinder
velocity and then rapidly decreases to zero at the cylinder surface. It can be seen that the
average thickness of the flow field is about half the cylinder radius.

This velocity profile was used to compute the velocity and Weber number of droplets as
they approached the stagnation region. The increased drag, due to droplet distortion,
was also included, but as an instantaneous correction. This used an early version of the
drag correction and the more recent version would give slightly different results.
35
30
25
Weber number

In practice it would take about
half a vibration cycle for the
droplet distortion to respond and
that might be with an oscillatory
distortion, so giving an oscillatory drag force, (Schmehl 2002).
It would, however, seem that net
motion of the droplet averages
out these fluctuations.

20

Transient Aerodynamic Loading on 200 micron droplets
Upstream of cylinders of various radii.
Free stream velocity = 100m/s
10mm Radius
50mm Radius
200mm Radius
Present droplet tunnel

20mm Radius
100mm Radius
500mm Radius
Linear convergent nozzle

15
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Figure 37 shows the resulting
5
variation of Weber number for
0
various cylinder radii, 200 m
-6
-5
-4
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-2
-1
droplets and a free-stream velocTime prior to impact (oscillation periods)
ity of 100m/s. These are plotted Figure 37: Transient loading on 200 m droplets
against time, in droplet oscillation periods prior to impact with the cylinder surface.

0

With the smallest cylinder radii, 10mm and 20mm, it can be seen that most of the transient loading occurs in less than half an oscillation period, so the droplet would be likely
to strike the surface with little distortion at Weber numbers of about 30, is was close to
the nominal value based on free-stream velocity.
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For the larger radii considered, 200mm and 500mm, it can
be seen that the increase in Weber number occurs over many
oscillation periods, so would be unlikely to cause oscillation
of the droplet, and the distortion would occur in a nearly
quasi-static manner. It can be seen that the maximum Weber
number, which occurs just prior to impact, is much lower
than with the smaller cylinders and for the 500mm cylinder
achieves only a maximum value of 12.
The results for the 50mm and 100mm radius gave substantial
changes in Weber number in one droplet oscillation period
up to Weber numbers of 25, or more. In such circumstances
the droplet would be likely to have a substantial dynamic
response which could result in break-up prior to impact. This
could be of relevance to SLD icing, since this range of cylinder radius would appear to be similar to the leading edge Figure 38: Droplet distorradius of typical medium-to-large aircraft.
tion in the stagnation region
Figure 38 shows the distortion of a droplet entering the stagnation region of a splash
target, which approximated the leading edge of an aerofoil with a radius of around
30mm to 40mm. The droplet was evaluated to have a Weber number of about 30 and it
can be seen that it became increasingly oblate as it approached the target surface.
The current version of the convergent tunnel developed for this research, Chapter 9 and
10, was specifically designed to increase the Weber number as slowly as possible and at
a near constant rate up to a level sufficient to cause droplet break-up. The upper blue
dotted line in Figure 37 shows the simulated variation in Weber number for a 270 m
droplet plotted against droplet oscillation periods. For this the Weber number increased
from 3.5 to 20 over 17.5 oscillation periods, or a rate of about 0.94 Weber/ period. It
can be seen from Figure 37 that this is a much more gentle rate than would be experienced by droplets approaching the leading edge of a typical aerofoil.
The possibility of achieving more typical transient conditions using a more steeply convergent tunnel was also evaluated. The lower brown dashed line in Figure 37 shows the
simulated result for a 200 m droplet in a convergent tunnel where the cross section reduced at a constant rate from 120mm square to 30mm square in a length of 90mm. It
can be seen that this gives a reasonable approximation to conditions for a 200 m droplet
approaching the stagnation region of a 100mm radius cylinder from a free-stream velocity of about 100m/s. This would enable the observation and measurement of droplets
subjected to conditions similar to those near the leading edge of a typical aerofoil.
The tunnel convergent profile could readily be designed to more exactly reproduce the
transient conditions of droplets approaching the leading edge of an aerofoil of a given
size and form.

Conclusions
The evaluation of scaling effects on the pre-impact behaviour of droplets indicated there
were two relevant parameter groups, which were;
and

(D / R).(ρ
ρ w / ρ a).Cd

for the droplet motion dynamics

(D / R).√
√ (( ρ d /ρ
ρ a).Wenom)

for transient and dynamic droplet distortion
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Since the drag coefficient is primarily determined by the Weber number it was found
that there were three primary parameter of relevance, which were;
the length ratio

(D / R)

the density ratio

( ρd /ρa)

and the Weber number

Wenom

Since the Weber number can have a substantial effect on the droplets, it would seem
necessary to maintain similarity with this.
For ground tests it is most likely that water and air would be the fluids used, so the density ratio will be fixed within quite narrow limits.
Hence the conclusion was that to maintain similarity between the scaled-down test and
the full size situation the size ratio, D/R, would need to be retained.
In order to maintain scale similarity, the air velocity must be increased to maintain Weber number similarity as the scale is reduced. The ability to increase the air velocity
could be limited by compressibility effects to retain similarity with the Mach number.
Some parameter groups, such as the Laplace number, cannot be retained as the scale is
reduced unless the fluid properties are modified. The main issue would be that of maintaining similarity with the droplet Reynolds number, but this appears to have a weak
effect on the drag coefficient. To retain the Laplace number for water drops in air would
require either increasing water surface tension or reducing air viscosity, neither of
which appears to be practical.
For this investigation of the aerodynamic effects on water droplets, it was found that the
most practical option, in terms of resources, cost and time, was to carry out the experiments with full-size droplets and then to replicate the aerodynamic conditions found
around the aerofoils of full-size aircraft. This was achieved with the linear airflow in a
convergent tunnel which had a carefully designed convergent profile.
The convergent tunnel used so far was deliberately designed to produce a steadily increasing Weber number as slowly as possible, to first allow an evaluation of the near
steady-state response of droplets. By increasing the tunnel convergence rate and with
other modifications, it would be possible to investigate the transient loading and dynamics response of droplets in conditions very similar to those in the vicinity of a full-size
aerofoil.
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Chapter 3: Drag Model for Distorted Droplets from Published Data.
Introduction
For the development of special refrigerated wind tunnels for SLD icing research, and
also for the research and modelling of the SLD icing process, it was necessary to have a
means of evaluating the distortion and drag properties of small water droplets, between
100 m and 400 m diameter, substantially distorted by strong aerodynamic forces.
Very little directly-applicable data for such drag characteristics was available for such
small droplets, where both the distortion and viscous drag effects were significant. To
experimentally obtain this data required the design of a special wind tunnel. That could
not be designed without an adequate understanding of droplet drag properties, so the
possibility of deriving the necessary formulation from available data was investigated.
It was found that high-quality experimental data for free-falling droplets at terminal velocity in ambient air and standard gravity could provide much of the required data, but
not at the lower Reynolds numbers and high Weber numbers required. It was concluded
that by extrapolating this data, in conjunction with interpolation between the available
drag data for spheres and discs, together with droplet distortion models, an effective
formulation for drag of distorted droplets was possible. This formulation could then be
tested and validated in the resulting droplet wind tunnel.

Drag Data on Spherical Droplet
The simplest assumption was that the droplets remained spherical, so available drag
data for spheres could be used. This presumed that there was negligible internal flow in
the droplets, which is understood to be an acceptable assumption where the drag is
dominated by the dynamic pressure force, rather than the viscose shear forces.

Figure 39: Sphere drag data, from Boundary-Layer Theory, H. Schlichting

In such a case the standard drag curve for a sphere, such as shown in Figure 39
(Schlichting 1979), can be used. Similar data is shown in Figure 40 (Massey 1989) for a
reduced range of Reynolds number.
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The sphere drag data from
these and other sources are
compared in Figure 41 for the
range of Reynolds numbers
relevant to SLD icing.
Apart from the Maybank &
Briosi data (1961), considered
later, there was a variability of
about 10% between the different sources.
The preferred
sphere drag formulation was
that given in Table 1, from
th
Clift, Grace and Weber (1978). Figure 40: Sphere Drag Data, from Massey 1989, 6 Ed.

Figure 41: Comparison of various Sphere drag data.

Table 1; Sphere drag formulation; from Clift, Grace and Weber, table 5.2
x = Log10(Re)
Re <= 0.01:
Cd = 3/16 + 24/Re
Re <= 20 :
Cd = (24/Re).(1 + 0.1315 Re(0.82 0.05 * x))
Re <= 260 :
Cd = (24/Re).(1 + 0.1935 Re0.6305)
Re <= 1500 :
Cd = 10^(1.6435 1.1242 x + 0.1558 x2)
Re <= 12000 :
Cd = 10^( 2.4571 + 2.5558 x 0.9295 x2 + 0.1049 x3)
Re <= 44000 :
Cd = 10^( 1.9181 + 0.637 x 0.0636 x2)
Re <= 338000 :
Cd = 10^( 4.339 + 1.5809 x 0.1546 x2)
Re <= 400000:
Cd = 29.78 5.3 x
Re <= 1000000:
Cd = 0.1 x 0.49
Re > 1000000:
Cd = 0.19 80000 / Re
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Drag on a flat circular disk normal to airflow
When a droplet becomes substantially oblate, due to aerodynamic
forces whilst still intact, as shown in
Figure 42 (Schmehl 2002), its drag
characteristics tend to that of a flat
circular disk of the same equatorial
diameter. Hence a flat circular disk
and sphere, with the same equatorial
diameter, represents the bounding
conditions for an oblate distorted Figure 42: Distortion of free-falling droplets
droplet.
Most sources of data gave a constant value of 1.1 to 1.2, for Re >
103, for the drag coefficient of
flat circular disks. Data for lower
Reynolds numbers was given by
Massey (1989), Nakayama and
Boucher (1999) and Streeter
(1958). The curves fitted to this
data are shown in Figure 43.
Data very similar to that from
Massey was also given by W.S.
Janna (1983).
Figure 43: Drag coefficients for Flat Circular Disks.
It can be seen from Figure 43 that there was a substantial difference between the two
data sets, by about 40%, at Re = 250. This was a significant issue in developing a drag
formulation for distorted droplets. To resolve this either required a more detailed
evaluation of the source data or experimental tests. In the time available it was not
possible to obtain all the source data, so a
simple test was carried out with a free disk
sinking through water to determine which
set of data might be appropriate.
In this test a disk of 15 m thick aluminium
foil, on the left in Figure 44, was cut around Figure 44: Test disk, left, for drag measureme nt
an 18mm diameter 5p coin. The test disk was then
slightly dished, by pressing it against
a 50mm diameter sphere, to give it stability while sinking through water. The disk was
allowed to sink about 100mm to reach equilibrium and then timed as it sank over the
next 100mm. This produced two results, depending on whether the disk sank with a stable motion or while rocking from side to side. The average result of several measurements for each case is shown at the large red circular spots in Figure 43. The upper spot
was for stable motion, which was compatible with the data from Nakayama (1999),
while the lower spot was for the rocking motion, which was compatible with data from
Massey (1989).
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Hoerner (1958) indicated that changes in the vortex pattern in the range 200 < Re < 300
were responsible for the peak in the
drag coefficient. Figure 45 shows
the air flow behind a flat disk at a
Reynolds number of 290 (Simmons
and Dewey 1930)
It was initially assumed that for Figure 45: Air flow over a flat circular disc for Re = 290
modelling the drag of droplets it would be more appropriate to assume stable motion,
with the data from Nakayama, but was reconsidered in the light of experimental results.
The Nakayama drag data was carefully digitised and using polynomial curve fitting was
converted into the function in Table 2.
Table 2: Drag coefficient formulation for a flat disk, data from Nakayama 1961
For Re <= 39 Cd = SphereDragCoeff(Re, 6) ‘ Clift, Grace & Weber equation.
For 39 < Re < 283 x = Log10(Re)
y = -0.61325 x5 + 5.01789 x4 15.87904 x3 + 24.40100 x2 18.50308 x + 5.98078
For 283 < Re < 3160 x = Log10(Re) Else For Re >= 3160 x = Log10(3160)
y = 0.10080 x5 1.64516 x4 + 10.54626 x3 33.00915 x2 + 50.00667 x 28.83794
Then Cd = 10y
A similar procedure was applied to the data from Massey, given in Table 3, and these
curves are plotted in Figure 43.
Table 3: Formulation for drag coefficient of a flat disk, from Massey, 1989.
For Re < 1: Cd = 24 / Re:
For Re <= 2000 x = Log10(Re) Else For Re > 2000 x = Log10(2000)
y = 0.00507 x5 0.05161 x4 + 0.16082 x3 + 0.01987 x2 0.97385 x + 1.39573
Then Cd = 10y

Drag Data for Distorted Droplets
The additional parameter space

The inclusion of droplet distortion introduces an additional factor not encountered with
spherical droplets or disks. This is due to the effect of surface tension, which regulates
droplet distortion in the presence of unevenly distributed surface pressures, both internal
and external. Provided the droplet shape is constant and there is no significant internal
flow, then its internal viscosity will have no direct effect on the drag characteristics.
Data on the behaviour and shape of free-falling droplets was given by Schmehl, Figure
42, which shows the distortion of droplets for Weber numbers between 2.6 and 11.1 and
Reynolds numbers of 1334 to 4723.
Droplet distortion occurs because of an uneven difference between external aerodynamic and internal hydrostatic pressures at the droplet surface. This difference in pressure has to be balanced by the surface curvature and surface tension. The surface tension force tries to maintain the droplet shape. The ratio of this force to the aerodynamic
force, is represented by the Weber number, We;
where

We =

.U2.D/
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The drag increased because of the droplet distortion had two effects;
1. They increased the frontal area of the droplet.
2. They reduced the edge radius of the droplet to encourage earlier flow separation.
The droplet distortion thus requires the need for one additional parameter group, the
Weber number. The droplet density is also relevant in terms of the buoyancy forces and
internal pressure distribution, as represented by the Bond number, Bo. This is similar to
the E tv s, or Eotvos, number, Eo, pronounced Ertversh, ref Clift, equation (2-14). This
does not, however, require any additional parameter space, since it is related to the Weber number and drag coefficient by the relationship Bo = ¾.We.Cd.
Given the provisos above, the drag properties for Newtonian incompressible flow for a
distorting droplet can thus be fully described in terms of the two parameters, Reynolds
number and Weber number. A third parameter is then required to represent the resulting
drag properties. For a spherical droplet this would normally be the drag coefficient, but
for distorting droplets it can be advantageous to use an alternative parameter group,
such as the Bond number, Bo.
For various reasons, such as to eliminate a particular variable, when investigating the
drag properties different combinations of the Weber, Reynolds and Bond numbers may
be used. Typical examples are the Laplace number, La, Rabin number, Ra, Morton
number, Mo, drag coefficient, Cd, Froud number, Fr, or other combinations, such as
We2/Bo. Any two of these parameter groups are sufficient to define the droplet conditions. It may then be necessary to determine the Weber number and Reynolds number
from these alternative parameter groups. There could be difficulties with such a translation and these issues are later considered for a number of circumstances.

Survey of the droplet literature
A survey of the literature produced very little data that was of direct practical use for
calculating the drag characteristics of distorted droplets for the conditions of interest.
Rabin & Lawhead 1959 and Ingebo 1956 provide some data, but not in a useable form.
2.0

1.8
Drag correction factor

To investigate rain ingestion into a
Gas Turbine Engine, Kennedy and
Roberts (1990) modelled the motion of droplets in a convergent
wind tunnel. From their results for
the droplet velocity and Weber
number along the tunnel axis it was
possible to determine the drag correction they used, which is shown
in Figure 46.

Drag Correction from
Kennedy and Roberts

1.6

1.4

1.2

This shows the proportionate increase in drag, relative to a sphere,
for the Weber number. It was later
found that they substantially under- Figure 46: Drag correction derived from Ke nnedy and
estimated the correction required. Roberts
For a Weber number of 16, it was later found that the correction needed to be about 3.7,
compared to a value of about 1.8 used by Kennedy and Roberts.
1.0

0

5

10

15
Weber number
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14

Terminal Velocity for free-falling water droplets
at 1g, 20C and 1Bar pr essue

12

10

Terminal velocity (m/s)

O’Donnell and Helenbrook (2000)
investigated “Drag On Ellipsoids at
Finite Reynolds Numbers”. The
numerical study was, however,
limited to a maximum Reynolds
number of 200, since beyond this
the flow for a sphere isn’t axisymmetric (Johnson & Patel, 1999).

8

Maybank & Briosi, droplet
Maybank & Briosi, Sphere
Porton
Laws
Gunn & Kinzer
Ahrens
Scott, (Gun & Kinzer data)

6

The most useful experimental data
was that for large water droplets
free-falling in ambient air and normal gravity. The best data was
from Maybank and Briosi (1956)
Scott, Wood & Thurston (1964), Figure 47: Terminal free-fall velocity of water droplets in
Clift, Grace & Weber (1978) and ambient air at 1g gravity
Lane & Green (1956). This data
shows that for larger droplets the terminal velocity has an upper limit of about 9m/s, attributed to the greater frontal area and more acute edge radius of the distorted droplets.
The data from these sources is shown in Figure 47.
4
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Droplet diameter (mm)

The preferred data was that from Maybank & Briosi and Scott, Wood & Thurston. The
Maybank & Briosi data was, however, found to have a lower variance. It extended to
higher Weber numbers and it also gave the terminal velocity for spheres with the same
density as water.
Gravity and Acceleration

The objective of the investigation was to the determine the relationship between the
drag force of droplets distorted by aerodynamic forces, with respect to the air flow over
them, and the resulting free-flight acceleration. The available data was, however, for the
terminal velocity of free-falling droplets in ambient air and standard gravity.
In the case of a droplet free-falling at a constant terminal velocity against air resistance,
there is no acceleration force. The only body force on the droplet is provided by gravity.
For a small droplet being accelerated in an airflow by the aerodynamic drag the body
force is that due to acceleration. While this may also be in conjunction with the gravity,
it is most likely that gravity will have a negligible effect for the conditions of interest.
To the droplet it makes little difference if the body force is that due to gravity or acceleration. In practice gravity and constant linear acceleration are, experimentally, indistinguishable from each other.
With sufficiently strong gravity, such as on a super-dense planet, it would be possible,
in principle, to directly replicate the acceleration of 2000g or more experienced by small
droplets in a strongly accelerating airflow. At the surface of the Earth it is, however, not
possible to change gravity, so, given water droplets in air at ambient conditions the only
variable is droplet size, which requires droplets of several mm diameter. These cannot
achieve the required Reynolds number for a given Weber number.
The required acceleration could be achieved in a centrifuge, but that would require a
rotating frame of reference, so the resulting droplet velocity would introduce Coriolis
acceleration. Hence the conditions would not be equivalent to gravity or linear accel-
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eration, unless the rate of rotation was sufficiently low. It was assessed that the centrifuge required to achieve this was likely to be impractically large and costly.
Increasing gravity is not practicable, but it is possible to replace gravity with an equivalent accelerating airflow. This was possible with a convergent wind tunnel, discussed in
Chapter 9 and 10, that could achieve an airflow acceleration up to 32,000m/s2, about
3,300 times normal gravity. The resulting acceleration for 250 m droplets was up to
26,000m/s2, about 2,650g.
The convergent tunnel could have been designed to produce constant acceleration of the
airflow along the tunnel axis. In practice it was designed to produce a continuously increasing acceleration. This was so the droplets would experience a steadily increasing
acceleration force, over several milliseconds, to cover a range of conditions and avoid
causing significant transient effects on, or vibration of, the droplets.
Because of the high acceleration rates, a significant pressure gradient was expected in
the compressible air flow, to give a density gradient. Since the droplet drag depends on
the air density, it was necessary to keep the density variations and air velocity within
acceptable limits and also allow for this in the experimental design and data analysis.

Evaluation of free-falling droplet data.
One difficulty with using the data for free-falling droplets was that the data was only
one-dimensional, with droplet size as the only variable. From this a two-dimensional
result, for Reynolds number and Weber number, was to be obtained. This required some
other information to separate the effects of Reynolds number and Weber number and
then combine their effects in an appropriate manner.
The initial method attempted was to determine the increase in drag for a distorted droplet relative to a sphere and then assume this proportion was independent of Reynolds
number and only dependent on Weber number (Luxford 2004). This worked reasonably
well for Re >1,000. For lower Reynolds numbers, the sensitivity of sphere drag to the
Reynolds number is different from that of an oblate droplet, so the ratio of drag due to
distortion at a given Weber number could no longer be relied upon. Hence another
method of combining the effects of Weber number and Reynolds number was required.
The data obtained from Maybank and Briosi is given is Table 4. This also includes the
data for rigid spheres with a density of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 g/cc. The data for the rigid
sphere is shown in Figure 41 in terms of drag coefficient against Reynolds number.
It can be seen that for turbulent flow, Re > 1E3, the sphere drag for the Maybank and
Briosi data was appreciably higher than that from other sources. It was apparent that
appreciable care had been taken in obtaining the data, so it was not clear why there was
such a discrepancy. This was a significant issue, since the rigid sphere data provided a
reference against which to compare the drag for the oblate droplets.
This raised the question of whether this was an artefact of the method used by Maybank
and Briosi. The data was obtained with an upward airflow in a vertical tunnel that exactly balanced the terminal free-fall velocity of the droplet or sphere. The flow pattern
was carefully arranged to produce a stable velocity-well at the tunnel centre, so that, if
the droplet or sphere were slightly displaced, it would return to the required position.
It was found that droplets were quite stable and adjusted themselves to the slightly fluctuating conditions. In comparison, solid spheres were sometimes quite unstable and
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could bounce around and strike the tunnel walls, then return to the stable position.
In discussions with colleagues it was
postulated that vortex shedding from
the spheres might have resulted in
their oscillation in free-fall and that
could have modified the drag properties, to give different results from
those of other researchers. This may
have been due to the low density of
the spheres, compared with the more
normal use of higher density material, of solid metal, used by others.

Table 4: Terminal Velocities for free-falling Drops
and Spheres (T = 20C, P = 1Bar), from Maybank
and Briosi, 1961.
Diameter

Drop vel

(mm)

1g/cc

.5 g/cc

1g/cc

2 g/cc

0.3
0.5
0.7
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0

1.17
2.06
2.87
4.03
5.40
6.49
7.43
8.06
8.83
9.09
9.19
9.24
--

0.84
1.47
2.03
2.86
3.84
4.63
5.31
5.83
6.74
7.52
8.25
8.92
9.52

1.18
2.08
2.90
4.05
5.43
6.54
7.50
8.23
9.52
10.62
11.65
12.60
13.45

1.67
2.94
4.10
5.73
7.68
9.26
10.60
11.65
13.48
15.05
16.50
17.85
19.05

--

10.66

15.05

21.30

Another factor was that there would
have been turbulence in the upward
flow, which was not present for a
free-falling sphere in a stationary
fluid. In comparison, the results obtained for free-falling droplets were
in very good agreement with those of
other researchers, where similar discrepancies might have also been ex10.0
pected. At this distance in time it was
not possible to contact the authors to
clarify the reasons for any discrepancies.

Sphere velocity (m/s)

The Maybank and Briosi results for spheres in laminar flow, with Re < 1,000, having
the same density of water, agreed well with other sources. For turbulent flow it was possible to use their results for droplets without reference to their less certain sphere data.
Table 5: Terminal free-fall velocity of water droplets, from Scott 1964
From: Study of Liquid Droplets released from aircraft into vertical and horizontal airstreams;
Data originally from Gunn and Kinzer, 1949
Diam Velocity Diam
Velocity
Diam Velocity Diam Velocity Diam Velocity
(mm)
(m/s)
(mm)
(m/s)
(mm)
(m/s)
(mm)
(m/s)
(mm)
(m/s)
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70

0.27
0.72
1.17
1.62
2.06
2.47
2.87

0.80
0.90
1.00
1.20
1.40
1.60
1.80

3.27
3.67
4.03
4.64
5.17
5.65
6.09

2.00
2.20
2.40
2.60
2.80
3.00
3.20

6.49
6.90
7.27
7.57
7.82
8.06
8.26

3.40
3.60
3.80
4.00
4.20
4.40
4.60

8.44
8.60
8.72
8.83
8.92
8.98
9.03

4.80
5.00
5.20
5.40
5.60
5.80

9.07
9.09
9.12
9.14
9.16
9.17

Terminal velocity data for free-falling droplets was also obtained from other sources, as
shown in Figure 47. That from Scott, 1964, shown in Table 5, was of particular interest.
This data was originally obtained by Gunn and Kinzer, 1949, with an accuracy of better
than 0.7%. It only includes droplets up to 5.8mm diameter, where as Maybank and Briosi used droplets of up to 7mm diameter, but includes many intervening droplet sizes
down to 0.1mm diameter. This data agreed very well with that from Maybank and Briosi, although it was found to have slightly greater variability.
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Interpretation of data for free-falling droplets
The free-fall data from Maybank and Briosi was analysed in terms of drag coefficient,
Reynolds number and Weber number with respect to the equivalent spherical diameter.
The relationship between Drag coefficient and Reynolds number for the
spheres and droplets is shown as a
Log/Log plot in Figure 48.

Drag coefficient comparison between
water droplet and solid sphere
for free-fall droplets

0.3
0.2

Log10( Drag Coef )

It can be seen that at a Reynolds number of just over 1,000 the two curves
diverged, with that for the sphere remaining near constant, whilst that for
the droplet was rapidly increasing.

0.4

0.1

Water Droplet

0

Solid Sphere

-0.1
-0.2
-0.3

A similar result was obtained when the
drag coefficient was plotted against
Weber number, as shown in Figure 49. Figure 48: Drag on free-fall droplets against ReyThis divergence between the curves nolds number
must have been primarily related to the 0.4
Weber number, not the Reynolds num0.3
Drag coefficient comparison between
ber, since it was the additional mobility
water droplet and solid sphere
for free-fall droplets
of the droplet’s free-surface, hence the 0.2
resulting droplet deformation, that in- 0.1
Water Droplet
creased the air drag.
0
Solid Sphere
-0.4

1.5

2

2.5
Log10 ( Re )

3

3.5

4

Log10 ( Cd )

1

It was fortuitous that, for free-falling -0.1
droplets in ambient air, the effects of -0.2
droplet distortion only became signifi- -0.3
cant as the effects of the Reynolds -0.4
-2.5
-2
-1.5
-1
-0.5
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
number became weak. For the smaller
Log ( We)
droplets relevant to SLD icing there
was not such a clear distinction. For the Figure 49: Drag of free-fall droplets against Weber
numbe r
same Weber number they had a lower
Reynolds number, where the viscosity effects could also be significant, and some further correction was required.
10

Extrapolation and Representation of the free-fall data.
It was found that, in SLD icing conditions, droplets could experience Weber numbers
much greater than 10 without break-up. Since this could be up to a Weber number of 20
or more, it was necessary to have drag data up to this value. Such experimental data was
not available, so the question was that of whether the available data could reasonably be
extrapolated to the required Weber number.
Data can be extrapolated where;
1. The trend can reasonably be expected to continue
2. The extrapolation method is sufficiently stable over the required interval
Various simple models of distorted droplets were considered, Chapter 6, which indicated that, provided the droplets did not break-up, there would be a stable upper limit to
the distortion, as represented by an appropriate parameter.
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The data was plotted as Bond number against Weber number, as shown in Figure 50.
This curve gives the drag force, F, for a droplet subjected to the body force of gravity,
or acceleration, due to aerodynamic drag resulting from the velocity difference between
the droplet and the surrounding air.
Bo = ρd.a.D2/σ = 6.F / π. .D

where

The Weber number represents the velocity difference, U, between the droplet and air.
We = ρa.U2.D/σ,

where

The drag coefficient can be obtained from Cd = 4/3.Bo/We.
8
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Figure 50: Extrapolation of data for free-falling water droplet in ambie nt air

Examination of this data showed that, if We2/Bo was plotted against We, it produced a
curve that asymptotically tended to a constant upper limit, as shown in Figure 50,
where

We2 / Bo = ( a.U4 / g. ).(

a

/ d)

It is interesting to note that this parameter group does not include any length parameter,
hence it does not depend on the size, or any dimension, of the droplet.
It was considered that the curve of We2/Bo against We may tend to its asymptotic limit
with a decaying exponential curve. To investigate this, a graph of Log10(C - We2/Bo)
was plotted against We, as shown in Figure 51, where C is a constant.
For the Maybank and Briosi data it was found that by adjusting the asymptotic value, C,
to 14.75, for We >= 3.2, this achieved the straight line, y = 1.435 0.1975x, which had
the highest correlation coefficient, R2 = 0.9999, or least squares variance of 1.1%.
An evaluation of droplet distortion, Chapter 6, indicated that the dimensionless group
We2/Bo for free-falling distorting droplets would tend to an asymptotic value of around
16 at high Weber and Bond numbers, as We
, whilst for spherical droplets it would
continue to increase indefinitely in a near-linear manner, as shown in Figure 50.
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1.5

Curve fitting to data for free-falling droplets
Data from; Maybank & Briosi and W.J.Scott 1964 (Gunn & Kinzer data)

M & B; We>3.2, C = 14.75
y = -0.19748x + 1.43497
R2 = 0.99988

LOG10( C − We^2 / Bo)

1.0

Scott, We > 3.6, C = 14.75
y = -0.20324x + 1.46690
R2 = 0.99751

2

y = -0.0153x - 0.0652x + 1.1688
2
R = 0.9998

0.5

Scott, We > 3.6, C = 14.48
y = -0.24174x + 1.60691
2
R = 0.99897

M & B, We >= 3.2, C = 14.75
Scott, We >= 3.6, C = 14.75
Scott, We <= 3.6, C = 14.75
Scott, We >= 3.6, C = 14.48
Scott, We >= 3.6, C = 14.48, Best fit
Scott, We >= 3.6, C = 14.75, Best fit
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M & B, We >= 3.2, C = 14.75, Best fit
Scott, We <= 3.6, C = 14.75, Best fit
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Figure 51: Curve fitting for extrapolation of drag data for free-falling droplets

This procedure was also applied to the Gunn and Kinzer data from Scott (1964) as
shown in Figure 51. This gave the line y = 1.6069 – 0.2417 x, with an asymptotic value,
C, of 14.48 and a correlation, R2 = 0.999, or least squares variance of 3.2%. This asymptotic limit was within 2% of that obtained from the Maybank and Briosi data.
When the data from Scott was also plotted with an asymptotic constant, C, of 14.75 this
gave the line equation y = 1.4669 – 0.2032 x, which was very similar to the result for
Maybank and Briosi, but with a lower correlation, R2 = 0.9975, and a variance of 5%,
compared to 1.1% for the Maybank and Briosi data.
Whilst the Maybank and Briosi data contained many fewer points than that from Scott,
it provided a better fit and included a higher Weber number, so this was adopted as the
best equation to represent the droplet free-fall results for We > 3.2.
For We < 3.6, the Scott data was plotted for C = 14.75 in Figure 51. The best fit parabolic curve was y = 1.1688 0.0652x 0.0153x2, with a correlation of R2 = 0.9998, or
variance of 1.4%. For We = 0 the intercept was forced to a value of y0 = Log10(14.75)
= 1.1688. This was because when We = 0, and Re =0, the value of ¾.We/Bo = Cd
would have a finite value. Hence We2/Bo must be zero when We is zero. It was, however, found that for low Weber numbers the parabolic fit in Figure 51 was not effective.
For low values of Weber number it was found to be more effective to fit drag coefficient, Cd, against Weber number, We, using log/log axes, as shown in Figure 52. This
also shows the result for the parabolic fit from Figure 51, (Scott, We < 3.6, best fit), and
it can be seen that for We < 1 the curve did not fit.
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1.5

Drag Coefficient for free-falling droplets
0.00004 < We < 0.25
0.25 < We < 5.3
Stokes law
Extrapolation for We > 5.3
Spherical droplet, Clift, et al
Scott, We < 3.6 best fit
We < 0.25 best fit
0.25 < We < 5.3 best fit
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Figure 52: Curve fitting of drag data for free-falling droplets and We < 5.3

For We < 5.3 it was found that the curve could be better represented by the fitted equations given in Table 6.
Table 6: Free-falling droplet drag properties in ambie nt conditions
P =105 Pa, T =20C, g =9.81m/s2

For We < 0.00004; Stokes’ law for free-fall droplets, Cd = 24/Re
Cd = 24 (Mo / (18 We3))1/5
For 0.00004 < We < 0.25; low Weber number (near spherical droplets)
x = Log10(We): y = 0.0333 x2 0.2527 x 0.3253: Cd = 10 y
For 0.25 < We < 5.3; intermediate and transition Weber number
x = Log10(We) and Cd = 10y where;
y = 0.0888 x5 + 0.1989 x4 + 0.0423 x3 + 0.0577 x2 0.1246 x 0.268
For We > 5.3; high Weber number, use extrapolation curve
y = 1.4669 0.20324 We ; Scott best fit with C = 14.75
Bo = We2 / (14.75 10y); where Cd = 4/3 Bo / We
The Bond number can then be obtained from Bo = ¾.Cd.We

Analysis of free-falling spheres
For comparison with the free-falling deformable droplets, it was also necessary to determine the characteristics of free-falling spherical droplets.
For all practical purposes spherical droplets had the same drag properties as smooth
rigid spheres. At very low Weber numbers, We < 10 3, and low Reynolds numbers,
Re < 10, the drag on a spherical droplet was slightly less than that of a sphere, as can be
seen in Figure 52. This small difference was attributed to internal flow within the droplet due to surface viscous friction at the low Reynolds number.
If the droplets were assumed to remain spherical, then surface tension was no longer
significant in determining the droplet drag, other than having some potential effect on
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the internal flow, which had an almost negligible effect. The purpose was, however, to
compare the drag properties for droplets with surface tension, where distortion was otherwise prevented, in relation to deformable droplets with the same surface tension.
Originally the sphere free-fall data used was that from Maybank and Briosi, but this was
later found to have substantial discrepancies compared with data from other sources,
particularly for Re > 1000, as shown in Figure 41. The consequences of this are considered later. As a result it was necessary to use other drag data for spheres, such as that
from Clift, Grace and Weber, given in Table 1. One difficulty was that this was in terms
of the drag coefficient against Reynolds number, whereas it was required in terms of the
Bond number against the Weber number, to enable direct comparison with the data for
free-fall deformable droplets.
To derive the required relationship needed some manipulation of the various parameter
groups. In this a useful parameter group was the Morton number, Mo, where;
Mo = (We2.Bo)/Re4 = Bo.(We/Re2) = Bo/La2 = g. 4.(

S

P)

/

S

2

.

3

The parameter La is the Laplace number, discussed later in this chapter .
The Morton number contains neither velocity nor length and, apart from gravity, or acceleration, only contains fluid properties. Hence for given fluid properties and gravity or
acceleration, the parameter can be determined without any knowledge of the droplet
size or velocity. For free-falling water droplets in ambient air and 1g gravity this parameter has a value of about 2 x 10-12.
This parameter group is used for particles, drops and bubbles, where S and P are respectively the densities for the surrounding fluid and the fluid of the bubble, or droplet.
The densities difference ( S P) provide the buoyancy force, whilst the density of the
surrounding fluid, S, is related to drag. For water droplets in air this gives the result;
Mo = g. 4.(

w)

a

/

2 3
a .

We notice that, because the density of water is higher than that of air, this results in a
negative value. For practical purposes the density of air is almost negligible, compared
to water, and also the absolute value of the result is used, which gives;
Mo

g. 4.

w

/

2 3
a .

= (g.
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/

a.

3

).(
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/
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It is to be noted that for an air bubble in water, only the water density is required, which
determines both buoyancy and drag, to give Mo = g. 4/ w. 3. This is the inverse cube
of the Physical Property Group, Npp, where Mo = 1/ Npp3 (Middleman, 1995).
It is to be noted that the viscosity, , is related to drag, so this needs to be the value for
the surrounding fluid, which is that of water for a bubble and for air with a droplet. An
important difference with bubbles is that they have negligible internal viscosity, so the
internal flow can have a more significant effect on drag at low Reynolds numbers.
To determine the free-fall Bond number from the Weber number for a sphere it was
necessary to determine the drag coefficient, Cd. To do this required the Reynolds number. It might be anticipated that this could be obtained using the Laplace number, since
Re = √(We.La), however this required the droplet diameter, which might not be known.
Given the Weber number for the conditions of interest, the Morton number can be determined for the free-fall conditions. The resulting equations could not be solved di-
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rectly. However the following convergent procedure provides a numerical solution.
1. Mo = g. a4. d/ a2. 3
2. Cd = 1.0 (initial estimate)
3. Bo = ¾.Cd.We
4. Re = (Bo.We2 / Mo)1/4
5. Cd = SphereDragCoeff(Re) (Table 1)
6. Repeat from 3 until convergence, or iteration count > 20 for non-convergence.
The Morton number depends on the air pressure and temperature and the gravity for the
condition at which the free-fall data is defined. These were assumed to be 105 Pa, 20C
and 9.81 m/s2. This gave an air density of 1.19kg/m3, viscosity of 18.2 N.s/m2, surface
tension of 72.7mN/m and Morton number of 1.98 10-12.
The results of this are shown in Figure 50, with the Bond number and We2/Bo plotted
against Weber number for both deformable and spherical droplets.

Drag correction factor in relation to free-falling droplets
2.2

Drag correction for high Weber numbers
Maybank and Briosi, 1961
2.0
y = 3.73E-05x4 - 6.87E-04x3 + 1.62E-02x 2 - 4.35E-02x + 1.03E+00
1.8

1.6

1.4

Drag Correction

The original method used to
determine the drag of distorted
droplets was to first calculate
the drag for a spherical droplet
of the same equivalent diameter
and then apply a correction factor for the increase in drag due
to the droplet distortion at the
relevant Weber number.

The ratio of the drag increase
for the distorted droplets was 1.2
determined from Figure 48 and
Weber Number
Figure 49, using the Maybank 1.0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
and Briosi sphere data as the
reference. It was not possible to Figure 53: Original drag correction for high Weber no.
directly make a size to size comparison. As a result it was necessary to use high order
curve fitting to represent the curves of Figure 48 and Figure 49, from which the drag
correction was determined. The resulting correction is shown in Figure 53.
The data was only available to a Weber number of 10 and because of the high order
polynomial fitting any extrapolation much beyond that was uncertain.
Maybank and Briosi found that for Weber numbers greater than 10 the droplets became
unstable and disintegrated. It might be concluded that drag data for higher Weber numbers was not relevant, but higher Weber numbers could be possible because;
1. There was lower turbulence or higher internal damping for smaller droplets.
2. The Weber number was increasing sufficiently rapidly that higher values could
be achieved before droplet break-up could occur.
Huimin Liu, (1981) indicated that droplets could remain intact for Weber numbers in
excess of 20.
It was later discovered that the Maybank and Briosi drag data for spheres with turbulent
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flow was about 20% higher than that from other sources, as shown in Figure 41. This
meant that the drag correction was likely to be too low for Weber numbers up to 10. For
higher Weber numbers the extrapolated correction was uncertain.
There was an issue about the basis on which comparison should be made between deformed droplets and spheres. For a prescribed droplet size this was not an issue, since
the relationship between Reynolds number and Weber number was fixed by the Laplace
number. With free-falling droplets data the diameter was not constant with respect to the
Weber or Reynolds number, so there was no constant relationship between these.
When comparing the drag characteristics of a free-falling distorted droplet to a freefalling spherical droplet, it was necessary to make a specific choice about the criterion
for comparison. This was because it was not possible to simultaneously achieve a match
between the droplet size, Reynolds number and Weber number.
The droplet size may not be known and the Weber number does not affect the drag of a
spherical droplet, so it was assumed that the Reynolds numbers needed to be matched.
Hence, for a free falling droplet with a given Weber number, it was first necessary to
determine its Reynolds number.
This could not be obtained directly, but it was possible to directly calculate the Bond
number from the Weber number for the free-falling droplets, using the best-fit equations, given in Table 6 for the experimental data,.
Hence
and

Mo
Bodrop
Re
Cddrop

= g. 4. w / a2. 3
= Free-fall BondFunction(Wedrop) , from Table 6.
= (Wedrop2. Bodrop / Mo)1/4
= 4/3.Bodrop / Wedrop

To calculate the Weber and Bond number for a sphere, we note that the Morton and
Reynolds number are the same for a free-falling droplet and sphere. Hence the conditions for the free-falling spherical droplet or sphere can be computed as follows;
also
and

Cdsphere = SphereDragCoeff( Re ), from Table 1
Wesphere = (4/3.Mo.Re4 / Cdsphere)1/3
Bosphere = ¾.Wesphere.Cdsphere

The preceding analysis gives the drag coefficients for both a free-falling distorted droplet and a free-falling spherical droplet at the same Reynolds number. Hence the ratio of
the drag coefficients, Cddrop / Cdsphere , gives the drag correction factor for the given Weber number of the distorted droplet. The drag correction was then assumed to be independent of Reynolds number.
Typical results for this are shown in Figure 54, together with the drag correction from
Figure 53 (Luxford 2004) which was obtained by direct comparison with the Maybank
and Briosi data for a free-falling sphere. Because of the high-order polynomial curve
fitting used for that, the extrapolation was unreliable beyond a Weber number of 11 and
was truncated to a maximum value of 5.0.
Figure 54 also shows the revised extrapolation for the same Maybank and Briosi data
for spheres and droplets, but using the revised extrapolation for free-falling droplets.
This agrees with the original curve for the available data up to a Weber number of 10,
but Beyond a Weber number of 11 there was increasing divergence between the curves.
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The other curve shown in Figure 54 is the revised drag correction, using the Maybank
and Briosi data for the droplet, in relation to the sphere drag given by Clift, Grace &
Weber. Up to a Weber number of We = 15 this revised curve gave a significantly higher
drag correction than the original curve used for the design of the droplet tunnel.
5.0

Drag Coefficient Correction for Free-falling Droplet
In Ambient Air and Standard Gravity
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Drag correction factor
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Previous drag correction (Luxford 2004)
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Figure 54: Various droplet drag models using the drag correction method

To calculate the drag for a given droplet size, the Laplace number and Reynolds number
will be the same for the sphere and droplet;
where
and

La
Re

= ρa.σ.D / a2 , Laplace number
= √(La.We)

The drag coefficient would then be calculated for the equivalent sphere diameter and
this would then be multiplied by the revised correction factor.

Issues related to droplet size and Reynolds number
The preceding drag correction, based on the Maybank and Briosi sphere drag data (Luxford 2004), was used to optimise and design the convergent droplet tunnel, since the
improved corrections were not then available. Hence, the tunnel characteristics slightly
deviated from what was intended, but it was still suitable for the required application.
The drag correction approach was found to have a number of deficiencies, particularly
at low Reynolds numbers, Re < 1000, where the distorted and spherical droplets could
have had a different sensitivity to Reynolds number.
As a result, a revised method of taking account of both the Weber number and Reynolds
number was developed. In this it was necessary to understand how droplet size affected
the relationship between Weber number and the Reynolds number, particularly for
smaller droplets, where these effects could overlap and interact much more.
For SLD icing, the droplet size range of interest was about 100 m to 500 m. This was
about 20 times smaller, and about 8,000 times less mass than the droplets of 2mm to
8mm diameter considered in free-fall measurements.
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The Laplace Number

For this evaluation it was useful to consider the Laplace number, La, which is a parameter group that can be obtained from the Reynolds number, Re, and Weber number, We,
where
La = Re2/We = ( .U.D/ )2 / ( .U2.D/ ) = D.( . / 2)
The inverse square root of the Laplace number is known as the Ohnesorge number, Oh,
where
Oh = 1/√La = /√( . .D)
These parameters included the properties of either the surrounding fluid or the droplet
fluid. The convention adopted in this research was to use the Laplace number for the
gas, or fluid, flow around the droplet, and the Ohnesorge number for the properties of
the droplet fluid, or liquid. The droplet size and surface tension, , were common to
both, but the values of viscosity, , and density, , depended on whether they were related to the gas or liquid phase.
It can be seen that the Laplace number contains only the air, or gas, properties, apart
from surface tension and droplet diameter. Hence, for a given fluid and typical conditions the air properties and surface tension will be essentially constant, within a narrow
range, so the Laplace number is primarily a droplet size parameter. For a given droplet
size the Laplace number is, essentially, fixed, and there is then a fixed relationship between the Reynolds number and Weber number.
The resulting relationship between Reynolds number and Weber number is shown in
Figure 55 for typical ambient conditions. Each curve is for a droplet of a given
diameter and hence a given Laplace number.
For typical ambient conditions and a 250 m water droplet in air, the Laplace number
was about 65 103 and the value was directly proportional to droplet size. As an Ohnesorge number this would be about 3.9 10-3 for the air properties.
It is of interest to note that, for 250 m water droplets, Oh = 7.6 10-3, which is only a
about twice that for air, despite the substantial differences in the fluid properties.
The Ohnesorge number, with respect to drop properties, usefully represents the damping
of droplet vibrations. For the 1st vibration mode the damping factor, η (√2).Oh, giving
a vibration-damping factor of about 1% for water (O.A. Basaran, 1992).
It can be seen from the Laplace number, La = Re2/We = . .D/ 2 , that for a given Weber number and fluid properties the Reynolds number is proportional to the square-root
of droplet size, Re = √(We.La) = √(We.D.( . / 2)). This means that, for a typical Weber number and a 25 to 1 variation in droplet size, the Reynolds number will only vary
by a factor of 5 to 1. For typical SLD conditions where droplet distortion is a significant issue, this would normally restrict the Reynolds number to a range of about 700 to
6000. For a sphere, the drag coefficient only varies by about 25% within this range of
Reynolds number. For a droplet with a given amount of distortion, the variation in the
drag coefficient would be no more than for the same range of Reynolds number.
Figure 55 also shows the curve for free-falling droplets in ambient air, where the
drop size changes with the Weber number and Reynolds number.
The shaded region of the graph in
Figure 55 is between a Weber number of 3 and 10
and below a Reynolds number of 1,000. This shows the region in which there is likely
to be significant interaction between the Weber number and Reynolds number in terms
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of droplet distortion and viscose effects.
Above a Reynolds number of 1,000, the drag is dominated by the dynamic pressure on
the droplet surface, and viscous forces have a minimal effect. Hence the drag force has
much less sensitivity to the Reynolds number.
Below a Weber number of 3, the droplet remains near spherical, such that the flow over
it and its drag characteristics are very similar to those for a sphere. The uneven pressure
forces on and within the droplet will cause some distortion and a small increase in the
equator diameter. This increases the frontal area, hence increases the drag coefficient.
The slight flattening of the droplet also reduces the equatorial radius of curvature, so
encouraging earlier flow separation, which can further increase the drag. This results in
a moderate increase in the drag coefficient, about 15% at We = 3, compared to that for a
sphere. Otherwise, the droplet behaves much like a sphere.
Above a Weber number of 10, the droplet is substantially distorted, as shown in Figure
42. In particular, the windward side is flattened, with a much smaller radius of curvature
near its outer edge. This is likely to result is well-defined flow separation, so for a given
distorted shape the drag is much less sensitive to the Reynolds number.
It can be seen from Figure 55 that the free-falling droplets and droplets greater than
1.4mm diameter are outside of the shaded zone, so the effects of the Reynolds and Weber numbers will only slightly interact.
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Figure 55: Relationship between Weber numbe r, Reynolds number and droplet size

For droplets less than 1mm diameter and 3 < We < 10, there is increasing overlap and
interaction between the Weber and Reynolds number effects as the droplet gets smaller.
For droplets smaller than 100 m the Weber number is likely to be insufficient to cause
significant distortion in normal SLD icing, so they could be treated as near-spherical.
The problematic region was for 200 to 300 m droplets and Weber numbers of 3 to 10.
For Weber number less than 3, the distortion effects would be small and, above a Weber
number of 10, the sensitivity to Reynolds number was likely to be much reduced.
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Revised drag model for deformable droplets
Taking the preceding considerations into account, a drag model for distorted droplets
could be developed. The purpose was to achieve a plausible, practical and sufficientlyaccurate drag model that could be used for engineering and scientific calculations.
To achieve this a number of reasonable assumptions were made. These cannot be
proven, but are considered acceptable, given the various considerations and available
data. In due course this could be experimentally tested, as discussed in Chapter 1 and 5,
which compares the model with preliminary experimental results for 250 m droplets.
The model is derived from the data for free-falling water droplets in ambient air and
standard gravity. This provides data for both the terminal velocity and the distorted
shape (Maybank and Briosi), (Scott), (Clift Grace and Weber).
An alternative model for droplet distortion was developed from the numerical solution
for sessile droplet shape on a horizontal unwettable surface, as discussed in Chapter 6.
The model for droplet drag depends on the following assumptions;
1. The terminal velocity data for free-falling droplets can reasonably be extrapolated to higher Weber numbers, at least We = 20, so long as the droplet remains
intact. This is by assuming the parameter group We2/Bo exponentially tends to a
stable asymptotic value of 14.75, with respect to the Weber number.
2. The droplet distortion primarily depends on the Bond number (Clift, Grace and
Weber) as approximated by sessile drops on a horizontal surface (Chapter 6).
3. The drag coefficient, with respect to its equatorial diameter, for an oblate droplet
with given distortion would have a value between that for a spherical droplet and
a flat circular disk with the same Reynolds number, for the equatorial diameter.
The drag coefficient would then be an interpolated combination of the sphere
drag coefficient and disk drag coefficient for the equatorial diameter.
4. For a given amount of droplet distortion, as represented by the ratio of thickness
to equatorial diameter, the interpolation ratio for the drag coefficients will be independent of the Reynolds number for the equatorial diameter.
5. The droplet cross-section shape is assumed to be composed of two semiellipsoids (Clift, fig 7.10). It is thus assumed that the volume and aspect ratio of
these will be equal to an oblate circular ellipsoid of the same thickness and equatorial diameter.
The primary data for this model is that for the free-fall terminal velocity of water droplets in ambient air and standard gravity. Assumption 1 is to enable that data to be extended to higher Weber numbers. The purpose of assumptions 2 to 5 is to enable the
free-fall data to be transposed to lower Reynolds numbers that occur with the smaller
droplets encountered in SLD icing.
Derivation of the drag interpolation factor

The requirement was to determine the drag force on a droplet, given the air velocity
over the droplet. This was most effectively achieved by determining the Bond number
from the Weber number for the droplet, based on the equivalent spherical diameter. If
required, the drag coefficient was then determined from, Cd = 4/3.Bo/We.
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The assumption was made that, for a given droplet distortion, as represented by the
droplet aspect ratio, the droplet drag could be interpolated between that of a sphere and
a disk with the same equatorial diameter and same equatorial Reynolds number.
The issues in this were how to determine the aspect ratio of the droplet and then how to
determine the interpolation factor between the sphere and disk.
In principle it was only necessary to determine the required interpolation factor for a
given droplet Bond number and distortion ratio at one value of Reynolds number, with
the assumption that this interpolation factor was then equally applicable to any other
Reynolds number. The drag and distortion data required for this was obtained from freefalling droplet experiments and sessile droplet distortion. This data was used to plot out
the drag characteristics of free-fall droplets, with respect to their equatorial diameter, as
shown in Figure 56, and plot the drag properties of spheres and disks, together with
curves of constant interpolation values of 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 for comparison.

Drag Interpolation between Disk & Sphere
2.0
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Droplet
0.4
0.8
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Disk*
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Cd (equator)

Disk drag coefficient
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Sphere drag coefficient
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Re (equator)

Free-fall droplets

1000

10000

Figure 56: Droplet drag interpolation between spheres and disks

For this, it was first necessary to determine the free-fall Bond number from the Weber
number for the droplets of interest. This can be done using the equation given in Table
6. The droplet drag coefficient for the equivalent diameter is then obtained from;
Cd

=

4

/3.Bo / We.

The distorted aspect ratio of the droplet is then calculated from the Bond number, as
discussed in Chapter 6. This can either be from data for free-falling droplets (Clift,
Grace & Weber, Eq (7-25)) or that of a sessile drop on a horizontal unwettable surface.
By assuming the distorted droplet can be represented by two oblate hemispheroids
about a common plane (Clift, Grace and Weber) it was possible to evaluate the equatorial diameter from its equivalent spherical diameter and aspect ratio;
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Hence

volume

where

De
h
D

= π.De2.h/6 = π.D3/6
droplet equatorial diameter
droplet thickness
equivalent spherical diameter.

However (h/De) is the calculated aspect ratio and from the equivalent spherical diameter, D, we can obtain;
De / D = 1 / (h / De)1/3
Hence the equatorial diameter of a free-falling droplets can be calculated from the Weber number for the equivalent spherical diameter.
The Reynolds number for the droplet spherical diameter can be calculated from the
Laplace number and Weber number, since;
Re

= √( La. We )

The Reynolds number then needs to be adjusted to the equatorial diameter as Rq,
where;

Rq

= Re.(De / D)

This then allowed the drag coefficient for a sphere, Cs, and disk, Cq, with the same
equatorial diameter to be calculated for the equatorial Reynolds number, Rq. From this
it was then possible to compute the interpolation factor, k.
This gives the proportional combination of the drag coefficients for the sphere and disk
which are equivalent to the drag coefficient of the distorted droplet. This can be done as
the arithmetic combination;
where

Ci

= k . Cs + (1 – k).Cq

k
Cs
Cq
Ci

is the interpolation factor
drag coefficient of the sphere
drag coefficient of the flat disk
interpolated drag coefficient

However, because of the substantial range of variation of the drag coefficients, it was
considered better to interpret these in logarithmic terms, using geometric interpolation.
Hence
or
However
and

Log(Ci) =
Ci

=

k . Log(Cs) + (1 – k).Log(Cq)
Csk . Cq(1– k)

Log(Ci) – Log(Cq) = k.(Log(Cs) – Log(Cq))
k

= (Log(Ci) – Log(Cq)) / (Log(Cs) – Log(Cq))
= Log(Ci / Cq) / Log(Cs / Cq)

Figure 57 shows the interpolation proportion, or factor, and Weber number, with respect
to the Bond number. It can be seen that the interpolation factor depended on which distortion model was used. However, providing the same distortion model was used to both
determine and apply the interpolation factor, then, in general, it typically introduced less
than a 1% difference into the result for We > 2.
Having obtained the interpolation factor, k, for a given droplet distortion for free-fall
conditions, the assumption was made that this interpolation factor would apply for any
Reynolds number for a droplet with the same Bond number and same aspect ratio.
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Figure 57: Drag Interpolation between a sphere and disk against Bond numbe r

This assumption seemed reasonable for high Reynolds numbers, where the drag coefficients was reasonably independent of Reynolds number. At lower Reynolds numbers
the assumption could be less secure, since the pressure distribution around a disk, or oblate droplet, could depend on Reynolds number in a different way to that for a sphere.
Figure 58 shows the drag coefficient ratio for a disk relative
to a sphere for the data from
Streeter and Massey. It can be
seen from the data of Streeter
that, for Re > 300, the ratio is
near constant, within 15%, at
2.75. It is unlikely that the drag
data for a disk will have any
significant effect for Re < 300.
In normal conditions droplets
less than 100 m are likely to
be too small to achieve a high
enough Weber number to pro- Figure 58: Ratio of Disk drag to Sphere drag coefficients.
duce significant distortion. From
Figure 55 it can be seen that, for droplets larger
than 150 m at Re = 300, the Weber number is too low to produce significant distortion.
The greatest sensitivity in the drag interpolation ratio with respect to Reynolds number
is likely to be for an interpolation factor of 50%. If the drag result is to be consistent
within 5%, then it requires that the interpolation factor to remain constant within about
5% of its range from 0 and 100%. The conjecture is that the flow pattern and pressure
distribution around droplets will remain sufficiently similar over the range of interest.
As a result, the interpolation ratio should be sufficiently consistent, within the range of
the Reynolds numbers of interest, for a given droplet aspect ratio.
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Figure 43 shows that the disk drag coefficient, for the Streeter data, substantially decreases between Re = 300 and Re = 1000. This is a slightly greater change than for a
sphere over the same range of Reynolds numbers. It can, however, be seen from Figure 55 that for 50 m droplets, at Re = 400, the Weber number will be around 12. This
would be sufficient for the disk drag properties to be the greater contributor to the drag.
For these conditions the Bond number was about 14.5, for which the interpolation proportion was found to be about 45% sphere drag and 55% disk drag.
To achieve such a Bond number with such a small droplet size of 50 m would require
an acceleration, or deceleration, of about 400,000m/s2 or 41,000g. Such conditions, with
We = 12, would require deceleration from around 120m/s in a distance of 18mm. It is
doubtful that such conditions could occur with a full-size aerofoil.
These conditions may, however, be possible in a wind tunnel with a scaled-down aerofoil that has a leading edge radius of around 25mm. This indicates that even droplets as
small as 50 m can experience substantial distortion in some test conditions. Hence the
droplet drag model needs to adequately cope with such conditions. As a result, it would
seem necessary to have reliable disk drag data down to a Reynolds number of 300.
From Figure 43 this brings it into the region where the difference between the Massey
and Streeter data can make a significant difference.
In the case of 250 m droplets at a Weber number of about 12, the Reynolds number
will be about 900. It was found that for these conditions the drag coefficient interpolation between disk and sphere would be about equal. For these conditions the effect of
the difference between the Massey and the Streeter data appeared to be quite small.

Interpolation factor

If it was found that the disk drag
1
data from Massey was more apRelationship between droplet aspect ratio
propriate then from Figure 58 the
0.9
and drag coefficient interpolation factor
drag ratio for the disk, relative to
0.8
the sphere, would steadily deSessile droplet on horizontal surface
crease with Reynolds number be0.7
Data from Clift, Grace & Weber
low Re = 3000, to about 1.8 at
0.6
Re = 300. This may indicate that
the flow patterns were changing
0.5
in different ways, which might
0.4
have resulted in a significant
variation in the interpolation ratio
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
for a given droplet shape. The
Droplet aspect ratio
decreasing ratio between the disk
and sphere drag meant that any Figure 59: Drag Interpolation against Droplet aspect ratio
variation in the interpolation ratio would have less effect on the droplet drag as the Reynolds number decreases.
At a Reynolds number of 40, the ratio of drag for the disk to the sphere is 1 to 1 for the
data from both Massey and Streeter, at which point variations in the interpolation ratio
will have no effect. This is, however, well below the range of interest to SLD icing.
Figure 59 shows the relationship between the aspect ratio of the droplet and the interpolation factor. From this it can be seen that for a significant part of the curve the interpolation factor is equal to the aspect ratio. Above an aspect ratio of 0.5 this might be an
acceptable approximation.
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Computing drag for other droplet sizes
The requirement was to combine the various results to compute the drag of distorted
droplets for a given size and given conditions. The primary need was to compute the
drag, as represented by the Bond number, from the flow velocity over the droplet, as
represented by the Weber number and the Reynolds number.
One difficulty with this was that the calculation for droplet distortion required the Bond
number to be known and, if this were so, then the calculation would be unnecessary.
This is because the Bond number was found to be the best parameter to use to determine
droplet distortion. As a result the two droplet distortion models produced very similar
results despite the considerable differences in their derivation. With respect to the Bond
number, the aspect ratio of the sessile droplet agreed remarkably well with that for a
free-falling droplet, as considered in Chapter 6.
In practice it was found that the drag calculation was quite insensitive to the distortion
model used, provided this was based on the Bond number and the same model was used
to both derive and apply the interpolation factor between the disk and sphere drag data.
To solve for the Bond number from the Weber number, the procedure has to be iterative, using free-falling droplet data as the initial guess. This required the Laplace number, which could be directly calculated from the fluid properties and droplet size.
Table 7 gives the essential code for the procedure. This is notionally written as an Excel
VBA macro in Visual Basic. Anything after single quotes on a line is a comment.
Function DropFuncs0(We, La, s%, c%, d%, o%) ' Calculate distorted droplet drag
' s% = distortion model option, 1 Clift, 2 Sessile
' c% = disk drag option, d% = sphere drag option, 6 for Clift
' o% = output option (not implemented in this sample)
Re = √(La .We)
' sphere Reynolds numb
Bo = DropFall(We, 0, 2)
' droplet Bond number (1st guess)
i =0
' reset iteration counter
Do
' Start iteration
Ds = DropShape(Bo, s%)
' aspect ratio of droplet, s% shape option
Dr = 1 / Ds1/3
' equator to sphere diam ratio
Rq = Dr . Re
' equator Reynolds numb
Cs = SphereDragCoef(Rq, d%) ' Sphere drag coef at Rq, (from Table 1)
Cq = DiskDragCoef1(Rq, c%)
' disk drag coef for Rq, Streeter or Massey data
kk = DragInterp0(We, Bo, s%, d%, 1) ' interpolation factor for Bond number
Ci = Cskk .Cq1-kk
' logarithmic drag interpolation
Cd = Ci .Dr2
' drag coef for spherical droplet at Re
Bp = Bo: Bo = 3/4.Cd.We
' save current Bond number and revise
If Abs(Bo / Bp - 1) < 10-6 Then Exit Do ' Exit iteration if converged
i = i + 1: If i > 20 Then Stop
' increment counter, check convergence
Loop
' end iteration loop
DropFuncs0 = Cd
' return function value
End Function
Table 7: Procedure for calculating droplet drag coefficient

There was a difficulty with this in that the interpolation factor also had to be determined
from the Bond number, rather than from the Weber number, using the free-fall data.
This was because both the droplet of interest and the relevant free-fall droplet data both
needed to assume the same Bond number and same distortion for the different Reynolds
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numbers. They did not, however, necessarily have the same Weber numbers, as shown
in Figure 57. This could be an issue of confusion.
For the free-fall droplet, the Bond number could be directly calculated from the Weber
number. To determine the Weber number from the Bond number required an iteration
loop. The elements of the necessary procedure are shown in Table 8.
Function DragInterp0(We, Bo, s%, c%, d%, o%)
' Determine interpolation factor between Sphere drag coeff and Disk drag coeff
' o% output option (not implemented in this sample)
Mo = MortonAmbient(293.1, 1E5, 9.81) ' Morton no., ambient Temp, Press, Grav
Wf = We: i = 0:
' Initial guess for Wf, reset iteration counter
Do
‘ Start iteration loop
Re = √(Wf.√(Bo / Mo))
' Reynolds for sphere diam
Bf = DropFall(Wf, 0, 2)
' Bond number, free-fall droplet (from Table 6)
Wf = √(Re4.Mo / Bf)
' Weber number, free-fall droplet
If Abs(Bo / Bf - 1) < 1E-6 Then Exit Do ' Iteration convergence
i = i + 1: If i > 100 Then Stop
' Increment and check iteration count
Loop
' End of iteration loop
Ds = DropShape(Bo, s%)
' Droplet aspect ratio for Bond number
Dr = (1 / Ds)1/3
' ratio of Equator to Sphere diam
Rq = Dr . Re
' Reynolds for equator diam
Cs = SphereDragCoef(Rq, d%)
' Sphere drag coeff for Rq, (using Table 1)
Cq = DiskDragCoef1(Rq, c%)
' Disk drag coef for Rq
Cd = (4 / 3) * Bo / Wf
' Drag coef for sphere diam
Ci = Cd / Dr ^ 2
' Drag coef for equator diam
kk = Log(Ci / Cq) / Log(Cs / Cq)
' Log interpolation factor.
DragInterp0 = kk
‘ Return interpolation value
End Function
Table 8: Procedure for determining drag interpolation factor.

The procedure for computing droplet drag was computationally inefficient, since it contained a nested iteration loop and significant redundant calculations. It is anticipated that
this could be greatly simplified to a more efficient single iteration loop, but time was
not available to develop that.

Results and Sensitivity of the Droplet Drag Model
The predictions from the model are shown in Figure 60 for 250 m and 50 m droplets,
using the sphere drag data from Clift, et al, and disk drag data from Streeter. This also
shows the result for free-falling droplets.
This indicates a significant deviation between the deformable and spherical droplets for
We > 4. By We = 10 the drag on the 250 m deformable droplet is more than double that
for the spherical droplet. By a Weber number of We = 20 the increase in drag of the
droplet, relative to the sphere, is about a factor of four.
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Figure 60: Model results with Streeter disk drag data for 50 & 250 m droplets
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Figure 61: Model results with the Massey disk drag data for 50 & 250 m
droplets

Figure 61 shows the result of using the Massey disk drag data. It can be seen that this
tends to give significantly less drag than the Streeter data, depending on the conditions..
The difference between using the Massey and Streeter disk drag data is shown in Figure
62. It can be seen that, for 250 m droplets, the maximum difference was about 5%, depending on the distortion model used, and occurred at a Weber number of about 6.5.
This difference were sufficiently small for the droplet drag model to provide adequate
accuracy for droplets larger than 250 m.
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Achieving such conditions for 50 m
Figure 63: Drag discrepancy between droplet distordroplets in a convergent square sec- tion models; Streeter data
tion droplet tunnel would, for example, require the tunnel to contract
1.0
from about 118mm to 76.5mm over a
length of about 61mm, with an air exit
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velocity of about 160m/s. In the con50micron droplet
0.0
250 micron droplet
vergent droplet tunnel this contraction
occurred in about four times that
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length. The conditions would thus
-1.0
have required a contraction rate and
velocity gradient about four times
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from Clift Grace & Weber and Sessile Drop.
steeper than the droplet tunnel.
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would still be essentially quasi-static,
as the droplet vibration period would Figure 64: Drag discrepancy between droplet distorbe about 33 s, compared to an accel- tion models; Massey data
eration period of about 550 s. With this revised tunnel design it would be possible to
experimentally validate the drag model for 50 m droplets. This would require the three
laser beams, used to measure droplet acceleration, to be much more closely spaced and
the instrument would require much more careful design and calibration.
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Another issue to be considered was the difference in drag caused by the droplet distortion model. The difference between the drag for the free-fall and sessile droplet distortion models is shown in Figure 63 for the Streeter disk drag data. It can be seen that the
choice of the distortion model, in general, made less than 1% difference.
Figure 64 shows a similar comparison using the disk drag data from Massey. For this
there was a more significant difference, particularly for the 50 m droplets at lower Weber numbers, but this is less than 1.5%, except for We <1.5.
It is not understood why there should be such a discrepancy at low Weber numbers,
where the droplet would be nearly spherical. At low Bond numbers the Sessile droplet
distortion model has a very concentrated external pressure distribution, which could
have contributed to the difference.
Another approximation which could affect the results was the assumption for the droplet volume. Amendments to the drag model could be made to reduce the difference.
The best method to resolve the uncertainty would be with experimental validation, although this would be unlikely to resolve uncertainties of less than 1%. Since the primary interest with the droplet model was to determine the drag at higher Weber numbers and the time was not available to investigate such small effects for lower Weber
numbers, this sensitivity to the droplet distortion model was not investigated further.

Conclusions
1. The extrapolation of the droplet free-fall data was considered acceptable.
2. Whilst more complicated than the “Correction factor” method, the interpolation
method between sphere and disk drag data had adequate computation efficiency,
and it was more effective for lower Reynolds numbers and smaller drops.
3. For droplets greater than 250 m the results were consistent within about 6%, irrespective of which model was used for the droplet distortion or disk drag data.
4. For 50 m droplets the drag result could be affected by as much as 20%, at
We = 7, depending on the disk drag data used. Hence experimental measurements are required to select the more suitable options.
5. Further experimental data is required to validate the model and to select the best
combination of elements to improve its consistency and accuracy.
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Chapter 4: Imaging and Evaluation of Droplets
Introduction
Once experimental measurements of the droplet characteristics had started, it was found
that measurements did not have the consistency expected. It was known from microscope stroboscopic images of the droplets being generated, as shown in Figure 65, that
mono-dispersed droplets were being generated. Near the droplet generator these produced consistent signals from the laser beam droplet detector, but with increasing distance from the generator the signals became increasingly erratic.

Figure 65: Still Image of Jet Break-up and droplet formation

The simple synchronised strobe system, used for imaging the outlet of the droplet generator, depended on producing the same repeated image many thousands of times from a
weak light source of a small LED. This LED could be directly driven from a pulse generator, which was triggered from the signal generator used to drive the piezoelectric elements in the droplet generator.
As the distance from the droplet generator increased, the motion of the droplets became
irregular, particularly with a strong turbulent airflow. Hence under strobe lighting this
no longer produced a repeatable, or usable, image.
In order to obtain useable images, they had to be obtained with a single flash image.
This could be achieved using a camera with a high-speed shutter, or with flashes of
short enough duration and of sufficient intensity.
The hope was to be able to borrow suitable imaging equipment to observe the droplets.
However the relevant equipment was in great demand and never became available.

Development of an Imaging system
It became increasingly necessary to obtain droplet images to determine what was happening, so the development of a suitable imaging system was considered. It was apparent that a camera with the necessary sensitivity and shutter speed would not be available, so development of a suitable flash lamp was considered. This needed to provide
sufficient light in one flash to obtain a picture with an available camera and the flash
would need to be sufficiently short to keep motion blur within acceptable limits.
It was concluded that 200 m diameter droplets would need to be recorded with a resolution of about 10 m, of which 5 m could be pixilation resolution and 5 m the motion
blur. With droplet velocities up to 100m/s this required a flash duration of about 50ns.
The development of a suitable flash unit, using high-power Light Emitting Diodes, or
LEDs, is considered in Chapter 15. With this it was possible to achieve a 15A current
pulse for 50ns through a high-power LED. This was about 20 to 30 times the maximum
steady current for the device. With carefully arranged optics it was possible to achieve
the required images with a low-cost digital camera.
Initially an amateur astronomy camera, from Starlight Express, was used. This was directly coupled to the computer with USB and was fitted with a 135mm F2.8 lens with
two sets of extension tubes, as shown in Figure 66, to achieve macro imaging.
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The astronomy camera
had a resolution of about
1.5M pixels in colour, but
had no view finder, focusing, or exposure aids.
The available computers
only had USB1 capability Figure 66: Astronomy camera with Extension Tubes and 135mm
and whilst this was com- Lens.
patible with the camera, it was much slower
than the USB2 interface for which the camera had been designed. Hence it took in excess of a minute to transfer and evaluate
each image.
Because of the low light levels, the images
were often appreciably underexposed, so before an image could be evaluated, it had to
be converted to colour and then subjected to
appreciable contrast stretch.
The astronomy camera was designed to obtain images from very low-level light
sources. As a result the imaging array was
fitted with a Peltier cooling to minimise
thermal noise. In addition the imageextraction circuitry was carefully designed to
minimise any noise added during this opera- Figure 67: Wind tunnel test with prototype
LED flash and Astronomy camera.
tion, witch also made the camera slower.
Figure 67 shows the astronomy camera being used with an early version of the LED
flash light. Typical pictures obtained with this, for low-speed droplets, are shown in
Figure 68. These show the irregularities that developed in the droplet stream, particularly when in an airflow.
The limitation of this system
was that the intensity of the
illumination was not sufficient; the field of view was
too narrow; and the duration
of the flash was too long for
high-speed droplets.
The images were, however,
sufficient to show that the
droplets were not being delivered into the convergent Figure 68: Various Droplet Images from the Astronomical
tunnel as a stream of mono- Camera.
dispersed droplets and that some development of the droplet generator was required, as
discussed in Chapter 12.
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Application of the Imaging System
The development of
the revised flash
unit, as discussed in
Chapter 15, greatly
improved the silhouette
illumination.
This also enabled the
use of a high-speed
video camera, as
shown in Figure 69,
and a standard digi- Figure 69: Setup for high-speed video imaging of droplets.
tal SLR camera, with
a 105mm 1 to 1
macro
lens,
as
shown in Figure 70.
Using the high-speed
video camera, a
Phantom V7,
the
camera was aligned
and focussed and the
required frame speed
and imaging format
was selected. Focusing, calibration and Figure 70: Setup for flash photography of droplets.
alignment was achieved with a
metal grid, with a pitch of 0.6mm,
placed at the axis of the tunnel at
the required distance from the exit,
as shown in Figure 71.
The calibration grid generally used
is shown in Figure 72. This had a
grid pitch of 0.6mm.
A substantial quantity of high- Figure 71: Using calibration grid inside the tunnel
speed droplet videos and photographs were taken, but regrettably
there was not sufficient time to process all of these and only a few samples could be included.
Figure 72: Close-up of 0.6mm pitch calibration grid
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Video Image Sequences
The primary purpose of the imaging was to
determine whether the droplets were being
suitably delivered to the measuring location. Whilst this also provided an opportunity to measure the droplet distortion, this
was only done in a few cases due to the
limitations of time and image quality.

The conditions appeared to be near those required for droplet break-up, as shown by
IM004954 in Figure 73. In this one can see the
bag formation and break-up occurring.

Aspect ratio

Figure 73 shows a collection of typical
video sequences (ref 04051804). These
were taken at a rate of 29400 pictures per
second with 512 by 128 pixel resolution,
for droplets of 250 m VMD, with an air
velocity of 135m/s right to left. From other
measurements this was evaluated to give a Figure 73: Image sequences of droplets
droplet velocity of 64m/s, with a relative
0.50
velocity to the air of 71m/s and 21400m/s2 acceleration, with a Weber number of 16 and
Distortion of Droplet with Bond Number
Bond number of 18, giving a drag coefficient
0.45
of 1.5 relative to the VMD.
0.40

0.35

Clift, Grace & Weber
Sessile droplet

With the available image quality it was not
0.30
possible to accurately determine the droplet
10
12
14
16
18
20
Bond number
distortion. Figure 74 shows the predicted aspect ratio of the droplets with respect to Bond Figure 74: Bond numbe r droplet distortion
number. That shows an average aspect ratio, for the two distortions models used, of
about 0.35 for a Bond number of 18.
To assess whether the observed droplet distortion was
reasonably correct, the droplets shown in Figure 73
were elongated by a factor of 1/0.35, or 2.86, as
shown in Figure 75. If the aspect ratio of the droplet
was 0.35 then the elongated droplets should have had
an aspect ratio of 1 to 1. It would seem from Figure
75 that, given the variability, the elongated droplets
had broadly the expected aspect ratio.

Figure 75: Droplets with 2.86 times
elongation
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Single Shot photographs
A number of single-shot photographs of droplets were also obtained using the arrangement shown in Figure 70. In this the droplet detector was reoriented to have one laser
beam projected vertically across the axis of the tunnel, about 5mm upstream of the imaging location, through two small transparent windows in the upper and lower walls of
the tunnel.
Each time a droplet intercepted the laser beam, this produced a slightly delayed triggering of the LED flash, when the droplet was at the imaging location. This ensured the
droplet was at the correct distance along the tunnel and on the object focal plane of the
camera when the flash occurred.
The arrangement resulted in random LED flashes, typically about 50 per second. The
SLR digital camera was then manually triggered, with a shutter speed of around a 50th
of a second. This gave a reasonable probability of recording a single droplet. There was
also a probability of getting no flash or recording a double exposure, but the unwanted
images were deleted and the required images retained.
Figure 76 and Figure 77 show various
droplet photographs for the same conditions as Figure 73. The graduations in
Figure 76 are about 0.1mm pitch. It can
be seen that the droplet shapes were
quite variable and some of the droplets
were in the process of break-up. The Figure 76: Typical images of distorted droplets
second image from the right in Figure 76
shows the initial formation of a bag, prior
to break-up. A particular type of break-up
observed is referred to as the “draw handle” mode, in which the droplet separated
into two parts joined by a ligament. This
ligament would then be extended until
break-up, as shown by the two right hand
images in Figure 77. The reason for this
type of break-up is not understood and it is
not known whether it has previously been Figure 77: Distortion & break-up of droplets
recorded.
Many other video sequences and photographs were taken and are archived on CD, but
regrettably there was not sufficient time available to carry out the necessary analysis of
these. This was not a problem with respect to modelling the droplet drag, since the
droplet distortion could be determined by other means, ref Clift et al, and the numerical
modelling of sessile droplets, Chapter 6.
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Conclusions
1. To resolve what was happening to the mono-dispersed droplets as they were delivered to the measuring location in the wind tunnel, it was necessary to develop
a system for imaging the small high-speed droplets.
2. For this it was necessary to develop a low-cost light source with a sufficiently
short flash duration and of sufficient intensity, using high-power LEDs.
3. Photographic images were obtained using an amateur astronomy camera and
digital SLR camera. These images showed that the droplets were coalescing, and
thus resulting in very irregular drop size.
4. It was also possible to obtain high-speed video images of droplets and splashes
using the same LED flash unit.
5. With an alternative droplet generator, using a spinning slotted disk, it was then
possible to obtain both high-speed video and single-shot images of droplets distorted by the accelerating airflow in the tunnel.
6. At high Weber numbers it was possible to show that the distortion of the droplet
was reasonably consistent with the predictions from the distortion models, but
that there was also considerable variability in the distorted shapes.
7. The limitations of time and image quality prevented a more detailed study of the
many video sequences and photographs of droplets. It would seem that the distortion of droplets was reasonably consistent with that predicted by the distortion
model used.
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Chapter 5: Measurement and Evaluation of Droplet Velocity and Acceleration.
Introduction
This Chapter of the thesis considers the use of the triple laser beam unit for obtaining
experimental measurements of the aerodynamic drag characteristics of droplets distorted by strong aerodynamic forces.
The principles of the method used for this are discussed further in Chapters 13 and 14.
Due to the limitations of time, it was only possible to obtain results for droplets of
250 m diameter VMD. However, this was near the middle of the size range of interest
to SLD icing.

Equipment
The experimental facilities used are shown in Figure 78. From right to left are the plenum chamber, with inlet screen to remove unwanted air disturbances, the transparent
convergent tunnel, the triple laser beams and photo detectors mounted on a three-axis
manipulator, and the air diffuser to the suction fan (not shown). A twin DC regulated
power supply was used to drive the laser beams and the motor for the rotating slotted
disk droplet generator inside the plenum chamber. A pulse counter determined the rate
of droplets intercepting the laser beams, to help with their positioning.

Ball valve

Figure 78: Experime ntal arrangement for measuring droplet aerodynamic forces

The required data was captured using a four-channel digital oscilloscope with an RS232
computer interface. The data was then recorded onto a notebook computer.
The distilled water for the droplet generator was obtained from a dehumidifier unit. This
was held in a stainless steel tank pressurised with compressed nitrogen from a highpressure cylinder, with a precision pressure regulator to keep the nozzle pressure as sta-
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ble as possible. The gas pressure in the tank was measured using a precision digital manometer, shown on the left in Figure 80, and the pressure was set to about 700mB
7mB to give a jet velocity of around 10m/s from a 150 m nozzle. To ensure there was
no offset on the manometer reading, it was first disconnected to have zero pressure applied to it and the reading was then set to zero.

Figure 79: Close-up view of the laser beam block and photo detectors

A ball valve was incorporated into the water line between the pressurised tank and the droplet generator,
shown at the right end of the tunnel in Figure 78. This
enabled the water supply to be quickly started and
stopped without disturbing the pressure setting.
The air velocity in the tunnel was determined using a
low-range precision manometer with a resolution of
1Pascal, shown on the right in Figure 79. Before each
reading the zero was reset to minimise any offset error.
The air velocity in the tunnel was calibrated against
fan speed, as considered in Chapter 11.
A mercury thermometer was hung on the outside of the Figure 80: Precision Manometers
inlet screen to determine the inlet temperature. Air
pressure was obtained from a precision digital barometer in the
neighbouring laboratory. The fan
speed was monitored and controlled
by an electronic speed control and
digital speed readout to an accuracy
of one rev/sec or to 60rpm.
Precision digital scales, with a resolution of 10mg, were used to determine the water flow in the droplet
stream by collecting water from the
generator over a period of 100secs,
as measured with a precision digital Figure 81: Laser beams intercepting the droplet
stop clock.
stream and tunnel walls
The triple-laser beam instrument was located so that the beams were near the mid-plane
of the tunnel, with the middle beam 40mm from the exit of the tunnel, or 480mm from
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the tunnel entry. The beams were aligned so as to ensure the maximum number of droplets would intercept all three laser beams.
Figure 81 is a photograph taken from the rear side of the tunnel showing the stream of
droplets intercepting the laser beams. One can also see where the three laser beams intercepted the transparent sides of the tunnel and various secondary reflections from this.

Method of Measurement
With the tunnel running at the required speed, the stream of droplets was introduced.
The frequency of the droplets was determined from the speed of the slotted disk and the
number of slots in the droplet generator. This disk slot frequency had been previously
calibrated, using one of the droplet-detector beams and associated photo detector with
the oscilloscope, to determine the slot passing frequency. This slot frequency was then
related to the voltage supplied to the motor driving the disc and subsequently the same
supply voltage was always used.
The flow in the droplet stream was determined by measuring the weight collected over
100 seconds. Because the droplet stream was surrounded by a cloud of fine mist, created by the spinning disk, checks were made by holding the collector in this mist. This
was to ensure it did not collect sufficient water to significantly affect the measured
weight from the droplet stream.
From the weight of water collected, the time over which it was collected, the frequency
of the slots cutting the water jet, and the density of the water, the VMD droplet diameter
was determined to be 250 m from the 150 m diameter nozzle used. As discussed in
the section on the spinning-disk droplet generator, the droplets were of variable size and
it was not possible with the configuration available to determine the individual size and
variability of the droplets, as they were measured for their drag characteristics.
Before obtaining measurements, the output from the droplet detectors was observed on
the oscilloscope and the droplet detector aligned to optimise the number of occasions on
which all three beams were intercepted by the same droplet. It did not follow that all
droplet trajectories would be aligned with the beams, since some turbulence in the air
flow caused the droplets to take difference paths, with slightly different directions.
A honeycomb flow-straightener screen was available to put over the entry to the screen
to further reduce turbulence in the tunnel, but the cells of this became filled with water
from the surplus fine spray, so this could not be used.
Adjusting the tilt alignment of the laser beams was achieved by varying the packing
thickness under the base of the three-axis manipulator. This could also affect the distance of the laser beams from the tunnel exit. Hence, care was taken to check that the
laser beams, in particular the middle beam, were the required distance from the tunnel
exit. This was necessary in order to determine air velocity, from the pressure tapping
readings, at the measuring location.
It was also necessary to ensure the laser beams were nearly perpendicular to the droplet
trajectories, in order to correctly measure the velocity and acceleration of the droplets.
It was also advantageous to ensure that the diode lasers were focussed to the minimum
spot size in the middle of the droplet stream, since this produced a better signal pulse
when the beams were intercepted.
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The signals from the droplet detectors were directly recorded by the oscilloscope, but
that from the upstream detector was also taken to a threshold detector circuit, which
produced square pulses that could then be used to synchronously trigger the oscilloscope time base.
The oscilloscope was then set to single-shot trigger and armed. When this was triggered,
by a droplet cutting the first beam, the signals for all three detectors were then inspected
to see whether suitable signals had been obtained. If not, the oscilloscope was re-armed
for the next triggering.
If suitable signals were obtained then software in the computer, designed for use with
the oscilloscope, was used to download the data from the oscilloscope to a computer
file. This process could have been automated with the development of a suitable computer program, but in the circumstances this was not considered necessary.
Before saving the data from the oscilloscope, it was inspected on the oscilSignals from the Oscilloscope
loscope to ensure it did not contain
erroneous and spurious signals from
other droplets. The droplet generator
had a limitation, in that there were
enough droplets that signals from the
different detectors could be produced
from different droplets. This could
produce signals that looked reasonable, but were not from a single drop.
Whilst the likelihood of this was low,
it did require some judgment about Figure 82: Typical Signals from Oscilloscope
what was an acceptable set of signals.
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Figure 82 shows typical signals as received from the oscilloscope. Whilst
these were of similar amplitude and
DC offset, there were significant differences.
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The significance of these signals was
in the timing of the pulses, not in their
amplitude and offset. Hence these signals were normalised to have an offset
of zero and amplitude of unity, as
Figure 83: Typical signals after Normalisation
shown in Figure 83.
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The oscilloscope had only eight-bit resolutions, or 1 part in 256. Hence the signal was
electrically quite noisy. To ensure the zero was correctly determined, this was taken as
the average of about the first 200 data points, before the first pulse occurred.
The timing of each pulse was taken as midway between the 50% rise and fall time, with
linear interpolation between the points. Once the timing had been determined, the
pulses could the be aligned with each other and plotted against a stretched time-scale, as
shown in Figure 84.
The time intervals between the pulses in Figure 84 were 378.02 s and 339.50 s, an av-
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erage of 358.6 s and difference of 38.5 s. From this it was calculated that the droplet
velocity was 69.7m/s and the droplet acceleration was 20,915m/s2.

Normalised signal

The number of samples for each channel of the oscilloscope was 2500, which in the example considered gave a sampling interval of 0.4 s, or about 0.11% of the mean time
interval. This was, however, about 1% of the difference between the time intervals.
Hence, an adverse time error one sam1.1
pling interval could make a difference
of about 1% to the acceleration result.
0.9 Alignment of Signal Pulses
Using linear interpolation between the
0.7
sampling intervals it was, however,
Series1
Series2
possible to determine the pulse inter0.5
Series3
vals to an accuracy of 0.1 s, as can be
seen from Figure 84.
0.3
It can be seen from Figure 84, the
0.1
mid-height pulse width was about
-0.1
2.4 s, giving a droplet thickness of
-6
-5
-4
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
Shifted time (us)
about 167 m. For a distorted droplet
this was consistent with the VMD size Figure 84: Typical Signals after alignme nt
of about 250 m to 270 m

4

5

6

Evaluation of the Results
Manually analysing the results with Excel was a slow and tedious process, so a computer program was written to process the data files from the detector. This automatically scanned the data to determine the time intervals between the pulses and then determine the velocity and acceleration of the droplets. This included various checks for
multiple pulses on the same channel, to asses whether these were acceptably small.
From the speed of the fan, the velocity calibration of the tunnel and the known pressure
and temperature of the ambient inlet air, it was also possible to determine both the Weber number and Bond number, from which the drag coefficient could also be determined.
Typically 10 or more data points were obtained for each condition. The average results
for 250 m droplets are shown in Table 9.
Table 9: Average Experimental Results
Fan
rpm
1200

Air
Vel
66.2

Relative
Droplet
Velocity Acceleration
32.04
3244

Reynolds
number
558.3

Weber
number
4.807

Bond
number
2.788

1500

83.7

40.10

5293

707.8

7.753

4.549

1800

101.2

49.92

9130

823.8

10.565

7.847

2100

118.4

61.16

14982

909.7

12.966

12.877

2400

135.3

71.34

21424

1002.7

15.879

18.414

It can be seen that the relative velocity between the air and the droplet was about half
that of the air velocity.
The results obtained are plotted in Figure 84 as Bond number against Weber number. It
can be seen that there was appreciable variability in the results, which was attributed to
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variability in the droplet size due to the vagaries of the droplet generation method used.
To obtain significant improvement in the consistency of the results it needed a droplet
generator that produced droplets of both calibrated consistent diameter and with sufficient spacing to prevent aerodynamics interactions to avoid overlaps between droplets
in the measurement.

100

Measured acceleration characteristics of 250um droplets
in convergent droplet tunnel, 40mm from exit
Fan speed 2400rpm, Air velocity
Fan speed 2100rpm, Air velocity
Fan speed 1800rpm, Air velocity
Fan speed 1500rpm, Air velocity
Fan speed 1200rpm, Air velocity
Average values
Best fit power curve

136m/s
119m/s
102m/s
84m/s
67m/s

Bond number

10

y = 0.1977x1.608
R2 = 0.9732

1
1

Weber number

10

100

Figure 85: Experime ntal drag results for 250 m droplets

Conclusions
1. A effective method was developed for measuring the velocity and acceleration
of droplets. From these measurements it was possible to experimentally determine the drag characteristics of droplets for the required size and conditions.
2. A range of experimental results was obtained for 250 m droplets which could
then be compared with the results predicted by the droplet computer model.
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Chapter 6: Droplet Distortion Modelling
The issues
Water droplets naturally tend to a spherical shape, due to surface tension, since this
achieves the lowest surface area, and hence the lowest surface energy, for a given droplet volume. They will, however, distort when subjected to uneven surface pressure, either internal or external. External pressure variations would be caused by aerodynamic
effects, while internal hydrostatic pressure variations would be caused by gravity, or
acceleration.
If the distributions of internal and external pressure were exactly equal and opposite,
then the droplet would remain spherical. Such a situation would occur with a stationary
droplet submerged in stagnant immiscible liquid of the same density and subjected to
gravitational force, or acceleration. This could result in pressure gradients which might
otherwise cause substantial distortion, but the equal pressure gradients in both the external and internal fluids would produce no distortion.
In practice, with an airflow over the droplet, the external pressure gradient would be
unlikely to have the necessary equal and opposite pressure distribution to the internal
hydrostatic pressure. The resulting imbalance of the external aerodynamic pressure
would then produce a net force on the droplet which would to be balanced by a gravitational, or acceleration, force that causes the internal hydrostatic pressure gradient.
Hence distortion would occur so that the variation in the curvature of the surface, in
conjunction with surface tension, would accommodate the variation in pressure differential across the droplet surface. If this could not be achieved with static equilibrium
then some form of dynamic equilibrium might occur, such as vibration or surface ripples. Otherwise an instability might occur that could result in droplet break-up into
smaller droplets that could then achieve the necessary stability.
As a droplet distorted, this would change the distributions of external aerodynamic and
internal hydrostatic pressure and hence changed the resulting distorted shape and in turn
the pressure distribution. As a result there would be a complex interaction between the
droplet shape and the aerodynamic forces that could be difficult to compute, even with
sophisticated CFD methods.
There could, possibly, have been some circumstances where the external aerodynamic
pressure distribution could nearly match the internal hydrostatic pressure distribution
due to gravity or acceleration. This might have been possible where the flow was either
lamina or creeping, due to a very low Reynolds number. This combination of circumstances could only be achieved with very small, possibly submicron, droplets for which
the necessary gravity or acceleration, and velocities needed to cause distortion, would
be unlikely to occur in SLD icing conditions.
While the details of the external pressure distribution could be difficult to compute, providing there was no significant internal flow, which was assumed for this investigation,
then, for a constant gravitational force or steady acceleration, the variation of the internal hydrostatic pressure would be quite simple to calculate for a known gravity or acceleration. The pressure gradient in the direction of gravitational force or acceleration
would simply be equal to the fluid density multiplied by gravity or the acceleration rate.
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Hence, if the gravity or droplet acceleration was known, then the internal pressure gradient could be computed, from which the droplet distortion could be determined.
One difficulty was that it was the droplet acceleration that was to be determined. Since
the distortion could not be computed until the required acceleration was known, it was
not possible to directly determine the required acceleration. This situation was, however, resolved by assuming an initial value of acceleration and then an iteration procedure to improve this until the required solution was obtained, as discussed in Chapter 3.
In the acceleration and distortion of a droplets there are three pressures at work which
determine the resulting shape of a distorted droplet. These are;
1. The surface tension pressure, 4. /d
2. The external aerodynamic pressure,

2
a.U /2

3. The internal hydrostatic pressure due to acceleration,
where

is surface tension
equivalent droplet diameter
the air velocity over the droplet.
air density
water density
gravitational force, or acceleration

d
U
a

g

w.g.d

w

The ratio of aerodynamic pressure to surface tension pressure gives the Weber number;
We/8 =

.U2.d / 8. .

If instead we take the ratio of the gravity or acceleration pressure to the surface tension
pressure, this gives the Bond number;
Bo/4

2

=

w.g.d

/ 4.

Alternatively, the ratio of aerodynamic pressure to gravity or acceleration pressure gives
the Froud number, modified by the density ratio;
(
where

a

/

w).Fr

Fr

/2 = (

a

/

w)

. (U2/g.d) / 2

= U2/g.d

It is also worth noting that;
Bo

= (

w/ a

). We / Fr = ¾ We.Cd

where Cd is the drag coefficient.
Hence

Cd

=

4

/3 (

w/ a

) / Fr

There are thus two relevant parameters, the Bond number and Weber number, but as has
been shown these are not independent of each other, since they have a combined effect
on the distorted shape of the droplet. Hence a given droplet shape would have a given
value of drag coefficient, Cd, determined by the droplet distortion and Reynolds number. This is in turn would be related to the Weber number via the Laplace number, La,
for the given fluid properties and droplet size, as represented by the relationship;
La

= Re2 / We =

a.

.d/

2
a

Hence for a given value of Laplace number, which for given fluid properties would be
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determined by the droplet size, there would otherwise be only one independent parameter. The issue was to decide which of the available parameters would be dominant in
determining the droplet distortion.
The practicality of the situation was that a distorted droplet shape could be determined
by reasonably tractable calculation or by experimental measurements, given the Bond
number and a defined external pressure distribution.
In comparison, it was much more difficult to determine the distortion from the Weber
number, since this required much more sophisticated analysis, possibly using CFD modelling with a deformable shape, which was much more difficult for Re > 200.
Johnson and Patel (1998) showed that for Re > 200 the flow past a sphere was steady
but not symmetric and for Re > 270 the flow was neither symmetric nor steady. Hence
CFD analysis would be increasingly difficult, particularly as it required careful design
of the CFD mesh to accurately determine the location of the boundary layer separation.
The alternative was to obtain experimental data for droplet distortion, but there were
many difficulties with that for all but a few particular conditions.

Sessile droplet model
Given the pressure distribution around a droplet and the acceleration, it was possible to
compute the droplet shape, since the curvature of the droplet surface had to be such that
in conjunction with the surface tension it accounted for the pressure differential across
the droplet surface. For axisymmetric conditions this is described by the following
equations (Middleman 1995);
or
thus
where

P
P/
1/Rm
P
Rc
Rm

= (1/Rc + 1/Rm) = Pinternal Pexternal
= 1/Rt = 1/Rc + 1/Rm
= 1/Rt
1/Rc
is the pressure differential across the droplet surface
is the surface tension
is the circumferential radius of curvature
is the meridional radius of curvature.

Rt

is the combined radius of curvature.

Given that the droplet surface is at angle

where

Hence
and also

1/Rc
1/Rm
r
z
s
d /ds
dr/ds
dz/ds

to the droplet axis then it can be shown that;

= Cos( ) / r
= d /ds
is the radial distance of the surface from the axis
is the axial distance
is the meridional path distance
= (1/Rt
1/Rc ) = P/
Cos( )/r
= Sin( )
= Cos( )

dv/ds = π.r2.Cos( )
dA/ds = 2.π.r
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where

v
A
We note that Pinternal
but
Pexternal

is the droplet volume
is the droplet surface area
= P0 - .g.z
depend of the aerodynamic pressure distribution.

These equations can be solved by numerical integration. In this investigation the 4th order Runge-Kutta method was used for equal increments of path length. This used the
same simulation package used to model the droplet motion dynamics in Chapter 8.
It is to be noted that the equations can become ill conditioned at r = 0. This can be resolved by ensuring that;
Cos( ) = 0

and

d /ds = 2. P/

at

r=0

It is possible to change the independent variable from path length ‘s’ to surface angle
by multiplying the equations through by ds/d to obtain
ds/d

= 1 / ( P/

Cos( )/r)

dr/d

= Sin ( ) / ( P/

Cos( )/r)

dz/d

= Cos( ) / ( P/

Cos( )/r)

This may be advantageous where the limits for integration can be better defined in terms
of surface angle, rather than path distance. It may also be advantageous where the curvature and pressure variations are small, since it can greatly reduce the number of computation points.
In this transformation it is possible for the equations to become ill conditioned and singular when d /ds becomes zero or in other words there is no curvature, such as at a
point of inflection. Hence such conditions have to be avoided with this formulation. If
that is not possible, then the original formulation of the equations can be used.
Where d /ds was zero over a short distance, such as at a point of inflection, the original
formulation for increments of path length could be used. The solution could then revert
the revised version, but the sign for the increments of would then have to be changed.
Similar transformations could be made with respect to the radial and axial distances, r
and z. The first could be used for evaluating a radial surface with a fixed outer radius
and the second could be used when evaluating a cylindrical surface over a given length.

Use of surface equations with CFD analysis
One approach was to determine the external pressure for a given droplet shape and flow
conditions either by experiment or with CFD modelling with a prescribed shape.
From this the pressure distribution could then be described, such as a function of the
surface angle, , from which the revised droplet shape could then be recalculated using
numerical integration. This modified shape could then be analysed by CFD analysis or
experiment to determine the revised pressure distribution. This procedure could be iteratively repeated until it converged to the required shape.
The advantage of this procedure is that it could use standard CFD analysis for a prescribed shape with a fixed surface. Hence this would avoid the considerable additional
complexity and greater stability problems of CFD modelling with free-surfaces. A disadvantage would be that it could only be used for steady conditions.
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This method would converge more quickly, given an initial shape that was close to the
required solution, for which the sessile droplet shape might be appropriate.
CFD free-surface modelling

For this there were two standard methods, the ALE method and the VOF method.
In the ALE (Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian) method the boundary of the CFD mesh that
represented the droplet surface would be allowed to move to conform to the required
pressure distribution across the droplet boundary. In the VOF (Volume Of Fill) method
the free-surface boundary would be allowed to move across a fixed mesh.
The ALE method would appear to be more suitable where only moderate amounts of
mesh distortion were required and no break-up or joining of surfaces would occur,
which is generally the case for modelling droplet distortion.
The VOF method would be more suitable for situation where there were large amounts
of surface movement and surface separation and joining were a requirement.
The surface pressure difference would have be computed from the curvature of the surface and this could greatly magnify small errors in the surface representation. With the
ALE method the surface boundary would be well defined, so the surface curvature
would be readily computed. With the VOF method the surface geometry would be
much less well defined and it is understood that this could increase the inaccuracies in
the curvature calculation and sometimes cause ambiguity.
Simplified model of droplet shape

Whilst feasible, the CFD methods for determining the droplet shape could be unwieldy,
complex and time consuming to develop and use.
It might not be necessary to determine the droplet shape to a high degree of accuracy to
obtain acceptable results for droplet drag.
It was simpler to use the assumption of a sessile droplet on a horizontal unwettable surface. For this the external pressure on the free surface was assumed to be constant,
whilst the uniform pressure on the base of the droplet was supported at constant z by a
flat horizontal surface exerting a higher constant pressure.
At its simplest the pressure from the base could be treated as the aerodynamic stagnation pressure, whilst that on the free surface could be atmospheric pressure.
Assuming that P0 = Pexternal at z = 0, then P =

.g.z

The initial conditions for the upper surface of the droplet could be;
s
and

r
z

= 0
= π/2
= 0
= z0

, i.e. Cos( ) = 0

For the purpose of the evaluation the conditions were normalised to the following;
Gravity

= 4

Density

= 1

Surface tension

= 1
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For ambient conditions this would be;
Gravity

= 9.81m/s2

Density

= 103 kg/m3
= 73 x 10-3 N/m

Surface tension

By equating the Bond numbers we obtain;
Dnormalised / Dactual = √((103 x 9.81 / 73 x 10-3) / (1 x 4 / 1))
= √( 134.38 x 103 / 4 ) = 183.3
Hence the calculated size of the droplet needed to be scaled down by a factor of 183.3.
The equivalent size of the droplet was calculated from the droplet volume as;
D =

3

√( 6.v/π )

from which the Bond number was calculated.
Shape of sessile droplets on unwettable horizontal surface
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Figure 86: Distorted shape of Sessile Droplets

Varying the value of z0 gave different amounts of distortion, as shown in Figure 86,
where the base of the droplets have been aligned. As z0 tends to zero, the size of the
droplet tends to infinity.
In this analysis the droplet Bond number was adjusted so that it matched the same Weber number for free-falling droplets in ambient air and standard gravity, as given by
Schmehl (2002).
The resulting droplet diameters obtained were 2.6mm, 3.48mm, 5.81mm and 7.91mm,
as compared to 2.7mm, 3.45mm, 5.80mm and 8.00mm given by Schmehl for freefalling droplets.
Experimental data for free falling droplets was given by Clift, Grace and Weber as
shown in Figure 87.
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Sessile drop
Equation

Clift, Grace
and Weber

Sessile drop
estimate

Figure 87: Droplet distortion data, Clift, Grace and Weber

This shows the aspect ratio of the distorted droplet as a function of the Eotvos number,
which is equivalent to the Bond number.
The green curve is the equation given by Clift et al,
b/a

=

1.0 / (1.0 + 0.18 ( Bo

0.4)0.8)

which are is defined in this Chapter by;
a
b

the equator diameter
the droplet thickness

This equation can be rewritten in the straight-line form;
log10( a / b 1.0) = log10(0.18) + 0.8 log10( Bo

0.4)

The data from the sessile drop analysis was plotted in the same way in Figure 88, except
that it was not found necessary to shift the Bond number by subtracting 0.4. The reason
for this being done in the data from Clift et al is not clear, as it did not appear to improve the quality of the fit to the data shown. This may have been done with the assumption that droplets did not distort below a given value of Bond number, but there
would seem to be no justification for this. Since, however, the primary interest was at
higher Bond numbers this discrepancy was not investigated any further.
The result of the curve fit for the sessile drop was;
log10( a / b 1.0) = log10(0.1787) + 0.8209 log10( Bo) with a variance of 1.5%.
or

b/a

= 1 / (1.0 + 0.1787 Bo0.8209)

This is plotted in Figure 87 as the red curve. It can be seen that this curve also encompasses many of the experimental points, particularly at higher Bond numbers.
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Figure 88: Linearised plot of Droplet Distortion for free-falling Droplets

The estimated proportion of thickness at the equator diameter for a sessile drop is also
plotted in Figure 87. This had to be estimated from the numerical analysis, since the
model had not been set up to provide this data. The integration steps were larger than
ideal for this, so the data obtained was fairly coarse. The curve fitting was directly applied to the data, rather than via the linearised curve with the log/log scales. It can,
however, be seen from Figure 87 that the thickness split was very similar to the experimental data for free-falling droplets given by Clift, Grace and Weber.
It is to be noted that in Figure 88 the curve for the equation from Clift et al bends
downward at low Bond numbers because the 0.4 shift in Bond number was not applied
in this plot. Above a Bond number of about 3 there was good agreement between the
Sessile droplet distortion and the data from Clift et al.
Schmehl included pictures from experiments of six droplets in free-fall (see Chapter 3).
These pictures were greatly enlarged and measured to determine their aspect ratio, and
this data is also plotted in Figure 88 and fitted with both a linear and parabolic curve.
The data quality from this was limited, but between Bond numbers of 1 to 10 the linear
fit was in reasonable agreement with that for sessile droplets.

Comparison of Droplet Distortion by Weber number
In calculating the shape of the sessile drop this was matched with the experimental
droplet from Schmehl with the same Bond number, for which the Weber numbers
would match at the measured free-fall velocity.
The Weber number is defined as;

We =

2
a.U /

= 2.Pd.d /

where Pd is the stagnation pressure at the centre of the upstream side of the droplet.
With a free-falling droplet the pressure on the upwind surface would be at the stagnation
pressure at the axis and would steadily decrease with increasing distance from the axis.
Hence the pressure was averaged out over the frontal surface. On the leeward surface
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the pressure was understood to be near uniform and near atmospheric pressure.
For the sessile droplet all of the upstream pressure was concentrated at the contact region, as can be seen in Figure 86. This would have been smaller than the equivalent area
over which the dynamic pressure would have been applied for a free-falling droplet,
which on average was around 0.4 to 0.5 of the area of the equator diameter for a nearspherical droplet. This was likely to result in greater distortion than for a free-falling
droplet at the same Bond number.
As the sessile droplet became more distorted and the frontal loading was spread over
more of the frontal area, then the distortion would become more like that of the freefalling droplet. Since the primary interest was with the higher Bond numbers, the distortion errors at low Bond numbers were not of great concern. Even so they introduced no
more than a discrepancy of about 1% in the drag calculation for all except the lowest
values of Bond number, where the droplets were near-spherical anyway.
It was difficult to ascribe a Weber number to sessile droplets, since they did not have a
velocity. This could have been in terms of the stagnation pressure in the contact region,
or in terms of the average pressure over the frontal area. For low Bond numbers this
either greatly over-estimated, or greatly underestimated, the Weber number, relative to
that for a free-falling droplet. As the distortion increased, these two values of Weber
number converged towards the free-falling value. In practical terms the sessile droplet
was best described in terms of the Bond number and its effective Weber number could
then be determined from the data for free-falling droplets with the same Bond number.
Floating Droplets

A more realistic droplet distortion model could be that of a droplet floating on an unwettable liquid of higher density. In this it would be assumed that the surface tension
between the droplet and supporting liquid was the same as at the droplet-to-air interface.
This would better model the windward side of the droplet and produce a more reasonable pressure distribution at lower Bond numbers than for the sessile droplets. This
would not represent the real situation for floating droplets, but would provide a solvable
and plausible numerical solution that would better approximate free-falling droplets.
This would be more complex to apply, since it would involve two parameters, the Bond
number and liquid density ratio. It is not clear how these would be related to each other.
Because the sessile droplet gave distortions that adequately represented free-falling
droplets, the analysis of floating droplets was not pursued.
Droplet of oval cross-section

A droplet can become sufficiently distorted, such as shown
in Figure 89, that its cross-section can be considered as being oval, with two flat and parallel surfaces joined at the
edges by a constant radius.
In Figure 89, there are two calibration marks on the left with
0.6mm spacing. In the orientation shown the droplet was Figure 89: View of distorted
being accelerated upward by the airflow in a convergent tun- droplet
nel. In practice the actual flow was from right to left, but the
picture has been rotated clockwise by 90 degrees for comparison with sessile droplets.
The droplet might be viewed as resting on a cushion of upward airflow. In practice this
could not be sustained and this image was only achieved because of the rapid increase
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in the aerodynamics forces before the droplet would break up.
Asymptotic Limit

The purpose of this evaluation was to determine whether the assumptions made about
the extrapolation of the data for free-falling droplets to higher Weber numbers in Chapter 3 was reasonable. In that Chapter, it was argued that the value of We2/Bo would tend
to a stable asymptotic value.
If the droplet in Figure 89 was considered to be resting in a fixed location on a cushion
of upward air flow, while subjected to a strong gravitational force, rather than acceleration force, the pressure conditions inside the droplet could be determined.
Because the windward and leeward surfaces were flat, it could be assumed that these
would transmit pressure without modification.
If the edges were assumed to be semicircular, with constant radius, it was possible to
evaluate the surface tension pressure differential across them.
The distorted droplet was assumed to have the following properties;
a
b

equator diameter
thickness
droplet density
air density
surface tension
air velocity
gravity

w
a

U
g

From the gravitational and surface tension forces one could say that the excess pressure,
over atmospheric pressure at the droplet’s centre, was;
P

=
2

Hence

w.g.b

where

/

Bob

w.g.b/2

=

.(2/b + 2/a) = 2.( /b).(1 + b/a)

= 4.(1 + b/a) = Bob
is the Bond number for the droplet thickness

The approximate pressure differential across the droplet, due to the aerodynamic forces
and the droplet acceleration, could be equated as follows;
2
a.U /2

Hence

2
a.U .b/

where

Web

Hence

2

=

w.g.b

= 4.( /b).(1 + b/a)

= 8.(1 + b/a)

=

Web

is the Weber number for the droplet thickness.

Web / Bob =

64.(1 +b/a)2 / (4.(1 + b/a)) = 16.(1 + b/a)

It is to be noticed that this does not relate to any droplet dimension, only to the droplet
shape. It is also to be noticed that;
as

b/a

0,

We2/Bo

16

This was also found to be the situation for a sessile droplet on a horizontal unwettable
surface.
We notice that, as b/a
1, We2/Bo
32, whereas for an actual droplet it tends to
zero. This is because the Weber number calculation used for the oval section droplet
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model is only reasonably valid when b/a is small.
An alternative method of estimating the Weber number might have given a better approximation to the behaviour of actual droplets, but the primary purpose of this evaluation was to establish that We2/Bo tends to a finite value of about 16 as We tends to infinity.
With the experimental data from Maybank and Briosi for free-falling droplets, an asymptotic value for We2/Bo of 14.75 was obtained. It is quite possible that a more careful evaluation of the oval, or sessile, droplet would produce a closer result. However
even the very simple model considered was within 8.5% of the measured value.
It was thus argued that, for high Weber numbers with intact droplets, the value of
We2/Bo tended to a constant value of 14.75. This asymptotic value was, in practice,
achieved at about We = 13.

Conclusions
1. Droplet distortion is primarily determined by the Bond number.
2. For drag calculations, the distortion of a sessile droplet on a horizontal unwettable surface is an adequate approximation to the distortion caused by gravity or
acceleration to a droplet in an airflow.
3. For an intact droplet it was found that We2/Bo tends to a constant value. For a
droplet of oval section, or a sessile droplet, this limit had a value of 16, whilst
for free-falling droplets the limiting value was 14.75.
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Chapter 7: Approximate Evaluation of Droplet Bag
Break-up
The primary issue in this investigation was to determine a practical relationship for the
drag characteristics of distorted droplets at high Weber numbers, We > 3. This could
only be effective up to the break-up of the droplet.
It was thus necessary to have a sufficient understanding
about the droplet break-up in order to determine the conditions over which the drag formulation would apply.
Within the literature there appeared to be a variety of opinions about the minimal conditions in which droplet break-up
would occur. There was a consensus that for a constant, or
slowly increasing, Weber number it would be in the range 12
< We < 24, but this gave a substantial range of uncertainty.
It was known that in transient conditions, with a suddenly
applied and sustained aerodynamic pressure, the droplet
would break up at a Weber number of about 12 (Wierzba
1990) and the time required for this was about one oscillation
period for the droplet’s small perturbation vibration.
It was also known that droplets could survive at much higher Figure 90: Droplet distorWeber numbers for short periods. Figure 90 shows an intact tion in the stagnation redroplet at a Weber number of about 30, as it entered a stagna- gion
tion region just prior to impact with a target in the vertical
tunnel.
The issue was to determine the minimum break-up conditions for a constant, or slowly increasing, Weber number.
In this situation there would appear to be two differing
views about causes of droplet break-up.
Figure 91: Varying pressure

The prevailing view appeared to be that droplet break-up distribution on a droplet
was due to the external aerodynamic forces, as represented
by the Weber number, such as expressed by Schmehl, (2002 to 2003, his German thesis
and private communications) and Liu (2000). In this view it was argued that the uneven
pressure distribution on the windward side of the droplet, as shown in Figure 91, had a
higher pressure near the centre which deflected this surface inward to form an internal
bubble, or bag, which then expanded and burst.

The Rayleigh-Taylor Instability Model
An alternative view, favoured by the author, was that the droplet distortion and bag
break-up was, primarily, dominated by the droplet acceleration or gravity, as represented by the Bond number (Clift, Grace and Weber). In this view the primary contribution of the air drag was to provide the necessary acceleration or to control the free-fall
terminal velocity against gravity.
The distorted shape of the droplet would, of course, be affected by the external pressure
distribution, but it would seem that the internal hydrostatic pressure variations, due to
the fluid density and acceleration or gravity, had the dominant effect, as discussed in
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Chapter 6. As discussed in that chapter it was found that the deformation of a sessile
droplet was quite similar to that of a free-falling droplet at the same Bond number, despite the considerable differences in the external pressure distribution.
For free-falling droplets Clift et al (1978) also gave the distortion of free-falling droplets
in terms of the Bond, or Eotvos, number.
The principal mechanism considered for the droplet break-up was the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability (Nöbauer1999). This is where a higher density fluid is supported against
gravity, or acceleration, by an underlying lower density fluid. In this case the high density water of the droplet and the low density fluid of the surrounding air. Where the interface surface between these had no bounds this situation was shown to be unstable and
the higher density liquid would sink into the lower density liquid (G.I. Taylor, 1949).
If the region of the interface was constrained, then for appropriate conditions the waterto-air interface could be stable.
In this case the region of interest was the flattened windward surface of the droplet constrained by the equator diameter, De, shown
as (d) in Figure 92. To simplify the evaluation, this was approximated to an inverted water-to-air interface across a circular hole at the
bottom of a shallow tank, as shown in the
lower diagram in Figure 92. In this a pressure
(p) needed to be applied to balance the water Figure 92: Sessile droplet model of instability
head, ρw.g.h, or ρw.a.h, where a was the droplet acceleration. In the droplet the stagnation pressure, of ρa.U2/2, would be applied, at
least at the centre of the surface.
With the interface in equilibrium, if this was slightly deflected upward the resulting surface curvature and surface tension would provide a restoring force to return the surface
back to its original position. On the other hand, the deformed surface would also experience a lower hydrostatic head, so producing a reduced balancing pressure in the opposite direction to the surface tension, so as to destabilise the liquid interface.
An approximation of the situation is shown in
Figure 93, in which vertical movement of the
frictionless piston represents deflection of the
interface surface and the spring represents the
stiffness of the interface due to surface tension.
It can be shown that for neutral equilibrium;
k.z = (p ρ.g.(h
= ρ.g.A.z
or

z)).A

(p

ρ.g.h).A

k = ρ.g.A

If the spring stiffness was less than this critical Figure 93: Piston stability in bottom of
value, then the piston would become unstable. tank
It is noted from this that the stability of the piston does not depend on the depth of water, the applied air pressure, or even the distribution of the pressure.
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The axisymmetric solution for the deflection of the water surface is given if Chapter 6
on Droplet Distortion Modelling.
where

d /ds = 1/Rt
1/Rc = P/
Cos( )/r
dr/ds = Sin( );
dz/ds = Cos( )
For a near flat circular surface, d /ds d2z/dr2, s r, Cos( )
reduces to;
d2z/dr2 + (dz/dr)/r
P/ = 0
2 2
2
2
or
r .d z/dr + r.dz/dr r . P/ = 0
However
Hence
or

P = (p ρ.g.h) (p ρ.g.(h z)) = ρ.g.z
r .d2z/dr2 + r.dz/dr + (ρ.g/ ).r2.z
= 0
2 2
2
2
2
r .d z/dr + r.dz/dr + ((c.r) + n ).z = 0

where

c2 = ρ.g/

and n = 0

J0 c r

0.8

0.4

0

r = De / 2, z = 0

0.4

0.2

0
r De

0.2

0.4

Figure 94: Deflection of water interface

Hence 2.c.r = De.√(ρ.g/ ) = 2

2.404826

0.40

2.404826)2

= 23.133
This gives the critical Bond number, Bo E, for
the equator diameter, De.

Deflection of inverted water interface suported
by air pressure and stabilised by surface tension

0.35

y/d=-0.0417, Bo=23
y/d= 0.0004, Bo=23.13
y/d= 0.0417, Bo=23
y/d= 0.1282, Bo=21.91
y/d= 0.2249, Bo=19.77
y/d= 0.3431, Bo=16.65

0.30
Deflection (z 0 / De)

= BoE = (2

0.6

0.2

z = z0.J0(c.r)

or ρ.g.De2/

Bessel Function J0 c r

1

where z0 is an arbitrary constant.
At

1 this

2

The solution to this differential equation was the
zero order Bessel function of the 1st kind, J0(c.r),
which is shown in Figure 94. The dashed line
shows the function Cos(π.r/De).
hence

dz/dr, Sin( )

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

Numerical Solution

-0.05
0

0.1

0.2
0.3
Radius, (r / De)

0.4

0.5

It was not possible to obtain an analytical solution for the large deflections of the non- Figure 95: Large deflection of water interface
linear equations;

These were solved numerically for large deflections, as shown in Figure 95. As the deflection of the interface increased, the stability
limit, as represented by the equator Bond
number, decreased, as shown in Figure 96.

24
22

Equator Bond number, BoE

d /ds = 1/Rt 1/Rc = P/
Cos( )/r
dr/ds = Sin( ), dz/ds = Cos( )

20
18
16
14
12

Stability of limit inverted water interface
suported by air pressure and
stabilised by surface tension

Once the maximum critical Bond number, Bo E
z / De
> 23.13, had been exceeded and the upwind
surface starts to collapse inward, the critical Figure 96: Stability limit against deflection
limit decreases for two reasons;
10

-0.1

0

0.1
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1. The critical Bond number decreased as the interface deflection increased.
2. As the interface deflected inward, it displaced liquid, which could increase the
equator diameter, so further increasing the equator Bond number.
Once the critical limit for the windward surface has been exceeded and it collapsed inward by a significant amount, the instability would then be greatly increased and the full
bag instability would quickly develop.
1

BoE / Bo = (De / D )2

Diameter Ratio of Distorted Droplets

0.1
Sessile drop
Clift, Grace and Weber

De/D - 1

The preceding analysis provides the
critical Weber number for the equator
diameter, but for practical purposes this
needs to be related to the spherical diameter, D, for the same volume. This
was achieved with the relationship;

The relationship between these two diameters in shown in Figure 97, both for 0.01 0.1
1
10
100
Bond number
free-falling droplets (Clift et al 1978) and
for sessile drops resting on an unwettable Figure 97: Diameter ratio for distorted droplets
horizontal surface (Chapter 6). In the range of interest the difference in equator diameter
for the two relationships was about 3%.
For the sessile drop the ratio of De to D was given by the following equations;
x = Log10(Bo)
where

y = 0.014859 x3

and

De/D = 10y + 1

0.164956 x2 + 0.960273 x

1.42341

Using this relationship the spherical diameter Bond number was adjusted to achieve the
critical equator Bond number of 23.13. This occured with a sphere Bond number of
13.69, which for a free-falling water droplet gave a critical Weber number of 14.19.
When the resulting Bond number was evaluated for distilled water and standard ambient
conditions, the resulting critical spherical diameter was 10.07mm.
Hinze (1949) determined the terminal droplet velocity from its size using the data of
Merrington and Richardson (1947). Assuming a constant drag coefficient, Cd = 0.7, the
break-up free-fall velocity for the critical water droplet size of 10mm was calculated to
be 12.7m/s. This gave a critical Weber number of We = 26.2.
In comparison, Harper, Grube and Chang (1972) developed a model for the break-up of
accelerating droplets and determined the lowest critical Bond number to be Bo = 44.9,
which was equivalent to a Weber number, We = 25.3, from the extrapolated relationship
between We and Bo. This was within 4% of the deduced experimental results of Hinze.
Such results seem to have been adopted by some researchers as the lowest critical conditions for droplet break-up.
The results of Hinze could not, however, be correct, as the drag coefficient increases as
the droplet velocity increases, due to its distortion. The maximum measured terminal
free-fall droplet velocity was 9.24m/s (Schmehl 2002 03), (Gunn & Kinzer 1949),
(Maybank & Briosi 1961). The absolute limit for distilled water was determined to be
9.29m/s in ambient conditions of 1000mB pressure, at 20C with gravity of 9.81m/s2.
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The critical droplet diameter for distilled water was calculated to be within 0.7% of the
experimental result (Merrington 1947). For Methyl-salicylate it was within 7% and for
Glycerine +20% water it was within 4%. For Carbon Tetrachloride the discrepancy
was, however, 30%, but that may have been due to experimental errors.

Drop Thickness (mm)

The reason for terminal free-fall velocity having an
upper limit was that, as the droplet size increases, its
thickness reaches an asymptotic limit, as shown in
Figure 99 for a sessile droplet. This would be observed if a large water droplet were placed on an
unwettable horizontal surface, with a contact angle
of 180O. Figure 98 shows a water droplet on a Figure 98: Sessile droplet on PTFE
PTFE surface. On a truly unwettable surface
6
this would be about 5.6mm thick, for the di5
ameter shown. In practice the droplet was
4
about 3.5mm thick, as the contact angle with
O
the surface was much less than 180 . In free3
fall, or in an accelerating airflow, the droplet
2
would be supported by the dynamic air presThickness of Sessile Droplet on an
1
Unwettable Horizontal Surface
sure, so there would be no surface contact.
0

0
5
10
15
It was noted that the dynamic air pressure of
Drop Spherical Diameter (mm)
the free-fall velocity had to balance the hydrostatic head of the droplet thickness.
Figure 99: Thickness of Sessile Droplet

20

Figure 99 shows the thickness of a sessile water droplet in ambient conditions on an
unwettable horizontal surface, with respect to the equivalent spherical diameter.

2

ρw.g.h = ρa.U /2
or

U

where U
h
g
ρw
ρa

= √(2.g.h.(ρw/ ρa))
is terminal velocity
droplet thickness
gravity, or acceleration
droplet density
air density

10
Terminal velocity

It was possible to equate the hydrostatic head
for the droplet thickness against the dynamic
head for the terminal free-fall velocity in air.
This gave the relationship;

8
6
Measured velocity
Pressure balance velocity

4
2

Terminal velocity of droplets

0
0

5
10
15
Spherical diameter (mm)

20

Figure 100: Terminal velocity of droplets

Figure 100 shows the resulting “Pressure balance velocity” against the “measured” terminal velocity, extrapolated for diameters greater than 8mm. These two curves intersect
at diameters of 9.84mm and 0.98 mm. It was of interest to note that the larger of these
diameters, 9.84mm, was very close to the critical droplet diameter of 10mm, which
might have helped to explain why the prediction for the critical diameter was so accurate, since for this size the aerodynamic forces predicted by the sessile drop model happen to equal the actual aerodynamic forces.
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Conclusion
1. Bag break-up is the result of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability of the flattened
windward surface of the droplet.
2. This gave a critical Bond number, with respect to the equator diameter, of 23.13.
3. Using the distortion model of a sessile droplet, resting on an unwettable horizontal surface, this translated to a critical Bond number of Bo =13.69, with respect
to a spherical diameter of the same volume.
4. From the Bond number, the critical diameter for a free-falling water droplet was
determined to be 10.07mm, the measured value being 10mm.
5. Extrapolating the available free-fall terminal velocity data for droplets, the critical Weber number for such conditions was determined to be We = 14.19.
6. It was thus concluded that for practical purposes, the limiting conditions for a
steady, or steadily increasing, Weber number was We = 14.2
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Chapter 8: Development of Simulation for Droplet Motion Dynamics
Method of analysis
To help develop the icing wind tunnel facilities and to investigate the effects of droplet
distortion in SLD icing, a simulation of droplet motion dynamics was developed. This
tracked the Lagrangian motion of droplets in a given airflow, with the assumption that;
1. The droplets did not affect the airflow
2. The droplets did not interact with each other.
The solution was implemented with a general-purpose NOnlinear Differential Equation
Solver (NODES). The development of this was initiated by the author in 1984 for analysis of a pneumatic position servo and a pneumatic percussion hammer. It was further
developed in 1990 for an electromagnetic air pump, where the 4th order Runge-Kutta
method was implemented (Press et al 1986, Numerical Recipes). After investigating
various alternative options, this was found to be the most stable and effective method.
This software was subsequently used for various other modelling applications, such as
pipeline pressure transients, passenger lift vibrations, 2D transient heat transfer, rocket
trajectories, suspension dynamics, ink-jet printer mechanisms and motion dynamics of
droplets in ink-jet printers. This last application formed the basis of the model for this
investigation. The software was written in Quick Basic 4, under MS DOS 6.1, which
could readily be adapted to Visual Basic, under MS Windows, or another language.

Numerical Solution of Equations

The equations to be solved had to be defined as a series of simultaneous 1st order differential equations of the form;
dy1(yj) / dyj
dy2(yj) / dyj
…………
dyi(y j) / dyj
…………
dyn(yj) / dy j

=
=
=
=

1(x,

y1, y2, ….., yi, …, yj … , y n )
2(x, y1, y2, ….., yi, …, yj … , y n )
……………………………..
i(x, y1, y2, ….., y i, …, y j … , y n )
…………………………..
(x,
y1, y2, ….., y i, …, yj … , y n )
n

where x, y1, y2, yi , y j and yn are the system variables.
For the case considered, the solution variables for the droplet were;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Time
X position
Path length
Y position
Z position
X velocity
Y velocity
Z velocity
Droplet temperature.

This gave nine primary system parameters and nine simultaneous differential equations.
Normally time would be the independent parameter of the equations, as represented by
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x in the preceding differential equations. The implementation was, however, arranged
so that any of the primary parameters could be used as the independent variable, although in practice this was normally time or a distance, such as the X position. Hence
time was also included as a dependent variable, even when it was used as the independent variable. This was to provide greater flexibility in the use of the simulation.
It is to be noted that accelerations in the X, Y and Z directions are not included as solution variables in these equations, since these were calculated from the system equations,
as discussed later, and thus were among the derived parameters, discussed below.
Some seventeen derived parameters where used, which were not directly required for
obtaining a solution, but were of interest in understanding the solution. These included;
1. Path velocity
2. X acceleration
3. Y acceleration
4. Z acceleration
5. Rate of change of droplet temperature
6. Air velocity
7. Air temperature
8. Air pressure
9. Air density
10. Tunnel cross section area
11. Weber Number, We.
12. Reynolds Number, Re
13. Ohnesorge Number, Oh
14. Bond Number, Bo
In this model the equivalent droplet size, volume and mass were assumed to be constant. The droplet distortion, as represented by its aspect ratio, was assumed to be a derived parameter that was instantaneously dependent on the relevant conditions.
It would have been possible for the droplet size and shape to be dependent on differential relationships. That capability could have been implemented, but was not in the version used. The rate of droplet mass loss, or gain, would have depended on the surrounding conditions and droplet properties. The rate of change of droplet shape was likely to
depend on the 2nd order vibration dynamics of the droplet. These effects would have
added a further three primary solution parameters and three differential equations.
The form of the model used was developed for ink-jet printers, where it was necessary
to also consider the electrostatic and aerodynamic interactions between droplets. That
required the simultaneous modelling of several droplets, typically four or five, so that
each droplet had its own set of simultaneous differential equations. This feature was retained, although to avoid computational difficulties were not used, and only one droplet
was evaluated at a time.
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4th order Runge-Kutta solution method

The 4th order Runge-Kutta is a single step method, which computes the parameter
changes over an interval h. For this;
k1
k2
k3
k4
yn+1

and

=
=
=
=
=

h. ′(x, yn )
h. ′(x + h/2, yn + k1 / 2)
h. ′(x + h/2, yn + k2 / 2)
h. ′(x + h , yn + k3)
yn + k1/6 + k2/3 + k3/3 + k4/6

This procedure was implemented in the following code fragment from subprogram rk4
(Press, et al, 1986). The full rk4 subprogram is given at the end of the section.
' compute Runge-Kutta increments
FOR j = 0 TO 3: rh = INT((j+ 1) / 2) / 2: ht = rh * h
FOR i= n1 TO n2: yt(i) = yi(i) + rh * kk(i, j-1)
NEXT: CALL derivs(xi + h, yt(), dydx(), mode)
FOR i = n1 TO n2: kk(i, j) = h * dydx(i): NEXT i
NEXT j
' accumulate increments with weights
FOR i = n1 TO n2: kk = 0
FOR j = 0 TO 3: wt2 = 1 - ((j=1) + (j=2)): kk = kk + wt2 * kk(i, j) / 6
NEXT j%: yo(i) = yi(i) + kk
NEXT i: xo = xi + h
The weighting calculation, wt2 = 1-((j=1) + (j=2)), includes the logical equations, (j=1)
and (j=2). These return a value of 0 when false and -1 when true. Hence wt2=2 when
j=1 or j=2, but otherwise wt2=1.
The parameter mode was used to switch the solution between various modes.
To run the analysis it is necessary to;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Provide the necessary data. (Sub All Parameters)
Select the required outputs and scaling (Sub Select Output)
Define the initial conditions (Sub Setup)
Define the differential relationships (Sub Derivs)
Increment the solution (Sub Solve)

The program had the following primary structure
1. Main Program (SUB Actual Program)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Obtain the necessary data (Sub All Parameters)
Select the output variables (Sub Select Output)
Obtain the solution (Sub Solve)
Output the result (Sub Output Header, Sub Output data)
Exit

2. Obtaining the solution (Sub Solve)
a. Define the initial conditions (Sub Setup)
b. Calculate the results for initial conditions (Sub Derivs)
c. Save the results for initial conditions (Sub Outarray)
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d. Repeatedly step through the solution by the required increment
i. Integrate the equations (Sub rk4)
ii. Calculate the results for the current increment (Sub Derivs)
iii. Transfer the result to the output array (Sub Outarray)
iv. Plot the current conditions to the screen (Sub Graphs)
v. Carry the results forward to the start of the next solution step.
e. Exit the integration steps
f. Exit the sub program
3. Defining the differential relationships (Sub derivs)
a. Transfer from the current system parameters into local variables.
b. Determine the current air velocity at the droplet location (Sub velair)
c. Determine the local air properties of temperature, pressure, density and
viscosity.
d. Determine the current droplet properties of density, viscosity, surface
tension, surface area, volume and mass.
e. Determine the velocity difference between the air and the droplet.
f. Compute the drag force from the magnitude of the velocity difference.
g. Compute the droplet heat transfer and rate of change of temperature.
h. Determine the orthogonal components of the drag force
i. Compute the orthogonal components of the droplet acceleration
j. Compute the other output parameters required
k. Transfer the results back from local variables into system parameters
l. Exit the sub program
4. Integrate the differential equations (Sub rk4)
a.
b.
c.
d.

Compute the required Runge-Kutta increments
Obtain the required differential values (Sub Derives)
Accumulate the results for this increment
Exit the sub program

Changing the independent variable
Typically the differential equations were defined in terms of time, such that
dyi / dt =

i(t,

y1, y2, ….., y i, …… , y n )

such as

dVx/dt =

Fx / m

and

dx/dt =

Vx

where

Fx
m
Vx
x

is the net force applied to the droplet in the X direction
droplet mass.
droplet velocity
X coordinate of the droplet

The value of Fx would be determined from the velocity difference between the droplet
and air and the drag characteristics of the droplet, as described in Chapter 3.
Such a formulation might not be the most convenient, for example when integrating
over a fixed length, such as that of a wind tunnel, or up to the surface of an aerofoil.
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Computation at fixed-distance intervals
There could also be circumstances were some differential equations were defined in relation to distance, such as pressure and air velocity gradients in the wind tunnel, while
others were defined in terms of time, such as velocity and time, such as droplet acceleration. It was then necessary to convert the equations to a common independent variable.
This could be resolved by dividing through by the common derivative, for example;
(dyi /dt)/(dx /dt) =

i(x,

y1, y2, ….., y i, …… , y n ) / (dx/dt)

where dx/dt is the droplet velocity in the X direction, Vx.
Thus

dyi /dx

=

i(x,

y1, y2, ….., y i, …… , y n ) / Vx

Hence this enables the solution to be in terms of distance increments over a fixed length
interval, rather than time increments for a given time interval. There was a potential difficulty with this if Vx were to become zero, when the equations would become singular.
In such circumstances it would be necessary to use an alternative independent variable.
Using distance as the independent variable meant that the solution could, for example,
be directly determined at given locations along a wind tunnel, such as at the locations of
measuring instruments, so that a direct comparison could then be made between the experimental and predicted results.
One example was the experimental measurement of velocity and acceleration of a droplet, discussed in Chapter 13. In this measurement the time was recorded when a droplet
passed three specified locations, as detected by laser beams and photo-detectors. Given
the mass and volume of the droplet, it was then possible to determine its drag properties.
The methods for determining the velocity and acceleration of a droplet was by differencing the measured time intervals. This, however, introduced differencing errors,
which could have been significant, particularly for the acceleration.
If the simulated results were available at given distance intervals, then the experimental
method of calculating the droplet velocity and acceleration could be tested by differencing the simulated time intervals at the required location intervals. The advantage of doing this with the simulated results, rather than measured data, was that the data is known
to a high degree of precision, with no experimental error, and the “exact” value for the
acceleration was also directly available from the simulation. Hence errors due to the
differencing method could be directly determined. If required, random errors could be
added to the simulated time and location data to see how that affected the differencing
results. In this way it was possible to assess the differencing errors that would result
from the experimental method for measuring droplet velocity and acceleration. The
measurement system could then be appropriately optimised and designed. A more comprehensive analysis of the differencing method used is given in Chapter 14.

Stability criterion for the numerical solution
For a given set of circumstances there was a maximum increment size for solving the
differential equations. It would have been possible to have automatic increment adjustment, but that was unnecessary since each simulation only took a few seconds to run.
The increment size could be quickly adjusted manually, if it was necessary to do so.
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The general experience with using the simulation method, for many different applications, was that the solution would either be stable and provide an adequately-accurate
solution, or be unstable and not provide any solution. Very seldom was it found that the
solution was both stable and greatly inaccurate. For these reasons no detailed study of
the stability criterion was carried out.
With time as the independent variable, the stability criterion depended on the ratio of
the integration time increment to the shortest time constant within the differential equations. This time ratio was similar to the CFL stability criterion, after R. Courant, K.
Friedrichs and H. Lewy (Klaus-Jürgen Bathe, 1996).
In the case of the droplet simulation, the shortest time constant was the droplet heat
transfer relaxation time. Even with the smallest droplets considered, this was much
longer than the time steps used, so the solution stability was not an issue.
In practice the version of the simulation used was very stable and the increments used
were much smaller than required for stability and were chosen to obtain sufficient
points to adequately describe the solution.
In a potential development of the simulation it would be possible for the droplet vibration to be included, in which case the shortest time constant would be 1/ω, where ω is
the angular frequency of the droplet vibration. That would be about a sixth of the droplet vibration period. As a general rule, with oscillatory systems it was found that the
maximum usable time step was about a sixth of the oscillation period.
The solution method used was direct and explicit. This required the time steps to be no
longer than the shortest time constant in the system, as discussed above. If this was very
short compared to the require solution duration, in simulated time, then the number of
computational points required could be very large. It was understood that this difficulty
could be overcome by using an implicit solution method, but that was beyond the scope
of this investigation.
With the simulation procedure used it was not necessary to store the result of every
simulation step to achieve the required analysis. Hence the cost of a large number of the
integration steps required for small increments would have been in the computational
time and effort, not in the data storage required for the results.

Determining the Overall Airflow
The overall airflow could be computed by any acceptable method, since the assumption
made was that the airflow would not be affected by the droplets. This is discussed in
greater detail in Chapter 10. However there are some general issues related to the droplet simulation which are considered here.
Generally the most accurate method of analysis was CFD modelling, with the resulting
velocity, pressure and temperature distribution stored as a look-up array in the simulation. This could then be read and interpolated as required for any given location and, if
necessary, for a given time. A difficulty was that the airflow computation could have
been a substantial and complex task that would have required sophisticated computing
facilities. The resulting data could have also required substantial storage and a complex
interpolation routine.
The accuracy and sophistication of the airflow modelling could, however, be of little
value if the modelling of the droplet motion dynamics was substantially in error, as of-
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ten seems to have been the case. This could be particularly so where there was significant droplet distortion due to aerodynamic forces, which could substantially change the
drag properties, compared to those normally assumed for spherical droplets.
For the purpose of this investigation the airflow for the simulation was calculated by
simpler means, with corrections applied where necessary and possible (Chapter 10).
This was because the primary interest was to investigate the drag properties of distorted
droplets, where the accuracy of the airflow analysis was not the primary issue.
For flow in a converging tunnel a modified and corrected 1D adiabatic nozzle flow was
assumed. This could adequately describe the three components of velocity and the density, temperature and viscosity for the air at any location within the convergent section.
Only convergent flow was considered, as divergent flow was far more complex due to
much greater boundary layer effects and possible flow separation. The tunnel needed a
divergent diffuser to reduce energy losses, but a much simpler calculation was used for
that, as it was not necessary to fully describe the flow in the diffuser.
For the convergent section the standard equations for one dimensional isentropic compressible flow for a perfect gas were used (Rogers & Mayhew, 1967, 2nd Ed, & 4th Ed).
In this the mass flow was assumed constant with time and distance along the tunnel.
From the equation;
m/A2 = p1. √[ 2.γ/((1 γ).R.T1).{(p2/p1)( γ+1)/ γ
where m
T1
p1
p2
A2
γ
R

(p2/p1)2/ γ }]

is the mass flow rate
Temperature at inlet (location 1)
pressure at inlet
pressure at location 2
tunnel cross section area at location 2
Ratio of specific heats, (Cp / Cv)
Gas constant

It was, in principle, possible to directly compute the pressure at any given location 2
along the tunnel, given the tunnel area, A2, at that location of interest and the conditions
at the tunnel inlet, location 1. In practice this required an iterative solution.

Alternative Mode of operation
When designing a convergent profile for a wind tunnel, to achieve particular droplet
conditions, the required shape for this might not be known. In such a case the air velocity for the droplet location, or time, within the tunnel, would have to be defined by some
other means, such as a relationship between velocity difference between the droplet and
air with respect to time or distance. For the tunnel design used this was required to
achieve a constant rate of increase in Weber number with respect to time.
The velocity and other air properties to achieve the required droplet conditions could be
computed. From this the convergent cross-section of the tunnel, to achieve the required
conditions, could then be directly computed. A limitation of this was that it could result
in a very steep rate of convergence for which wall curvature could be impractical to
construct. It could also have meant that the tunnel convergence was so steep that the
one-dimension flow calculations would no longer have been correct.
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Corrections to the airflow errors for the tunnel convergence are discussed in Chapter 10,
but this required knowing the tunnel convergent angle to calculate the correction. When
the convergence angle was not known this created a potential computational difficulty.
When the small convergent tunnel was being developed, the modelling methods had not
been sufficiently developed for such corrections to be applied. As a remedial solution, a
maximum limit was put on the tunnel convergence angle. This was equivalent to an included angle of 40o for the equivalent circular cross-section, as discussed in Chapter 10.
This difficulty could have been resolved by writing the gas flow equations in their differential form. This would then have provided an additional differential equation to be
solved, together with those for the droplet motion. This would have made available the
velocity, temperature and density gradients along the tunnel, from which the convergent
angle for the tunnel could then have been computed.

Determining the Droplet Drag force
Computing the motion dynamics of the droplets required a means of calculating the
drag force on the droplets for a given velocity of the droplet and air at the same location.
In other simulations the droplet was assumed to be spherical. However, for the condition of interest it was found that such a simplification could introduce substantial errors
due to distortion resulting from strong aerodynamic forces. As a result, it was necessary
to develop a means to allow for this effect, as discussed in Chapter 3.
The more sophisticated methods for correcting the droplet drag had not been developed,
when the original convergent droplet tunnel was developed. Hence it was designed using simpler corrections, which were later found to contain significant errors. This did
not, however, prevent the tunnel form being used to obtain the necessary experimental
data on the drag properties of distorted droplets, since the relevant tunnel design discrepancies were allowed for in the experimental measurements.

Droplet Heat Transfer
Heat transfer to and from the droplets would occur due to both convection, and evaporation or condensation.
The simulation only included convective cooling or heating of the droplets using available published data for convective heat transfer for spherical droplets (McAdams, 1954,
Fig 10-11). This did not take into account the droplet distortion-effects on heat transfer.
This was because heat transfer was only of interest where distortion effects were small.
The resulting effects on the droplets’ behaviour could be significant, where the droplet
temperature changes were sufficient to have a significant effect on the droplet surface
tension, but that was not a significant issue.
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Principal Subprograms for the droplet simulation program
SUB solve (nc%, ns%, nb%, sel(), tyme(), yres())
' solve differential equations
' $INCLUDE: 'minitunl.inc'
SHARED tint
CALL empty.key: i% = 0: fv% = 0: mode% = 0: DIM yi(0)
CALL setup(yi(), tyme, i%)
nd% = UBOUND(yi): DIM yo(nd%),dyi(nd%),dyo(nd%)
CALL derivs(ti, yi(), dyi(), mode%) ' initial conditions
CALL outarray(i%,ti,yi(),sel(),tyme(),yres()) 'trnsfr to outpt
FOR j% = 1 TO nc%
FOR k% = 1 TO ns%: c% = c% + 1
CALL rk4(ti,tf,yi(),yo(),tinc,mode%) ' integrate equatns
CALL derivs(tf, yo(), dyo(), mode%) ' current conditions
CALL outarray(c%,tf,yo(),sel(),tyme(),yres())'trnsfr rslts
CALL graphs(c%,sel(),tyme(),yres(),nb%,fv%) ' plot graph
' forward results to next step
FOR i% = 0 TO nd%: yi(i%) = yo(i%): dyi(i%) = dyo(i%):
NEXT i%: ti = tf
NEXT k%
NEXT j%:
END SUB
DEFDBL A-Z
SUB rk4 (xi, xo, yi(), yo(), h, mode%) STATIC
' advance ordinary differential equations one
' solution step using 4th order Runge-Kutta
' xi
indep vari at intrvl start
' xo
indep vari at intrvl end
' yi() functs vals at intrvl start
' yo() functs vals at intrvl end
' h
interval length
IF (fl = 0) THEN
n1 = LBOUND(yi): n2 = UBOUND(yi): fl = -1
DIM yt(n1 TO n2), dydx(n1 TO n2), kk(n1 TO n2, -1 TO 3)
END IF
' compute Runge-Kutta increments
FOR j% = 0 TO 3
rh = INT((j% + 1) / 2) / 2: ht = rh * h
FOR i% = n1 TO n2: yt(i%) = yi(i%) + rh * kk(i%, j%-1)
NEXT: CALL derivs(xi + h, yt(), dydx(), mode%)
FOR i% = n1 TO n2: kk(i%, j%) = h * dydx(i%): NEXT i%
NEXT j%
' accumulate increments with weights
FOR i% = n1 TO n2: kk = 0
FOR j% = 0 TO 3: wt2 = 1 - ((j% = 1) + (j% = 2))
kk = kk + wt2 * kk(i%, j%) / 6
NEXT j%: yo(i%) = yi(i%) + kk
NEXT i%: xo = xi + h
END SUB
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SUB derivs (tyme, y(), dydt(), mode%)
SHARED tt(),xx(),yy(),zz(),pl(),xv(),yv(),zv(),td()
SHARED pv(),xa(),ya(),za(),ta(),dt(),dv(),at(),ap()
SHARED av(),ad(),sa(),wc(),yt(),ra(),re(),oh(),bo()
' $INCLUDE: 'minitunl.inc'
' Compute differential relationships between system parameters
' given dydt(i) = FUNC(y(0), y(1), ... , y(i), ... , y(n))
' NOTE; other parameters passed by the SHARED
micn = micro * ntn: nant = nano * ntn: picn = pico * ntn:
' dc% = 1 ' with Sperical droplets
dc% = 2 ' with Maybank and Briosi correction
' dc% = 3 ' with Kennedy and Roberts correction
n = ndrp:
REDIM tt(n),xx(n),pl(n),yy(n),zz(n),xv(n),yv(n),zv(n),td(n)
REDIM pv(n),xa(n),ya(n),za(n),ta(n),dt(n),dv(n),at(n),ap(n)
REDIM av(n),ad(n),sa(n),wc(n),yt(n),ra(n),re(n),oh(n),bo(n)
' Transfer from state array to local variables
CALL trans.var(y(), dydt(), tyme, 2, pnt%)
' =================================
' DEFINE DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIPS
FOR i = 0 TO ndrp
tt = tt(i): xx = xx(i): pl = pl(i): yy = yy(i): zz = zz(i)
xv = xv(i): yv = yv(i): zv = zv(i): td = td(i)
pv = SQR(xv ^ 2 + yv ^ 2 + zv ^ 2)
SELECT CASE cas%
CASE 1 ' x0 is start of tunnel contraction
t% = 7: x0 = 0
' Current mini tunnel
CALL velair(t%,x0,xx,yy,zz,yt,zt,ys,zs,vaix,vaiy,vaiz)
tsct = yt: IF zt <> yt THEN STOP
tare = 4 * yt * zt
CASE ELSE: STOP
END SELECT
tdif = (vaix^2 - vref^2)/(2*aecp)
' (V2^2 - V1^2)/2.Cp
tair = tref - tdif
' air temperature
trat = tair / tref
' temperature ratio
pair = pref * trat ^ (gama / (gama - 1))' air pressure
dair = pair / (rgcn * tair)
' air density
aden = dref * trat ^ (1 / (gama - 1))
' air density
mach = vaix / SQR(gama * rgcn * tair) ' local mach number
area = mflw / (aden * vaix)
' section area
masf = dair * vaix * area
' mass flow
sctn = SQR(area)
' tunnel section
'
------------------------------------------------avis = air.visc(tair)
' air viscosity
sten = watrtens(td)
' surface tension
wvis = watrvisc(td)
' water viscosity
drpa = pi * drpd ^ 2
' drop area
drpv = pi * drpd ^ 3 / 6 ' drop volume
dmas = drpv * wden
' drop mass
dvex = xv-vaix: dvey = yv-vaiy: dvez = zv-vaiz ' vel diffrnc
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dvel = SQR(dvex^2 + dvey^2 +
IF dvel <> 0 THEN
' unit velocity vector in X,
epsx = dvex / dvel: epsy =
ELSE
epsx = 1: epsy = 0: epsz =
END IF

dvez^2)' relative

velocity

Y & Z
dvey / dvel: epsz = dvez / dvel
0

CALL droplt.drag(drpd,dvel,aden,avis,sten,reyn,webc,
drgg,drag,dc%)
CALL sphere.heat(drpd,dvel,aden,avis,acon,reyh,nusl,htc.)
CALL sphere.prop(drpd,dvel,aden,avis,sten,reyd,webr,ohna)
CALL sphere.prop(drpd,dvel,wden,wvis,sten,dum2,dum3,ohnw)
wecd = webr * drcf
' air drag force in X, Y & Z
xdfc = -drag*epsx: ydfc = -drag*epsy: zdfc = -drag*epsz
grfc = drpm * grav
' gravity forc
' acceleration forces in X, Y & Z
xfrc = xdfc: yfrc = ydfc: zfrc = zdfc - grfc ' gravity in Z
hflw = htc. * drpa * (tair - td) ' heat flow for drop
dtdt = hflw / (drpm * spht)
' temperature rate of change
' drop accelerations
xa(i) = xfrc/drpm: ya(i) = yfrc/drpm: za(i) = zfrc/drpm:
ta(i) = SQR(xa(i)^2 + ya(i)^2 + za(i)^2) 'total acceleration
accl = ta(i)
bond = wden * accl * drpd ^ 2 / sten ' water density
bona = aden * accl * drpd ^ 2 / sten ' air density
dt(i)
dv(i)
ap(i)
sa(i)
sa(i)

=
=
=
=
=

dtdt: pv(i) = pv
dvel: av(i) = vaix: at(i) = tair:
pair: ad(i) = dair:
area:
4 * yt ^ 2:

wc(i) = webr: re(i) = reyn: oh(i) = ohna: bo(i) = bond
ra(i) = webr / SQR(reyn)
yt(i) = 2 * yt ' tunnel section
NEXT i
' >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
' Transfer from local to state array
CALL trans.var(y(), dydt(), tyme, 3, pnt%)
END SUB
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Chapter 9: Design of Droplet Research Tunnel
Introduction
To carry out the experiments required to investigate the distortion and break-up of water
droplets from strong aerodynamic forces, a special wind tunnel was developed. Before
constructing this, it was necessary to ensure it would have the capability to apply the
necessary forces to the droplets in the required way.
To enable the required design analysis, a computer simulation was developed, as discussed in Chapter 8. There was a problem in that the data on the drag properties of distorted droplets, required for the tunnel design, was not available and the reason for constructing the tunnel was to help obtain such data.
It was, however, found that data for free-falling droplets in ambient air and standard
gravity could be used to provide adequate data (Chapter 3) to enable the design and construction of the tunnel, so that improved experimental data could then be obtained.

Tunnel Configuration
One of the first considerations was the configuration of the tunnel. In order to keep the
costs as low as possible and keep the construction as simple as possible, it was decided
to develop a horizontal open-loop suction tunnel using ambient air.
This raised the question of whether the lateral gravitational forces on the droplets in a
horizontal tunnel would be an issue. Analysis with the simulation showed that the gravitation effects were negligible. Having a horizontal tunnel made its construction much
simpler and, if the length of the working section was changed, then this could be readily
accommodated. It also made observations and measurements in the tunnel much easier.

Figure 101: General arrange ment of droplet research tunnel

Having an open-loop tunnel using ambient air avoided the cost and complexity of air
recirculation ducting, and also avoided the difficulties of heating and turbulence. The
fan was used to provide suction, since this reduced turbulence in the tunnel inlet,
avoided heat input from the fan and ensured better control of the tunnel pressure.
The suction fan was placed outside the building, open to the weather, to save space and
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reduce noise, air disturbance and heat. It exhausted directly to the atmosphere. To save
the cost and complexity of housing the fan, a weather-proof version was selected.
A sketch of the tunnel general arrangement is shown in Figure 110 and an annotated
photograph in Figure 102. Originally the fan outlet was to have had a diffuser with a
weather-proof flap, as shown in Figure 101, but this was not fitted.
Diffuser

Working
Section

Suction
Fan

Support Bench
and Work Area

Plenum
Chamber

Figure 102: Photograph of droplet research tunnel

The Diffuser
The diffuser was a critical component of the wind tunnel. It was required to recover as
much as possible of the kinetic energy in the air from the tunnel exit. This was not so
much a matter of efficiency, but more a matter of pressure recovery. A primary factor
on the fan selection and cost was its pressure capability.
The pressure capacity of a centrifugal fan was primarily determined by the peripheral
velocity of the impeller, which was also a primary factor in determining the stresses in
the impeller. Hence, the higher the pressure requirement, the greater the stresses in the
impeller, which then required a more robust and sophisticated impeller design and construction and hence a higher cost for the fan.
As a result, the diffuser was optimised for maximum efficiency, within the various performance and dimensional constraints. Since this was a matter of engineering design,
rather than scientific investigation, the simpler incompressible flow assumption was
used. This was considered reasonable, since the compressible effects were modest, with
an air density variation of less than 10%, and accuracy was not critical.
The losses in a circular diffuser are shown in Figure 103 (Massey 1989), (Nakayama
1999). The differences between these was most likely due to digitisation errors from the
small data graphs available. From Nakayama & Boucher the minimum head loss was
0.135 occurs at a semi-angle of about 2.75O for a circular diffuser. For a square diffuser
the minimum head loss was given as 0.145 at a semi-angle of about 3O.
It was determined that the inlet to the diffuser would be 76.5mm square and the outlet
406mm diameter, with a diffuser length of 2m. The inlet could be converted to an areaequivalent diameter of 86.3mm. This gave a divergent semi-angle of 4.6O, which was
well above the optimum angle.
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K head loss

It was, however, found that the
0.6
diffuser efficiency could be improved, and head loss reduced, if
0.5
the diffuser was made in two
Loss of head in conical diffuser
parts. The first part, called the
0.4
adaptor, was given an exit of
125mm square, with a length of
0.3
500mm. Translated into equiva0.2
lent circular diameters, this had a
Massey
O
divergent semi-angle of 3.13 ,
Nakayama & Boucher
0.1
which was close to that for minimum head loss. The second 1.5m
0
of the diffuser then had an
0
2
4
6
8
10
Divergent semi Angle (deg)
equivalent divergent semi-angle
of 5.05O, which was well above Figure 103: Characteristics of a conical diffuser
the optimum angle.

12

The resulting diffuser design is shown in Figure 104. It was found that about 86% of the
possible energy recovery was
achieved in the first section of
the adaptor, so the second
section could only recover
14% at most. Hence the reduced efficiency of the second section was more than
compensated for by the improved efficiency of the first.
This evaluation was based on
the assumption that the two
sections of the diffuser acted
independently, but that was
unlikely to be the case. It
would anyway seem that the
performance of a diffuser Figure 104: Details of tunnel diffuser design
greatly depends on the airflow conditions at the entry, in particular the boundary layer
thickness (Schlichting 1987), which was not explicitly known in this case. It was in any
case likely that the boundary layer would increase in thickness in the first section due to
the adverse pressure gradient, so the inlet conditions for the second section would be
different from those for the first section.
At best the diffuser optimisation was approximate and it was later found, during subsequent commissioning, that there were other important considerations.

Diffuser Flow Stability
When the wind tunnel was commissioned, it was noticed that there were perturbations
in the vacuum measured near the tunnel exit. These were interpreted as velocity fluctuations of about 1% to 2%, attributed to flow instabilities in the diffuser, as indicated in
Figure 105 (ESDU sheet 87015).
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This shows that the flow in the
diffuser could have had different modes of boundary layer
conditions. These were Attached flow, Stable separation
and Transitory separation. Plotted on this are three points representing the first and second
sections and the two combined.
It is to be noticed that the first
section would have had stable
separation, close to the borderline for attached flow. Unfortunately the flow in the second Figure 105: Diffuser flow stability.
section of the diffuser and combination of both sections was well into the region of transitory flow. Whilst it would seem that the second section contributed only about 14% of
the diffuser performance, it would seem that the transitory flow separation in this was
sufficient to produce the flow fluctuation in the convergent tunnel.
Attempts were made to resolve this by splitting the second section into four quadrants
with a splitter. The idea was to reduce this to four parallel diffusers, each with half the
divergent angle. However, this proved unsuccessful.
From Figure 103 it would appear that the divergent semi-angle needed to be at least 2O
to keep the diffuser efficiency at an acceptable level. Also the area ratio needs to be at
least 3.3, if at least 90% of the recoverable kinetic energy was to be achieved. In Figure
105 this would put the diffuser just over the border from attached flow, just into the stable separation region, whilst keeping the head loss to about 15%. Such a diffuser would
be about 905mm long. It would then seem necessary to have an abrupt expansion to ensure a stable separation and avoid any transient variations.
It was, however, not possible to remake the diffuser, so the original design had to be
used without modification. It was possible that it could have been improved by deliberately inducing flow separation at the end of the first section with a boundary layer trip.
This could have been achieved by having the gasket in the joint protruding into the
flow, but that possibility was not investigated.
The flow fluctuations were not of significant concern with respect to the droplet experiments, but they made it difficult to accurately measure the vacuum in the tunnel.
This was the primary means for determining the pressure ratio, velocity, and other properties of the air in the tunnel.
To achieve high accuracy a digital manometer was used for the vacuum measurement,
but it was difficult to read the fluctuating digits. Various attempts were made to smooth
the fluctuations, but these were not successful. The most effective solution found was to
record about 10 vacuum readings from the readout with a digital camera and then take
the average. This also simultaneously recorded the date and time of the readings.

The Fan Requirement
The specially purchased suction fan was a pivotal component of the tunnel. Its characteristics decided the maximum air velocity and size of the tunnel cross-section.
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With the diffuser it was possible to Figure 106: Performance characteristics of the suction
reduce the head loss to about 14% fan
of the tunnel vacuum, reducing the fan pressure capability to about 2.2kPa.
With an exit area of 76.5mm
square and air velocity of
Mach 0.5, this equated to a
velocity of 313m/s and air
density of 0.755kg/m3, giving
a mass flow of about
1.14kg/s. This translated to a
volumetric flow of about 1.16
m3/s of free air.
Discussion with the fan supplier identified a suitable fan, Figure 107: Fan Geometry and Dime nsions
the characteristics of which
are shown in Figure 106. It comfortably achieved the required performance. In practice
the fan could be run up to 3000rpm, giving a further 7.2% pressure and 3.5% flow.
The fan was equipped with a digital electronic variable speed drive, so could operate at
any speed from zero to 3000rpm.The general arrangement and dimensions of the fan are
shown in Figure 107. The full specification is shown at the end of this chapter.
The fan configuration was chosen to have an upward facing exit. This was to direct the
exit flow away from anyone in the vicinity. It was anticipated that the fan would later be
moved to an internal location, where the exit air would be ducted away, so an upward
exit would provide the most adaptable option. The exit was to be covered with a pivoted
self-opening weatherproof flap, which was not fitted, so a temporary plastic cover was
fitted when the fan was not in use.

Convergent Working Section
The details of the convergent shape of the working section are considered in Chapter 10.
The construction of the tunnel is shown in Figure 108. This was of welded sheet steel
construction, with transparent Perspex sheeting bolted to the sides and sealed with silicon rubber to prevent any leakage at the corners and flanges.
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A limitation was that optical equipment
could only operate through the sides. It
was later necessary to have a vertical
laser beam across the tunnel, so transparent windows were fitted to the upper
and lower surface of the metal walls.
Along one of the metal walls was a series of pressure tappings, used to check
the pressure distribution along the tunnel
and also to determine the air speed.
These were at 40mm intervals, with the
last one 20mm from the tunnel exit.

Plenum Chamber
It had originally been hoped that the tunnel would operate without a plenum
chamber. However, during the commis- Figure 108: Frame of wind tunnel working section.
sioning it was found that any air disturbance in the laboratory, such as from
heating fans, was greatly magnified
within the tunnel and resulted in very
erratic flow. This was investigated using
a smoke wand to illustrate the flow instability, such as shown in Figure 109.
As a result, a plenum chamber was
added, as shown in Figure 102 and
Figure 110. This consisted of a box of
about 1m cube, with a hole for the tunnel entry at one side and a fibre screen
on the opposite side.
Figure 109: Smoke Test in the convergent tunnel
The frame was constructed from thin 25mm square steel tube with plastic press-fit corner brackets, known as “Speed Frame”, that came from an old bench. The back and top
were covered with pressed cardboard, or “Hardboard”, and the tunnel’s side, bottom and
front were covered with plywood. Thicker marine plywood
was used for the bottom, to
carry equipment inside the plenum chamber and accommodate water spills.
The front was removable to
allow access to the tunnel and
equipment in the plenum
chamber. The side opposite the
tunnel inlet was a screen of
four layers of a fibre matting,
normally used for air filters, Figure 110: Interior of the Plenum chamber
held in place between two layers of wire netting.
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It was considered whether all sides of the plenum chamber, apart from that into the tunnel, should be covered with the fibre material to allow better airflow into the tunnel entrance. This was not done for practical reasons, such as the need for a solid base on
which to stand equipment and to reduce the amount of fibre matting required. Also the
CFD analysis assumed that the inlet flow was only from the opposite side to the tunnel
entry and that was found to be satisfactory.

Plenum Chamber Inlet Screen
A critical part of the plenum chamber was the inlet screen, to remove
any flow disturbances from the air.
A honeycomb flow straightener
could have been used in conjunction
with the fibre matting, but that was
not available for the area required.
Hence it was necessary to ensure that
the fibre matting alone achieved the
required flow stability.
It was concluded that, if the pressure
drop across the fibre matting, due to
the plenum chamber inflow, was
large compared to the dynamic head Figure 111: Enlarged view of fibre inlet screen
of the air velocity through the screen, then any disturbances would have been swamped
by this pressure drop across the screen. On the other hand it was important that this
pressure drop had a negligible effect on the tunnel operation. These requirements were
best met by making the plenum chamber inlet area large enough. The actual area was
0.94m by .84m, or 0.79m2.
A close-up of the fibre screen is
shown in Figure 111. For size reference this includes a piece of 190 m
diameter wire.
The tunnel fan was run at various
speeds and the vacuum in the plenum chamber and tunnel throat were
recorded, as shown in Figure 112.
Since the pressure drop across the
screen was very much less than that
for the tunnel throat, by at least a
factor of 100, the effect on the Figure 112: Pressure drop of tunnel and inlet screen
screen pressure drop on the tunnel throat pressure drop was neglected.
The pressure drop in the tunnel throat was then used to compute the air velocity through
the fibre screen using the methods discussed in Chapters 10 and 11, with the results
shown in Figure 113. Also shown with this is the dynamic pressure of the airflow, both
against the same axis on the left and against the expanded axis on the right. This shows
that the pressure drop across the fibre screen was at least 50 times the dynamic head of
the air flow through the screen. Hence any disturbances in the inlet flow were swamped
and effectively suppressed by the pressure drop across the screen.
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Figure 114 illustrates the improvements achieved with the fibre screen
in the plenum chamber. This shows
two threads in the tunnel, one of
wool and one of cotton, attached
only to the inlet screen. The lower
view shows the situation with the
plenum chamber open, where the
threads were momentarily crossed
due to the resulting flow disturbances in. The upper view was with
the plenum chamber closed and the
inlet screen in operation, and shows Figure 113: Inlet Screen Pressure loss vs. Flow Velocity
the two threads in a stable flow.
The fibre screen on the inlet to the
plenum chamber removed disturbances from the incoming air, but it
was also necessary to assess whether
it would result in a uniform flow.
Because the strips of fibre matting
were not wide enough for the screen,
it was necessary to ensure that there
were no gaps between the strips and
that overlaps between them were
minimal. Four layers of fibre matting were used, in which the layers
Figure 114: Improvements to tunnel flow stability
of strips were alternately placed at
right angles to each other. Also the overlaps in each of the two layers in the same direction were staggered so that the effects of these were distributed as much as possible.
Another issue of concern was that different parts of the fibre screen were compressed by
different amounts, with the possibility that this might affect its uniformity of flow resistance. It was also necessary to determine if the flow through the screen was laminar.
It can be seen that in Figure 113 the relationship between pressure drop across the
screen and flow velocity through it appeared to be non-linear, particularly below a pressure difference of 0.2mB. This was, however, less than 0.1% of the full scale range of
the digital manometer and probably due to a non-linearity of the instrument at the very
low readings. Above 0.2mB the response was linear, at a rate of 0.48mB/(m/s).
From a simple test the fibre was found to be a thermoplastic with a density greater than
1g/cc. From plastics data it was concluded to have a density of 1.2g/cc. Measurements
showed the fibres in the screen to be about 35 m diameter.
A sample of the fibre matting, 0.67m by 0.485m by 10mm thick, was found to weigh
37.2 grams. From this it was calculated that the volume of the matting relative to the
fibre material was about 104 to 1. Hence the fibre occupied less than 1% of the matting.
From this it was deduced that the average spacing between the fibres was between
350 m and 600 m, depending on the assumptions made about the arrangement of the
fibres. At this spacing it was concluded that there would be little aerodynamic interacChapter 9: Design of Droplet Research Tunnel
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tion between the fibres, so the airflow over each fibre could be treated in isolation.
Hence it was concluded that the pressure drop across the matting was primarily due to
the drag from the airflow over the fibres. It was calculated that at a velocity of 1m/s the
Reynolds number, relative to the fibre diameter, was about 2. Hence the flow over the
fibres, and also through the gaps between them, was lamina.
To estimate the pressure drop it was necessary to determine the total length of fibre in
the weighed sample of matting. This was found to be about 32km. The drag force perpendicular to this with an airflow of 1m/s was determined, assuming Stokes flow over a
cylinder, with the approximate relationship;
Cd

= 10/Re
(for a sphere Cd=24/Re)
= 10/( .U.D/ ) = 2.F/( .U2.D.L)

Hence

F

= 5. .L.U

where

Re is Reynolds number
Cd drag coefficient
F drag force

U air velocity
L fibre length
D fibre diameter

air viscosity
air density

It is to be noticed that the drag force was independent of the air density and fibre diameter and was directly proportional to the air viscosity, fibre length and air velocity.
This gave a drag force of around 3 Newtons, which equated to a pressure loss of about
0.9mb for one layer of fibre matting, or 0.36mb for the four layers of matting used in
the screen. At the same velocity the measured pressure drop was about 0.38mb.
There were several potential discrepancies in this evaluation, such as the manometer
accuracy and orientation of the fibres. There were also uncertainties about the fibre diameter and density, which affected the calculated fibre length. Even so the result of this
very simple pressure-loss model for the screen was in very good agreement with the
measured value, which indicates that the assumed model was reasonably correct.
From this evaluation it was concluded that compressing the thickness of the fibre matting would have little effect on its flow resistance and flow uniformity. The pressure
drop only depended on the fibre
length in a given area of the fibre
matting, which would not be affected by compressing the thickness
of the fibre matting.

Flow Straightener
A piece of metal honeycomb flow
straightener, sufficient to cover the
tunnel entry was obtained and is
shown in Figure 115, with details
shown on the right. This had a hole
in the middle so that the droplet in- Figure 115: Flow straightener for tunnel entrance
jector could be passed through to be inside the tunnel. In practice for this investigation
the flow straightener was not used, since it became partially blocked by surplus water
spray from the droplet generator used. Fortunately the flow conditioning from the inlet
screen proved good enough for the investigation.
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Support Bench
The support bench, as shown in Figure 102, was an angle-iron frame that was available
from a previous application. The plenum chamber rested on the right-hand end of this,
whilst the left-hand end, under the convergent working section, was used for supporting
experimental equipment. The advantage of this arrangement was that it could readily be
adapted as circumstances required.

Fan Specification
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Chapter 10: Air Flow Calculation for Convergent Droplet Tunnel
Convergent Nozzle Flow Calculations
To determine the airflow in a convergent tunnel this was treated as one-dimensional isentropic compressible perfect gas flow in a convergent nozzle.
The basic formulation for this is;
where

U2

= m / ( 2.A2)

U2
m

is the velocity at the working section
the specified mass flow rate
the air density at the working section
the cross section area of the working section

2

A2

The problem was that 2 was not known, so U2 could not be solved directly. Once any
other air property was known at the required position, then the others could be readily
determined. What was known was the values for U1, T1 and 1 near the tunnel entry.
The equations used for this evaluation were obtained from "Engineering Thermodynamics Work and Heat Transfer", Rogers & Mayhew, 2nd Ed, Longman 1967, p183, Section 10.2, Adiabatic steady flow-process. For this derivation the specific volume '
v'was
replaced by the reciprocal of density, '
1/ '
.
One could start with the equations;

and
where

U22 - U12 = 2.Cp.(T1 - T2)
T2 / T1 = ( 2 / 1 )(γ - 1)
p/
= R.T
U1
U2
T1
T2
2

is velocity at tunnel entry
velocity at working section
absolute temperature at tunnel entry
absolute temperature at working section
air density at tunnel entry
air density at working section
pressure at tunnel entry
pressure at working section
specific heat at constant pressure
specific heat at constant volume
gas constant, Cp - Cv,
gamma, the ratio of specific heats, Cp / Cv

2/ 1

= ( 1 - (U22 - U12) / (2.Cp.T1)) (1 / (γ - 1))

1

p1
p2
Cp
Cv
R
γ
Hence

In practice U1 could be small enough to be neglected. Substituting for
to give,

U2

=

m / ( 2.A2)

U2

=

m/(

1.A2.(1

2

in,

- (U22 - U12) / (2.Cp.T1)) (1 / (γ -1)))

in which the only unknown is U2, provided a solution, but it seems unlikely that this
equation could be directly solved for U2.
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It was advantageous to make this equation dimensionless, as this made the implementation more general and more robust. To achieve this required dividing through by an appropriate velocity. One could use the tunnel entry velocity, but that could be zero or indeterminate. A preferred alternative was the entry sonic velocity. This was given as,
S1

= √( γ.R.T1) , the velocity of sound at the tunnel entry

This only depended on the known air properties and temperature.
From

Cp – Cv = Cp.(γ - 1)/γ = R

this gave

2.Cp.T1 = 2.S12 / (γ - 1)

and from

2/ 1

= (1 - (U22 - U12) / (2.Cp.T1)) (1 / (γ - 1))

this gave

2/ 1

= (1 - ((U2 / S1)2 - (U1 / S1)2) (γ - 1) / 2))(1 / (γ- 1))

For this one could make the substitutions, M1 = U1 / S1 and M2 = U2 / S1
hence

2/ 1

= (1 - (M22 - M12).(γ - 1) / 2))(1 / (γ - 1))

It is to be noted that M1 is the Mach number for the tunnel entry. M2, however, was not
the Mach number for the working section, as U2/S1 was not a ratio of local air velocity
with local sonic velocity, but was a ratio with the sonic velocity near the entry.
From

U2

= m / ( 2.A2)

gave

U2/S1 = M2

Thus

M2

=

m / (S1.A2. 2)

= m/(S1.A2. 1.(1 - (M22 - M12).(γ - 1) / 2)(1 / (γ - 1)))

Before going further it is worth noting that, given M2, one could solve for A2. For this it
was worth rearranging the equation to give,
m / (A2. 1.S1) = M2 .(1 - (M22 - M12).(γ - 1) / 2)(1 / (γ- 1))
Substituting

F2

=

mf / (A2.W1.S1)

gave

F2

=

M2.(1 - (M22 - M12).(γ - 1) / 2)(1 / (γ- 1))

To simplify the calculations a separate function for the density ratio was defined as,
2/ 1

= D(M2, M1, γ)
= (1 - (M22 - M12).(γ - 1) / 2)(1 / (γ- 1))

Hence

F2

= M2 . D(M2, M1, γ) = F2(M2, M1, γ)

Figure 116 shows 1/F2, or A2/(m/ 1.S1) , plotted against M2, or U2/S1. Since 1, S1
and m were constant, for given conditions, this is effectively a graph of tunnel section
area against air velocity.
As expected from nozzle theory, there was a minimum section area where the air velocity was at Mach 1. For a given section area greater than the minimum, there were two
velocity solutions, one subsonic and one supersonic. The graph was, however, plotted
against U2/S1, which had a minimum for 1/F2 of 1.728 at U2/S1 = 0.913.
Figure 116 also shows the density ratio against M2. This is of interest, since it was preferable that the air density variations were reasonably small, at about 10%, which required a maximum air velocity of Mach 0.464, with M2 = U2/S1 = 0.454.
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The sonic velocity ratio, S2/S1 is also shown in Figure 116. Because the air was cooled
as its pressure decreased, it would accelerate and expand, as its sonic velocity decreased. At the operating point of interest, with a density reduction of 10%, the reduction in sonic velocity was only about 2%.
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Figure 116: Characteristics of Adiabatic Flow in a Convergent Tunnel

In practice what was also required was to calculate the air velocity for a given mass
flow and tunnel area. It would seem that this could only be achieved iteratively. This
required an initial guess and then a rapidly convergent procedure to obtain a solution.
There were many iterative procedures, with many associated problems. However in this
case if the Mach number, '
M'
, in the working section was not too high, M <= 0.5, there
was a simple iterative procedure which reliably converged to the subsonic solution. For
this it was first advantageous to have the solution equation in the form,
M2

= m / (S1.A2.

1.(1

- (M22 - M12).(γ- 1)/2)(1 / (γ- 1)))

Iteration count

Since '
m'
,'
A2'
, '1 'and 'S1 'were all known, one could calculate M2 if an initial guess for
this was put into the right hand side of the equation. This gave a revised value which
was iteratively substituted back into the
35
right side for recalculation. For moderate
30
Mach numbers, < 0.5, this quickly conEffect of Mach number on Iteration convergence
25
to 1 part in 10^-9
verged to the solution. For U2/S2 >= 1
20
(Mach 1, or greater) or for M2 >= 0.913,
15
the iteration could not converge. One
10
could start the procedure with the incom5
pressible solution, M2 = F2.
0

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
The practical upper limit for M2 was
M = U /S
0.905, or Mach 0.99. Being so close to
Mach 1, the convergence rate was much Figure 117: Convergence rate for iteration
slower, so a convergence limit of 10-8
2
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was used, which required nearly 500 iterations for this condition. Only 11 iterations
were required for M2 = 0.488, or Mach 0.5. Using a convergence limit of 10-6 up to
Mach 0.5 reduced the iteration count to 8 to converge, which was only a minor benefit.
The relationship between the iteration count and the M2 is shown in Figure 117 for a
convergence limit of 10-8. Up to a value of 0.5 for M2 only about 11 iterations were required.

Flow Validation
For the small convergent droplet research tunnel, the flow conditions were determined
with the nozzle approximation, CFD analysis and pressure tapping measurements.

Figure 118: Shape of Convergent Square Section Droplet Tunnel

Figure 119: CFD analysis of air velocity in the convergent droplet tunnel.

The shape and size of the square-section tunnel is shown in Figure 118. This was designed with a maximum convergent angle of 20O, each side of the axis, or an included
angle of 40O. This was to ensure that the one-dimensional flow calculation was adequately accurate, without any correction for the convergent angle.
The flow in the convergent droplet tunnel was also analysed with CFD modelling, by
Joao Amaral Teixeira at Cranfield University, using the CFX package. The resulting
velocity distribution is shown in Figure 119.
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The velocity and pressure profile along the tunnel axis is shown in Figure 120 for the
CFD analysis, convergent nozzle theory and measurements from pressure tapping. This
indicates reasonable agreement between the various results.

Figure 120: Comparison between Nozzle theory, CFD analysis and measured results

Convergence Correction

Where the convergence angle on each side of the tunnel axis was greater than 200, the
accuracy of the one-dimensional flow assumption was less certain. For the evaluation of
the convergent tunnel development it was necessary to have an effective means to analyse the flow in tunnels with convergent angles up to 900 either side of the axis.
The primary interest was to compute the motion of droplets along the axis, but it was
also necessary to determine droplet motion off-axis. This was because droplets were
introduced away from the axis, and/or with a transverse velocity component, or subjected to transverse forces, such as gravity in a horizontal tunnel. For this it was necessary to describe the flow in at least two dimensions, but preferably in three dimensions.
One answer was to use CFD analysis to calculate the flow, but this was a complex,
cumbersome and time-consuming process. It was also much more difficult to integrate
this with a simulation of the droplet motion dynamics. CFD analysis was particularly
difficult when trying to compute the contraction profile required to achieve particular
aerodynamic loading variation on droplets, either with respect to time or distance.
Attempts were made to represent the contractions as a series of sections with conical
flow, but this proved to be unsuccessful.
A plausible approximation of the flow distribution was needed. High accuracy was not
important, since the highly-convergent section would be a short part of the tunnel length
and also the more convergent sections were larger in diameter, where the air had the
lowest velocity, and hence the least effect on droplets. The main requirement was that it
should sensibly represent the flow, be computationally effective, and not result in any
substantial computational irregularities.
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Various CFD results were obtained for convergent tunnels, such as shown for the Cranfield 5m tall vertical tunnel in Figure 121, (S.C. Tan, Oct 2002) and Figure 119.

Figure 121: CFD flow analysis of the vertical tunnel

One observation made from this and other CFD results, such as in Figure 119 and
Figure 121, was that within the tunnel contraction the contours for pressure and velocity
magnitude were reasonably planar, even near a highly convergent entry. It was also noticed that the boundary layer was thin and effectively negligible.
It was also deduced that near the tunnel wall the flow had to be tangential to the wall
and that on the axis the flow was along the axis.
Circular cross section

It was more practical to construct a convergent tunnel with a square or rectangular cross
section, as shown in Figure 121 for the vertical tunnel. However, initially it was simpler
to evaluate the flow in a convergent tunnel of symmetrical circular cross section. The
method could then be extended to square and rectangular cross-sections.
The following assumption were made;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The was no circumferential flow.
The flow was axisymmetric.
In a cross-section perpendicular to the axis the velocity magnitude was uniform.
Near the wall and at the axis the flow was tangential and parallel to these.
Between the axis and wall the flow would be at some intermediate angle.

The issue was how to interpolate the angle of the flow between the axis and the wall.
Regrettably no plots of the stream functions were available to indicate how this may
vary and it was not possible to obtain such a plot.
If it were assumed that the flow was at some angle α to the axis and at a distance R
from the axis, then a possible assumption was that;
Tan(α) =

Tan( ).(R / Rwall)
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where

Rwall

was the wall angle
the wall radius from the axis

There was a difficulty with this in that, when is π/2, (900) to the axis all the flow was
radial, with no axial component, except at the axis. Hence this lead to an implausible
result as the wall angle approached 90O.
A more plausible approximation was that the flow angle was proportional to the distance from the axis, such that,
α

=

.(R / Rwall)

The axial velocity at any location was then given by;
Uz

= Uaxis . Cos(α) = Uaxis . Cos(R.( /Rwall))

Ur

=

Uz .Tan(α)

Putting

Uz /Uaxis =

y

and

R/Rwall =

r

one obtained y

=

Cos(r. )

Integrating over the cross-sectional area to determine the net flow one obtained;
q =

y.dA

= 2.π. r.Cos(r. ).dr,

for r = 0 to r = 1
2

= 2.π.( .Sin( ) + Cos( ) – 1)/
As

tends to zero, for uniform flow, one obtained;

or

2

q

= 2.π. (

+ (1 -

q0

= 2.π. ( 2/2)/

2

2

/2) – 1)/

2

= π

Hence the ratio of flow in the convergent tunnel, relative to that in a parallel section
with the same velocity at the axis, were given by;
q/q0
Putting

= 2.( .Sin( ) + Cos( ) – 1)/

2

= π/2, (90O) one obtained;
q/q0

= 2.( π/2 – 1)/(π/2)2

= 0.463

Alternatively for a given net flow the air velocity along the axis had to be multiplied by
the factor,
q0/q
When

=

2

/2.( .Sin( ) + Cos( ) – 1)

= π/2, the velocity along the axis was then 2.16 times the mean axial velocity.

Rectangular cross-section

The situation with a rectangular section was more difficult, but a plausible assumption
was that the flow direction had a compound angle, α and β,
where

α

=

.(X / Xwall)

and

β

=

.(Y / Ywall)

where

α

was the flow angle with displacement X
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β

wall angle with displacement, Xwall
flow angle with displacement, Y
wall angle with displacement, Ywall

Let

x

=

X / Xwall

and

y

=

Y / Ywall

This results in the velocity components,
Uz

=

Uaxis / √(1 + Tan(x. )2 + Tan(y. )2)

Ux

=

Uz .Tan(x. )

Uy

=

Uz .Tan(y. )

Integrating over the cross-section we obtain,
q

=
=

Uz.dA
4.Uaxis.

(1/√(1 + Tan(x. )2 + Tan(y. )2) ).dx.dy;
for x = 0 to x = 1 and y = 0 to y = 1

There appeared to be no closed form solution for this integral. Even if a solution had
existed it was likely to have been so complicated it would have been more effective to
use numerical methods. As a result Simpson’s-rule of numerical integration was used.
A potential difficulty with the Simpson’s rule was that it was intended for line integrals,
not area integrals. Fortunately, for a rectangular region this could be resolved with a
double integral, by dividing the rectangle into equally spaced rows. The numerical integration was computed along each row and the area integral obtained by numerically integrating across the rows.
The essential parts of the numerical integration procedure are shown in the following
fragment of the Excel VBA macro. The full macro is given at the end of the section.
Dim u(n), v(n), x(n): h = 1/n
For i = 0 To n: x(i)=i/n: Next‘ define integration points
For j = 0 To n: For i = 0 To n
‘ define function to be integrated
u(i) = 1/√
√ (1 + Tan( .x(i)) 2 + Tan( .y(i))2)
Next i: v(j)=Simpson(u(), h, n): Next j ‘integrate rows
Integral = Simpson(v(), h, n) ‘ integrate columns

The results of the calculations are shown in Figure 122. This is for circular and squaresection tunnels, but the method was equally effective for rectangular section tunnels. It
can be seen that the square and round sections were quite similar, but that the square
section had a lower total flow for the same wall angle and same velocity at the axis.
This was attributed to the corners of the square section having a steeper convergent angle than the middle of the sides. If the square section was compared with the convergent
angle of a circular section of the same cross-section area, then this would account for
most of the difference in flow distribution between the circular and square sections.
In Figure 122 the integration for the square tunnel was carried out over a 64 by 64 matrix to minimise any numerical errors. The integral was then re-run with a 2 by 2, 4 by 4
and 8 by 8 matrix. The discrepancy between these and the 64 by 64 matrix are shown. It
can be seen that even with the 2 by 2 matrix the maximum discrepancy was less than
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0.015%, with a convergent angle of 90O. With an 8 by 8 matrix the maximum discrepancy was only 0.002%, so this integration method was both efficient and accurate.
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Figure 122: Area Correction for a Steeply-Convergent Tunnel

Verification of the convergent tunnel airflow calculations
To check the validity of the airflow calculations, these were compared against the CFD
calculations for the vertical tunnel shown in Figure 121 (S.C. Tan, Oct 2002).
The results of this are given in Figure 123, which shows the velocity distribution along
the tunnel axis from the CFD analysis and the nozzle flow approximation, with correction for the flared entry, which started at 0.6m along the axis.
With the flow approximation no flow correction was made for the plenum chamber. It
can be seen from the CFD result that the flow velocity actually increased prior to the
tunnel entry. On entry to the tunnel the velocity of the approximated flow can be seen to
increase to be much closer to the CFD result.
It was found from other simulations that the flow correction only had a significant effect
over the first 200mm from the tunnel entry. It would seem that near the tunnel entry
there were other unexplained discrepancies between the CFD and the nozzle flow approximation. This might have been due to other complexities of the flow, which the
nozzle approximation did not include. Even so, the nozzle approximation with the convergence correction was found to be adequate for the required flow analysis.
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Figure 123: Comparison between CFD analysis and Simulation for Vertical Tunnel

Boundary layer effects

Near to the end of the tunnel, from about 4.5m onward, it can be seen from Figure 123
that the nozzle approximation resulted in a slight underestimate of the flow velocity.
This is attributed to development of the boundary layer, which would have slightly reduced the effective cross section of the tunnel and so increased the air velocity. The
CFD analysis would have allowed for this effect, but the convergent nozzle approximation had neglected the boundary layer. It would seem, however, that the resulting discrepancy was quite small.
Droplet velocity discrepancies

Figure 123 also shows the predicted velocity for a 400 m spherical droplet, computed
using the CFD and Corrected Convergent Nozzle airflow. It can be seen that there was,
as expected, some discrepancy near the tunnel entry, but within a metre the discrepancy
became reasonably insignificant. In comparison with the errors due to neglecting droplet distortion, the discrepancies in the convergent nozzle airflow were a minor issue.
It is also possible that some of the discrepancies in the calculated droplet velocity were
due to the use of different drag formulations in the CFD and Nozzle flow calculations.
The effect of droplet distortion on its velocity were evaluated using the convergent nozzle flow calculations. No such results were available for the CFD flow analysis. In this
case the effects were quite small, being comparable to the droplet velocity differences
between CFD and Nozzle airflows. This was because the Weber numbers applied to the
droplets were quite low, around 7, so the increased drag on the droplets, due to distortion, was only moderate. Even so, it made a significant difference to droplet Weber
number, reducing it from 8 for the spherical droplet to about 6.5 for the distorted droplet. This was because of the lower velocity difference between the droplet and air, due
to the higher droplet velocity from the increased air drag.
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Droplet Tunnel Contraction Profile
Design ref: CHNB0346
Date 23 Aug 2002; Time.11:03
Distance

Dev length Offset Offset

Size

Angle

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(deg)

1

0

0.0

144.7

-144.7

289.5

17.88

2

240

252.2

67.3

-67.3

134.6

17.88

3

260

273.1

61.0

-61.0

122.1

17.39

4

280

293.6

56.5

-56.5

113.1

12.73

5

300

313.9

53.2

-53.2

106.4

9.38

6

320

334.1

50.6

-50.6

101.3

7.38

7

340

354.2

48.5

-48.5

97.0

6.07

8

360

374.3

46.7

-46.7

93.4

5.12

9

380

394.3

45.2

-45.2

90.3

4.41

10

400

414.4

43.8

-43.8

87.6

3.86

11

420

434.4

42.6

-42.6

85.3

3.41

12

440

454.4

41.6

-41.6

83.1

3.04

13

460

474.5

40.6

-40.6

81.2

2.72

14

480

494.5

39.8

-39.8

79.5

2.46

15

500

514.5

39.0

-39.0

78.0

2.22

16

520

534.5

38.3

-38.3

76.5

2.02
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Excel VBA macro for Nozzle Calculations
'=============================================
Function F(M2, M1, ga)
' Function to determine tunnel area for air velocity
' F = mf / A2.W1.S1
' mf mass flow rate
' ga gamma = Cp/Cv, ratio of specific heats
' S1 = Sqr(ga.R.T1), sound velocity at entry
' V1 air velocity at entry
' V2 air velocity at working section
' M1 = V1 / S1, M2 = V2 / S1
' 2.Cp.T1 = 2.S1^2/(ga - 1)
' 1-(V2^2 - V1^2)/2.Cp = 1-(M2^2 - M1^2).(ga-1)/2
F = M2 * D(M2, M1, ga)
End Function
'=============================================
Function M(F2, M1, ga)
' Air velocity for tunnel area from inverse of F(M2, M1, ga)
Call Ms(F2, M1, ga, M2, i): M = M2
End Function
'=============================================
Function Mn(F2, M1, ga)
' iteration count for Function M(F2,M1,ga)
Call Ms(F2, M1, ga, M2, i): Mn = i
End Function
'=============================================
Private Sub Ms(F2, M1, ga, M2, i)
' Find inverse of F(M2, M1, ga)
' F2
required value of F(M2, M1, ga)
' M1 = V1/S1 ' Mach number at entry
' M2 = V2/S1; i iteration count
M2 = F2
' initial guess
nc = 500
' iteration count limit
er = 10 ^ -8 ' error limit
For i = 0 To nc: M2 = F2 / D(M2, M1, ga)
If Abs(1 - F(M2, M1, ga) / F2) < er Then Exit For
Next i: If (i + 1) >= nc Then M2 = 0.905
End Sub
'=============================================
Private Function D(M2, M1, ga)
' compute density ratio W2/W1
' M1=V1/S1, M2=V2/S1
' W1, W2 density at 1 & 2
' W2/W1=(1-(M2^2-M1^2).(ga-1)/2)^(1/(ga-1))
k = 1 - (M2 ^ 2 - M1 ^ 2) * (ga - 1) / 2
D = k ^ (1 / (ga - 1))
End Function
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Excel VBA Macro for convergent tunnel flow correction
Function entrycorrect(thet, phii, nn)
' calculate entry correction for rectangular convergent tunnel
' thet is angle of wall in X coordinate
' phi
is angle of wall in Y coordinate
' nn
is the even number of numerical integration points.
py2 = 2# * Atn(1#):
If (thet > py2) Or (thet < 0) Then Stop
If (phii > py2) Or (phii < 0) Then Stop
If nn <= 0 Then
' circular section tunnel
ec = 1
If thet > 0 Then
ec = 2 * (thet * Sin(thet) - (1 - Cos(thet))) / thet ^ 2
End If
Else
' rectangular section tunnel
n = -2 * Int(-0.5 - nn / 2)
ReDim u(n), v(n), x(n): h = 1 / n
For i = 0 To n: x(i) = i / n: Next i
For j = 0 To n: For i = 0 To n
u(i) = zvec(x(i), x(j), thet, phii)
Next i: v(j) = fullsimp(u(), h, n): Next j
ec = fullsimp(v(), h, n)
End If
entrycorrect = ec
End Function
Private Function zvec(u, v, tht, phi)
zvec = 1 / Sqr(1 + Tan(u * tht) ^ 2 + Tan(v * phi) ^ 2)
End Function
Private Function fullsimp(y(), h, n)
' full simpsons integral
Sum = 0: If Int(n / 2) <> n / 2 Then Stop
For i = 2 To n Step 2
ya = (y(i - 2) + y(i)) / 2: yc = y(i - 1)
Sum = Sum + 2 * (ya + (yc - ya) * 2 / 3) * h
Next i: fullsimp = Sum
End Function
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Chapter 11: Calibration of Convergent Droplet Tunnel
To determine the drag characteristics of deformable droplets in the convergent tunnel it
was necessary to determine the velocity of the droplets relative to the airflow velocity.
The droplet velocity was determined with the triple laser beam instruments, see chapter 13, but some other means was required for determining the airflow velocity.
The normal means of determining the air velocity in such circumstances is with a Pitotstatic tube, but there were various difficulties and uncertainties with obtaining, installing
and using these.
It was anyway deduced that the pitot pressure on the axis of the tunnel would be the total pressure and, with a thin boundary layer, this pressure would essentially be the same
static pressure as in the plenum chamber. Hence the Pitot pressure reading could more
easily be obtained by measuring the static pressure of the plenum chamber.
To obtain the static pressure on the axis of the tunnel would, in any case, require some
intrusion into the airflow, which itself would affect the reading obtained. Since it was
found from CFD modelling that the pressure distribution was adequately uniform over
the cross section, as shown if Figure 124, it was concluded that it would be acceptable
to take the static pressure readings for the tunnel via wall tappings.

Figure 124: Pressure distribution in convergent tunnel from CFD analysis.

Figure 125 shows the comparison between the measured pressure at the wall tappings in
comparison with the 1D nozzle flow prediction and CFD results for the axis and wall.
From this it was concluded that the wall pressure tappings were an adequate measure of
the static pressure at the tunnel axis. When combined with the static pressure in the plenum chamber, this could be used to determine the tunnel air velocity near the axis.
Because of the good agreement between the pressure tapping measurements and the
CFD modelling it was concluded that there was no need to measure the flow distribution across the tunnel section.
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Figure 125: Comparison between the model predictions and pressure tappings

The pressure tappings were at 100mm from the tunnel entry, then every 40mm up to
500mm from the tunnel entry, with the tunnel 520mm long.
Most of the measurements and observation of droplets were made at 480mm from the
entrance, or 40mm from the exit, midway between the last two pressure tappings. It is to
be noticed in Figure 125 that the readings from these two tappings were in very good
agreement with the model predictions.
There was no pressure tapping at the location required, 40mm from the exit, and it was
neither necessary, nor practical, to have an additional tapping installed. Figure 125
shows that in the latter half of the tunnel the velocity increases at a constant rate, with
respect to distance, so it was quite acceptable to take the average of the two velocities
obtained from the pressure tappings at 60mm and 20mm from the tunnel exit.
Using the velocities derived from the two pressure tappings is was also possible to determine the velocity gradient of the airflow. From the drag coefficient, determined from
the experimental measurements, it would then be possible to determine the rate of
change of acceleration, or jerk, of the droplet, to make any necessary corrections to the
measured droplet velocity and acceleration.

Determination of Air Velocity
The air velocity at the pressure tappings was determined with the following equation,
(Rogers and Mayhew, 1992 or 1967, Equ.(18.17), 2nd, 4 th Edition.)
U2

=

Where T1 and p1
U2 and p2

[((2.γ/(1 γ)).R.T1.{(p2 /p1)(γ - 1)/γ 1}]1/2
are the temperature and pressure in the plenum chamber.
are the velocity and pressure the pressure tapping.

In this, p1 is the ambient atmospheric pressure, from a nearby precision digital barometer, apart from a minor pressure drop across the inlet screen. The value of p1 p2 is the
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pressure difference, or measured vacuum, between the plenum chamber and the pressure tapping using a precision digital manometer.
The tunnel was run at fan speed increments of 5rev/s, or 300rpm, up to 50rev/s, or
3000rpm. For each fan speed the two pressure tappings results are given in Table 10.
The results were interpreted in terms of air velocity against fan speed, rather than tunnel
pressure against fan speed, so that any small variations in ambient air density would
have a minimal effect on the calibration. At the time of any droplet measurements the
density of the air at the droplet location was determined from the calibrated air velocity
and ambient air density.
For each fan speed about ten readings were taken to average out fluctuations in the tunnel pressure, believed to be caused by small flow instabilities in the diffuser. The precision digital manometer had a resolution of 1Pa, but with the jittering digital display was
difficult to read. To overcome this the display was photographed with a digital camera
to capture the instantaneous readings. From these the average, standard deviation and
variance of the vacuum was calculated for each fan speed.
Table 10: Tunnel condition 20mm from exit
Rev/S Vacuum Std Dev Variance
x
5
132.18
6.3
4.7%
0.1
5
135.33
9.4
7.0%
0.1
10
559.25
7.6
1.4%
0.2
15
1322.9
19.2
1.4%
0.3
20
2378.8
31.7
1.3%
0.4
25
3825.1
40.1
1.0%
0.5
30
5578.5
49.0
0.9%
0.6
35
7523.5
51.1
0.7%
0.7
40
9593.4
88.5
0.9%
0.8
45
11938.
76.2
0.6%
0.9
50
14505.
101.0
0.7%
1
Tunnel condition 60mm from exit
5
152.50
6.4
4.2%
5
149.67
7.2
4.8%
10
651.36
12.6
1.9%
15
1552.3
25.6
1.6%
20
2817.1
41.4
1.5%
25
4476.8
64.0
1.4%
30
6564.1
61.0
0.9%
35
8990.7
131.8
1.5%
40
11539.
113.0
1.0%
45
14511.
137.6
0.9%
50
17497.
170.3
1.0%

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1

U / (rev/s)
2.96
3.00
3.05
3.13
3.16
3.21
3.24
3.24
3.21
3.20
3.19
3.18
3.15
3.29
3.39
3.44
3.48
3.52
3.55
3.53
3.54
3.52

The results from this are shown in Table 10, in terms of tunnel vacuum in Pascals, relative to the plenum chamber, again fan speed in revs per second.
It can be seen from Table 10 that at low speeds there was appreciable variance (standard
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deviation divided by the mean), typically about 5% at 300rpm. However this would reducd to about 2.5% variance in the air velocity. In practice the minimum speed used for
measurements was 1200rpm, or 20 rev/s, where the variance in the vacuum was typically about 1.5%, or 0.75% of the mean air velocity.
The resulting air speed, in m/s, is plotted against the fan speed, in rpm, in Figure 126.
At maximum fan speed and 20mm from the tunnel this gives an air speed of 176m/s, or
about Mach 0.53. At 60mm from the exit this gave 159m/s, or Mach 0.48. At 40mm
from the tunnel exit, where most of the measurements and imaging were taken, this
would give a maximum velocity of about 168m/s, or about Mach 0.5.
It was of interest to note that the fan rotor was 0.56m diameter, with a peripheral velocity of 88m/s at 3000rpm. Hence the air velocity 40mm from the tunnel exit had a velocity of approximately 1.9 times the peripheral velocity of the fan rotor.
In practice measurements could not normally be taken at the full fan speed at 40mm
from the tunnel exit, since this would result in excessive aerodynamic forces and cause
the droplets to break-up. For 250 m droplets the maximum speed normally used was
40rev/s, or 2400rpm, with an air velocity of about 135m/s, or about Mach 0.4. It was
considered important to keep air compressibility within reasonable limit and at Mach
0.4 the reduction in air density was about 7.6%, which was considered acceptable. The
limit set for a maximum reduction in density was 10%, which occurs at Mach 0.46, or a
fan speed of about 2753rpm.
180
160

Tunnel characteristics in relation to fan speed

140

Air Speed (m/s)

120
100
80
60mm from exit
20mm from exit
60mm from exit, best fit
20mm from exit, best fit

60
40
20
0
0

500

1000

1500
Fan Speed (rpm)

2000

2500

3000

Figure 126: Direct plot of Air speed against Fan speed.

While the curves in Figure 126 appear to be reasonably linear, in practice they deviate
significantly from a straight line. Cubic, or quartic, curve fitting could be used, preferably with a forced zero intercept, but the quality of the fit was likely to be poor for lower
values. Also because the X axis covers such a large range this could result in difficulties
with the curve fitting in Excel. For the pressure tapping at 20mm from the exit this
gave;
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10-13 x4 - 2.10

y = 1.48

10-09 x3 + 7.52

10-06 x2 + 5.11

10-02 x

where x = N (rpm) and y = U (m/s)
In practice 3 decimal places were used.
Another issue was the great range of the coefficients, more than eleven orders of magnitude, which could cause computational problems.
If however this is plotted with;
x = N / 3000 rpm

and

y = Air velocity (m/s) / N (rev/sec)

as shown in Figure 127, this reduces the X axis to a range of unity, with the result;
and

y = 0.5007 x3 - 1.6090 x2 + 1.6104 x + 3.0254
y = 0.2164 x3 - 1.0469 x2 + 1.1424 x + 2.8688

at 20mm from the exit
at 60mm from the exit

In this the coefficients were all of a similar magnitude and were all within an order of
magnitude of unity, so the curve fitting is well conditioned. This curve fitting also gave
similar weighting, in terms of fractional errors, to the low speed readings, so the fitting
errors were better distributed. Hence, although this did not look such a good curve fit, it
gave a more reliable result, particularly for the lower speeds.
3.6
3.5
(Air vel / m/s) / (Fan speed / rps)

3

2

y = 0.5007x - 1.6090x + 1.6104x + 3.0254
2
R = 0.9940

3.4

3

2

y = 0.2164x - 1.0469x + 1.1424x + 2.8688
2
R = 0.9849
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Figure 127: Tunnel velocity calibration against fan speed.

Figure 127 shows the resulting errors due to directly fitting the velocity to the fan speed,
from Figure 126, shown as the orange dashed lines. These start to diverge for speeds
less than 600 rpm.
Figure 127 also shows the substantial non-linearity between the air velocity and fan
speed, which would have otherwise given curves with a constant value. The reason for
the departure from a linear relationship, between air velocity and fan speed, was attributed to the Reynolds number, boundary layer and Mach number compressibility effects.
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Other potential errors
The tunnel was open loop, in that it took in air from the laboratory and expelled it externally. This air then had to be replaced by air entering the laboratory from outside.
There were no ventilation grills to the laboratory, so the air had to find its way in via
any inadvertent gaps, such as that around the diffuser between the tunnel and the fan.
The effect of this could be to reduce the pressure in the laboratory to less than the atmospheric pressure given by the digital barometer, which was in a neighbouring laboratory. When the tunnel was run, particularly at high speed, it was normal to open the exterior door to allow for the necessary air flow from the exterior. The velocity of the
flow through the door would have been less than 1m/s at the maximum fan speed, so the
error due to this would have been negligible.
Another source of error could have been the pressure drop across the inlet screen to the
plenum chamber. This was made of four layers of fibre matting, normally used for air
filters. The pressure drop across this was measured and is discussed in Chapter 9 about
the tunnel design. This needed to produce a pressure drop sufficient to swamp any extraneous air disturbance in the laboratory, such as from heating fans, but not sufficient
to have a significant effect on the air density in the plenum chamber.
At maximum speed the pressure drop across the screen was less than 0.5mb, or
50Pascals. Because the flow through the inlet screen was laminar, due to the low velocity, and fine fibre mesh, the pressure drop across this was proportional to the air velocity
through it. Hence the pressure drop across the inlet screen was, approximately, 1Pascal
per rev/sec of the fan speed.
Because the vacuum in the tunnel was approximately proportional to the square of the
air flow, the pressure drop error of the inlet screen would be a more significant proportion at lower speeds. At a fan speed of 50rev/s, 300rpm, the inlet screen pressure drop
was about 5Pascal, although the digital manometer only recorded about 3Pascal due to
the instrument nonlinearity at the bottom of its measuring range. For this the screen
pressure drop would be about 3.3% of the tunnel vacuum, which could result in about a
1.6% flow error at the lowest fan speed.

Conclusions
1. It was possible to derive effective polynomial functions for the tunnel air velocity at the two pressure tappings nearest the tunnel exit, which were 20mm and
60mm from the exit. These functions would appear to be gives results within
1% of the average measured values.
2. For other locations along the tunnel the velocity could be determined from the
corrected 1D adiabatic compressible flow model for flow, given in Chapter 10.
3. Between the two pressure tappings the velocity gradient was near constant, as
determined by the flow model, so the velocity at 40mm from the exit, the location for imaging and measuring the droplets, could be taken as the average velocity for the two tappings.
4. The velocity difference between the tappings could be used to determine the velocity gradient where the droplet measurements were made.
5. The effect of pressure losses through the inlet screen was negligible for all but
the very lowest speed, which was not used for any measurements.
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Chapter 12: Development of Droplet Generator
Introduction
To carry out research into the behaviour of droplets it was necessary to produce a
stream of droplets having calibrated size and velocity.
The method used was to eject a water jet
from a fine nozzle that was vibrating at the
frequency required to produce a stable
break-up of the jet. The theory behind this is
well established (Middleman, 1995).

Principles of operation
A laminar jet of water has a natural tendency
to form unstable and growing ripples along
its length due to surface tension forces. The
rate of growth of the ripples depends on the Figure 128: Growth rate of surface ripples on
their wavelength, as shown in Figure 128.
a laminar jet
Where

κ
κ
α
λ
d

= π.d / λ = 2. π.R / λ
is the wave number
wave growth rate
wave length
fluid density
surface tension
jet diameter (d = 2.R)

A good approximation to this curve is given by the parametric equation;
κ
= 1.8 z
0.8 z2
α.( .R3 / )1/2 = 1.35 (z z2)

for

0 < z < 1

We see that the surface wave grows most rapidly at a wave number of 0.7, but has a
significant growth rate for a wave number range between 0.4 and 0.9.
The principle of the generator was to introduce a disturbance into the jet at the optimum
frequency to initiate wave development at the required wavelength. Since this wavelength then had an initial start over other wavelengths and could grow more rapidly and
becomes the dominant wavelength.
When the wave amplitude becomes
comparable to the jet radius, it would
grow no further and the jet would
breaks to form a liquid droplet, which Figure 129: Development of surface wave and dropwould then become spherical. Figure let formation
129 shows examples of the wave development and droplet formation.
If no initial disturbance was applied, then background vibrations and flow irregularities
would initiate random surface disturbances. Those nearest to the preferred wavelength
would selectively grow and result in droplets. This delayed, but did not prevent, droplet
formation, as shown in Figure 130, where the 150 m water jet took 27mm to form
droplets. This then resulted in much more irregular droplets, as shown in Figure 131.
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The disturbance normally
applied to the liquid jet to
introduce some fluctuation
in jet velocity at the re- Figure 130: Delay of droplet formation without nozzle vibration
quired wavelength. Since
the jet had a forward velocity, this required that the
disturbance be applied at a
given frequency, such that; Figure 131: Irregular droplets formed without nozzle vibration
where

f

= U/ λ

U

= √(2. .P / )

f
U

is the applied vibration frequency
jet velocity
jet efficiency
applied pressure to the nozzle

P

The velocity disturbance, or modulation, of the jet could be achieved by directly vibrating the nozzle, known as direct modulation, or by introducing a pressure fluctuation in
the fluid behind the nozzle, known as indirect modulation. In this investigation direct
modulation of the nozzle was used.
A difficulty could arise if the wavelength was made too long to increase the size and
spacing of droplets. If this reduced the wave number, κ, much below 0.4 then harmonics
could create high frequency shorter wavelengths that might be closer to the optimum
wave number than for the fundamental frequency. This could be due to harmonics from
the signal generator, or nonlinearities in the equipment and droplet formation process.
While the wave from the harmonic may be smaller, it could grow much more quickly
and overtake the wave produced by the fundamental frequency. This can result in multiple droplets per cycle of the fundamental wave. In some cases it can result in unstable,
or chaotic, droplet generation.
Because of the issues previously discussed, if accurately repeatable and calibrated droplets were to be produced, then the droplet generator needed to operate with a wave number of around 0.7. From this it was possible to determine the resulting droplet size for a
given jet diameter. This is achieved by equating the volume of one wavelength of jet to
that of the droplet, hence;
π.λ.d2/4
where
hence
or
also
for
and for

= π.D3 / 6

D

is the droplet diameter.

d

is the jet diameter

λ/(π.d) =
D/d
=
λ/d
=
D/λ =
κ = 0.7,
κ = 0.4,

1/κ = (2/(3.π)).(D/d)3
(3/2 π / κ )1/3
2
/3 ( D / d)3 = π / κ
3
/2 (d / D)2 = 3/2 (2/3 κ / π)2/3 = 1.1447 (κ / π)2/3
D/d = 1.89, λ/d = 4.49, D/λ = 0.421
D/d = 2.28, λ/d = 7.85, D/λ = 0.29
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Hardware Implementation
The practical implementation of the droplet generator is shown in Figure 132. The left
shows a diagram of the components and the right is a photograph of an actual unit. The
diameter of the left-hand end of the droplet generator was 10mm diameter.

Figure 132: Droplet Generator, construction and appearance

The principle is that an alternating voltage of the required frequency is applied to the
piezoelectric elements. These were arranged so that they all expanded in thickness for
one polarity of voltage and contracted with the opposite polarity of voltage.
The piezoelectric elements were firmly clamped between two stainless steel masses, one
being the Nozzle Housing and the other the Drop Generator housing. This latter item
was to provide some mass for the piezoelectric elements to push against to vibrate the
Nozzle housing. The Studding-connector through the middle of the droplet generator
holds the unit together and carried the liquid supply to the nozzle, but also provided vibration isolation from the fixing and pipe adaptor on the right-hand end.
The droplet generator was designed to be
used in a wind tunnel, although for development it was provided with a bulky pipe
adaptor. The original configuration used is
shown in the top of Figure 133, but with a
bulky fitting that could disturb the airflow
over the droplet generator. This was revised
with a more streamlined connector, shown
in the middle and bottom of Figure 133.
Figure 133: Implementations of the droplet
generator
Figure 134 shows that after the droplets
were formed they initially vibrated until this was damped by the liquid viscosity. This
then resulted in a stream of droplets of uniform diameter, spacing and velocity, as
shown in Figure 135.

Figure 134: Droplets being forme d

Figure 135: Uniform droplet stream after becoming spherical.
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Droplet Coalescence
One issue with the droplets from a vibrating nozzle droplet generator was that to produce consistent droplets the spacing between the droplets could be no more than one, or
perhaps two, diameters. This was much less than the length of the wake disturbance
behind a droplet, which resulted in an aerodynamic interaction between the droplet.
When the droplets were equally spaced and subjected to a retarding, or accelerating airflow, then the aerodynamic force was the same for all the droplets in the stream.
If due to some disturbance a droplet were to move slightly in the downwind direction in
the stream, then it would experience a slightly greater aerodynamic force and would
slightly reduce the aerodynamic force on the droplet downwind of it. Hence these two
droplets would be encouraged to move closer together. The result would be to cause the
droplets to become unevenly spaced, as in Figure 136, often as pairs, or triplets. It can
be seen that the 3rd and 4th droplets from the left are nearly in contact with each other.

Figure 136: Displacement of droplets due to airflow along the droplet stream.

The reason for this was that the
upwind droplet reduced the
aerodynamic force on the adjacent downwind droplet. Figure
137 shows the interaction between two disks, or cylinders,
(Hoerner 1958) and Figure 138
shows how the drag on droplet Figure 137: Drag Interactions between Discs and Cylinders
decrease as the space between
the droplets reduced, (Lars Reichelt 2004). In this the key translations are that Widerstandsbeiwert is the drag coefficient and Renolds-Zahl the Reynolds number.

Figure 138: Effect of droplet spacing and Reynolds numbe r on the drag coefficient.

It can be seen that the effect extends for many diameters, particularly for the disks and
spheres. Over a distance of two diameters there could be negative drag on the down
wind disk. In a stream of spherical droplets the interactions could be complex where
they are unevenly spread and misaligned and no data was found for that situation.
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The conclusion reached was that the droplets would need to be at least ten to fifteen diameters apart to reduce this effect to an acceptable level.
Inevitably some droplets were brought
into contact and Figure 139 shows a
video sequence obtained for the coalescence of two 270 m droplets, taken at
50,000 pictures per second.
The result is a stream of droplets of ir- Figure 139: Image sequence of droplet coalescence
regular size and spacing, as shown in Figure 140.
The larger droplets tended to
break-up again as the aerodynamic
forces
increased,
which then resulted in even
more irregular droplet sizes.
The close spacing of the Figure 140: Irregular droplets due to aerodynamic interactions
droplets and the irregular droplet sizes, due to droplet coalescence, made it difficult to
carry out the imaging and measurements required. This required some improvement to
the method of generating the droplets.

Electrostatic Removal of Surplus Droplets
The preferred option would have been to use the droplet generator, but remove the surplus droplets. This would have been possible using the electrostatic deflection method,
but the available time and resourses precluded this.
The principle of the method was that used in continuous ink-jet printers, as shown in
Figure 141. In this the droplet to be deflected was electrostatically charged by the
charge electrode as it is formed and detached from the jet. These charged droplets
would then be deflected as they pass through the electrostatic field between the deflection plates.

Figure 141: Typical arrangement for droplet deflection used in an ink-jet printer.

For the droplet investigations at least nine-tenths of the droplets would be charged and
deflected into a catcher. The required uncharged droplet would then continue on without
deflection for the experimental investigation.

Alternative Droplet Generator
To produce droplets with the necessary spacing the possibility of using a slotted spin-
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ning disc was considered. Initially the idea was to generate the droplets and then use the
disk to only allow through the required droplets. A typical slotted disk is shown on the
left of Figure 142, which was made by etching stainless steel shim. This did not work
effectively because of the need to accurately synchronise the slots with the droplets.
An alternative approach was to have a uniform jet, without any nozzle vibration, impinging directly onto the spinning disc, as shown in the centre of Figure 141. As a
slot passed in front of the jet this would allow through a particle of fluid that would subsequently form into a droplet. as shown on the right of Figure 142.

Figure 142: Spinning disc droplet generator.

Figure 143 shows the slotted disc generator under test. The
stream of droplets can be seen in the lower right corner.
Since only a small proportion of the water produced the
required droplets, the rest of it was spun off as a spray. A
guard was later added to catch most of this spray.
Images of the droplets produced by this method are shown
in Figure 144. It can be seen that these were quite variable.

Figure 144: Droplets formed from the spinning slotted disc.

Figure 143: Testing of spinning disc droplet generator.

The droplet produced by the spinning slotted disc then provided a stream of spherical
droplets, as shown in Figure 145.

Figure 145: Stream of droplets produced by the spinning slotted disc.

It can be seen that this achieved the required increased spacing between the droplets, but
at the expense of the uniformity of droplet size, which was an important requirement for
determining the drag forces on the droplet. This was achieved from measuring the droplet acceleration, but the method used for this could not simultaneously measure the
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droplet size and depended on having consistent size droplets from the droplet generator.
The average mass and volume of the droplets could, however, be determined by collecting and weighing the droplet produced over a given time. Since the droplets were produced at a known frequency, determined by the slots on the disc and speed of the motor,
the droplet Volume Mean Diameter (VMD) could be determined, so the average mass
and volume of the droplets were known.
This enabled the required measurements to be made, but due to the variability of the
droplet size this produced a similar and unwanted variability in the experimental results.
Since time and resources did not allow for any further development of the droplet generator, the spinning disc method was adopted to provide the experimental validation of
the predicted drag forces on the distorted droplets.
Improving the droplet generation, using the electrostatic method to remove surplus
droplets, was seen as a primary issue for any future droplet research.

Using the spinning disk droplet generator
The droplet generator was mounted
inside the plenum chamber in front of
the tunnel entry, as shown Figure 146,
to inject the stream of droplets into the
entrance of the wind tunnel.
Most of the surplus spray was caught
by the guard around the slotted disk
and drained into a receptacle below.
There was, however, a lot of fine spray
carried into the wind tunnel by the airflow. Fortunately most of this did not
interfere with the main stream of droplets and was generally too fine to affect
the experimental measurements.
The droplet generator did represent an Figure 146: Spinning slotted disc droplet generator
appreciable disturbance to the airflow
entering the tunnel. It was, however, not possible to use the honeycomb flow straightener over the tunnel entry, since the droplet stream and fine spray accumulated on this,
and blocked many of the honeycomb cells, so producing a more significant disturbance
to the airflow. Hence the disturbance from the droplet generator was tolerated, but the
main effect of this was just to increase the dispersion of the droplet stream, due to the
additional turbulence.
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Chapter 13: Instrumentation to measure Droplet Velocity and Acceleration
Introduction
A primary objective of the research was to experimentally determine the drag properties
of distorted droplets. The method adopted was to measure the speed and acceleration of
droplets with calibrated size and mass, from which the acceleration force and hence
drag coefficient could be determined.
There were a number of established ways of measuring droplet velocity, all of which, in
some way, depended on determining the time and related distance travelled by a droplet.
It appeared to be much more difficult to determine the acceleration, since this required
determining the change in velocity over some time or distance. Since the velocity would
only change by a small amount in the available time or distance, it was potentially difficult to resolve the acceleration with a satisfactory level of accuracy.
In order to measure acceleration this required knowing the time and location of the
droplet for at least three points. For this research three points were arranged to be in a
straight line, so that only linear acceleration, or deceleration, needed to be considered.
The mathematical analysis for this and the likely errors are discussed in Chapter 14.
That is for both constant acceleration and a constant rate of change of acceleration, or
constant “jerk”. The method could not determine the jerk, unless at least four points in
time were space and determined. It may, however, be possible to determine the jerk by
some other means, such as from the simulation or from the air velocity gradient, so that
the resulting acceleration errors due to the jerk could be assessed.
This chapter considers the practicalities of the instrumentation hardware and how the
measurements were made.

The Methods used

Figure 147: Arrangement for measurement of droplet velocity and acceleration

The method used in this research to determine the time and location of droplets was to
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record when the droplets intercepted three parallel coplanar laser beams. The arrangement for this is shown in Figure 147. As a droplet cut each of the three beams in turn,
this produced three electrical pulses from the photo detectors which were recorded on a
data logger. In this case a digital oscilloscope was used, which could then transfer the
signals to a computer for subsequent analysis.

The Diode Laser Unit

Figure 148: Triple laser mounting block

The three diode lasers were mounted in a solid metal block, as shown in Figure 148.
Each end of the lasers was supported by four flat-point grub screws, to allow fine adjustment of the laser position and direction. Figure 149 shows the dimensions and a
photograph for one of the 1mW diode lasers used.

Figure 149: Dimensions and photograph of 1mW diode laser units

The Laser characteristics were;
Output power
Beam colour
Minimum beam diameter
Supply volts
Length and diameter

1 mW
Red (670nm)
100 m
8V
75mm by 15mm

A critical issue was the symmetry of the spacing between the laser beams, which required careful alignment of the beams. For this the laser measuring unit was fixed to the
bed of a digital milling machine, as shown in Figure 150. After focussing the beams mid
way between the lasers and photo detectors, they were shone across the corner of a tar-
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get plate, shown clamped in the drill chuck, lower right inset of Figure 150.

Figure 150: Alignme nt of diode lasers on milling machine bed

The machine bed was then adjusted for each beam in turn to determine and adjust the
spacing and alignment of the beams with the use of the digital readout of the milling
machine. In this the beam was shone across the horizontal, or vertical, edge of the target
corner, to achieve vertical and horizontal alignment. When the output voltage from the
photo detectors was mid range, it was assumed that the centre of the laser beam was on
the edge of the target. The beams were adjusted to have a spacing of 25mm, to pass
through a straight line and come to focus at about 100 m diameter, half way between
the laser block and the photo detectors.
The alignment could only be achieved to within about 10 m. Analysis of discrepancies
in the laser beam alignment is discussed in Chapter 14, however when the acceleration,
a, is near constant, the result is given as;
where

a

=

(2.x/t2).β
β .(1

α
β
x
t

=
=
=
=

(x1 x2) / (x1 + x2)
(t1
t2) / (t1 + t2)
(x1 + x2)/2
(t1 + t2)/2

α /β
β ) / (1

β 2)

asymmetry of beam spacing
asymmetry of the time intervals
average spacing between the laser beams
average time interval between detections

Typically β was found to be around 0.05, or 5%. Hence if the acceleration was to be determined to an accuracy of 2%, without being affected by the beam asymmetry, then α
had to be less than 0.1%. Given a beam spacing of 25mm this required a difference between the beam spacing of less than 50 m. Hence the middle beam had to be no more
than 25 m off-centre. This requirement was readily met with the alignment.

Figure 151: Arrangement for supporting and inverting the diode laser block.
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As a further precaution, the laser beam block was made invertible, as shown in Figure
151. Hence any errors caused by indeterminate beam spacing asymmetry with the diode
block in the normal orientation, shown left if Figure 151, would be cancelled by repeating measurements, for the same conditions, with the laser block inverted, shown centre.
To ensure that the laser block could be accurately aligned, repeatedly inverted and
quickly relocated to exactly to same position, it was kinematically constrained against 6
location points, 5 of which were adjustable screws, as shown right in Figure 151.

Photo Detector unit
The laser beam photo detector unit consisted of three photo diodes on the front of the
mounting box, as shown left in Figure 152. The fixing of these allowed the position of
each photo detector to be moved a few mm in either direction and then clamped in
place. The circuitry, shown in the centre, just consisted of a load resistor in series with
the photo detector, followed by an integrated high-frequency buffer amplifier.

Figure 152: Photograph of interior of photo detector unit.

To obtain a predictable and repeatable condition approximating to droplet interception
of the laser beam the photo detectors were evaluated on a test rig, shown left in Figure
153, in which a whirling wire attached to a motor shaft represented the passing droplets.

Figure 153: Diagram and results of the Whirling Wire test rig

The speed of the motor was adjusted so that the wire intercepted the laser beam at a velocity of 110m/s. Four wire sizes were used, 190, 300 570 and 760 m. The results of
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this are shown right in Figure 153, with a time scale of 2.5 s/div. It can be seen that all
the wire produced measurable signals, with a rise/fall time of around 1 s. For the test
conditions the occlusion time for the 100 m diameter beam was about 1 s.
More elaborate photo detector circuits were considered, to achieve a faster rise/fall time,
but, since the rise time was in any case limited to 1 s by the occlusion time of the laser
beam at a wire velocity of 100m/s, there was no advantage in further improvements to
the circuit response, so that was not pursued further. In practice the droplet velocities
being measured were well below 100m/s, which further increased the occlusion time.

Example Measurement Results
Figure 154 show a typical result from the laser beam instrument. The left shows the
original signal after normalisation to a zero origin and unity amplitude. There was a significant reduction in the time intervals between the pulses due to the droplet acceleration.

Figure 154: Typical signals from the droplet measurement

The right of Figure 154 shows the pulses against an expanded time scale after they are
superimposed on each other. It is worth noting that the first pulse was significantly
wider than the other two, which is believed to be due to the droplet intercepting the laser
beam more completely than the other two beams.
The time at which the pulse occurred was taken as the average of the time the leading
edge and trailing edge of the pulse were at 50% of the pulse height. Typically this could
determine the pulse timing to 0.1 s. During the measurements the data recorded with
the digital oscilloscope was manually selected to ensure it was an adequately clean recording of a single droplet. It was possible for the pulses to be produced by different
droplets, but the chances of this producing just the three clean pulses with the anticipated spacing was remote. Each measurement was in any case repeated many times to
ensure the measured values were consistent. In practice the primary difficultly was the
variability of droplet size, which is considered in Chapter 12.
Each set of data from the oscilloscope was manually downloaded to files in the computer using software supplied with the oscilloscope. A computer program was written to
analyse the data from the oscilloscope.
The time increment between the 1st and 2nd pulses was 870 s and that between the 2nd
and 3rd pulses was 767 s. This gave an average time interval of 818.5ms over 25mm
and value for β of 6.29%.
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The results from this were;
U

= (x/t).(1 + 2) / (1 2)
= 25mm / 818.5 s x 1.008 = 1.008 x 30.54 m/s
= 30.79 m/s

a

= (2. .x/t2) / (1 2)
= (2 x .0629 x 25mm/818.5 s2)/0.996
= 1.004 x 4695.9 m/s2
= 4714.8 m/s2 = 480.6g

Figure 155 shows another typical result obtained during the measurements. The resulting data file generated is given at the end of this chapter, with the data points up to 15 s
either side of the pulse centre. This also used the data for the fan speed together to determine the air speed and calculate the conditions for the droplet, such as Reynolds,
Weber and Bond number, together with the drag coefficient. The result of this was;
Re = 580.1,

We = 5.18,

Bo =

2.41, Cd = 0.620

An interesting issue with this particular data was that the second pulse was much wider
than the other two. From this result the droplet velocity was determined to be 30.7m/s
and the 2nd pulse was 11.9 s, giving a droplet width of 365 m, which was more than the
anticipated droplet size of 250 m. This and the flat top of the pulse indicate that two
droplets were simultaneously recorded by the 2 nd pulse. At the time no filters were included in the data analysis to detect and possibly reject such recordings, which was a
limitation of the analysis, so they were included in the data set. It is estimated that in
this particular case this could have introduced up to a 2 s timing error, for the 2nd pulse
which could have introduce about a 6% acceleration error into this particular result.
In practice the main source of discrepancy was the indeterminate variation in droplet
size and the overlap of droplets passing through the detector which could give false
readings. As a result the measurement of droplet velocity and acceleration were not able
to achieve the intended accuracy, but they did provide sufficient accuracy to resolve the
principal effects of interest, as discussed in Chapters 1 and 5.
Typical result obtained with droplet detector
1.1

Pulse amplitude

0.9
channel 1
channel 2
Channel 3

0.7
0.5
0.3
0.1
-0.1
-16

-14

-12

-10

-8

-6

-4

-2

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

Time (micro sec)

Figure 155: Typical result obtained with droplet detector.

A further example of the results is given in Figure 156. This was obtained with double
the fan speed of Figure 155. This gave an air velocity of 136m/s, droplet velocity of
73.7 m/s and droplet acceleration of 20,293 m/s2, or 2069g.
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The resulting droplet conditions were;
Re = 966, We = 14.7, Bo = 17.4,

Cd = 1.58

ANALYSIS OF DROPLET VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION
x
Analysis Date 4 Jul 2004; Time 12:20

Data file '04062214':Inverted detector 40rps,35m from exit
ta = 3.50us tb = 360.21us tc = 684.89us
wa = 1.590us wb = 2.233us wc = 2.359us
xx = 25.000mm dx = 0.000um dadt = 0.000m/s^3 tt = 340.69us dt = 16.014us tr = 4.700%

Drop vel = 73.70 m/s Accel = 20293.0 m/s^2

Pref = 1000.0mB Tref = 20.0 C Denr = 1.19kg/m^3 Vacm = 106.22mB Sped = 2400rpm
Aden = 1.10kg/m3 Avis = 17.78uPas Diam = 250.0micr

Reyn = 966.0

Pulse amplitude

1.1

Webr = 14.73

Bond = 17.44

Avel = 136.1m/s

Dcof = 1.579
Channel 1
Channel 2
Channel 3

0.5

-0.1
-6

-4

-2

0
Time (micro sec)

2

4

6

Figure 156: Measured droplet characteristics at high velocity.

Figure 157 also shows results for similar conditions to those in

ANALYSIS OF DROPLET VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION

Analysis Date 4 Jul 2004; Time 12:20

Data file '04062223': Non Inverted detector, 40rps, 40m tunnel from exit
ta = 4.02us
tb = 389.72us tc = 732.86us
wa = 3.565us
xx = 25.000mm dx = 0.000um dadt = 0.000m/s^3
tt = 364.42us

Drop vel = 69.07 m/s Accel = 22063.0 m/s^2

Pref = 1000.0mB Tref = 20.0 C Denr = 1.19kg/m^3
Aden = 1.10kg/m3 Avis = 17.78uPas Diam = 250.0micr

Reyn = 1037.8

Webr = 17.00

Bond = 18.96

Figure 156.

wb = 2.281us wc = 1.955us
dt = 21.282us tr = 5.840%

Vacm = 106.2mB Sped = 2400rpm

Avel = 136.1m/s

Dcof = 1.487

1.1

Channel 1
Channel 2
Channel 3

0.5

-0.1
-6

-4

-2

0
Time (micro sec)
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6

Figure 157: Further result at high droplet velocity
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Typical result file from the droplet measurement
ANALYSIS OF DROPLET VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION
Analysis Date 6 Jul 2004; Time 22:47
Data file '04070660':Inverted N=20rps X=40mm from exit
T=23C Pa=1009.2 Trig Ch 1 slotted disk drop generator
ta
wa
xx
tt

=
=
=
=

-0.14us
5.810us
25.000mm
816.92us

Drop vel =

tb
wb
dx
dt

=
=
=
=

847.26us
11.865us
0.000um
30.484us

30.69 m/s Accel =

tc
wc
dadt
tr

= 1633.70us
=
6.375us
=
0.000m/s^3
=
3.732%

2799.7 m/s^2

Pref = 1000.0mB
Tref = 20.0 C
Vacm = 26.19mB
Sped = 1200rpm
Aden = 1.17kg/m3 Avis = 18.10uPas

Denr =
Avel =
Diam =

Reyn =
580.1
We^2/Bo = 11.14

Bond =

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Webr =
Dcof =

5.18
0.620

1.19kg/m^3
66.5m/s
250.0micr
2.41

Channel 1
Channel 2
Channel 3
Relative Normlsd Relative Normlsd Relative Normlsd
Time/us
Signal Time/us
Signal Time/us
Signal
-14.857
0.0251 -14.261
0.0031 -14.698 -0.0047
-13.857 -0.0124 -13.261
0.0031 -13.697 -0.0047
-12.857 -0.0124 -12.261 -0.0125 -12.698 -0.0047
-11.857 -0.0124 -11.261
0.0031 -11.697 -0.0047
-10.857 -0.0124 -10.261
0.0031 -10.698 -0.0047
-9.857 -0.0124
-9.261
0.0031
-9.698 -0.0047
-8.857
0.0251
-8.261
0.0031
-8.698 -0.0047
-7.857 -0.0124
-7.261
0.1121
-7.698 -0.0047
-6.857 -0.0124
-6.261
0.3925
-6.698
0.0167
-5.857 -0.0124
-5.261
0.7196
-5.698
0.0594
-4.857
0.0626
-4.261
0.9221
-4.698
0.1877
-3.857
0.2501
-3.261
0.9688
-3.698
0.3801
-2.857
0.5126
-2.261
0.9844
-2.698
0.6152
-1.857
0.8125
-1.261
0.9844
-1.698
0.8076
-0.857
0.9250
-0.261
1.0000
-0.698
0.9359
0.143
1.0000
0.739
0.9844
0.302
1.0000
1.143
0.8875
1.739
0.9533
1.302
0.9359
2.143
0.7000
2.739
0.9065
2.302
0.7649
3.143
0.4376
3.739
0.8287
3.302
0.4656
4.143
0.2126
4.739
0.7352
4.302
0.2304
5.143
0.1001
5.739
0.5483
5.302
0.1236
6.143
0.0626
6.739
0.2991
6.302
0.0594
7.143
0.0626
7.739
0.1277
7.303
0.0381
8.143
0.0626
8.739
0.0498
8.302
0.0167
9.143
0.0626
9.739
0.0343
9.302
0.0167
10.143
0.0251
10.739
0.0187
10.302
0.0167
11.143
0.0251
11.739
0.0187
11.302 -0.0047
12.143
0.0251
12.739
0.0187
12.302
0.0167
13.143
0.0251
13.739
0.0187
13.302
0.0167
14.143 -0.0124
14.739
0.0187
14.302
0.0167
15.143
0.0251
15.739
0.0031
15.302
0.0167
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Chapter 14: Derivation for Determining Droplet Velocity
and Acceleration
To experimentally determine the drag characteristics of a droplet in free-flight it was
necessary to know its velocity, relative to the surrounding air, and its acceleration. Then
knowing the size, mass and surface tension of the droplet and properties of the surrounding air, the drag parameters for the droplet could be determined.
The average droplet velocity over an interval can be readily determined by measuring
the distance travelled in a given time, or the time to travel a given distance. This can be
achieved by various methods, but the one used in this investigation was to measure the
time at which the droplet interrupted parallel coplanar laser beams, perpendicular to the
droplet path, in this case with a spacing of 25mm.
At its simplest the average velocity between two points is the distance between them
divided by the time to travel between them. If the distance between the points is ‘x’ and
the transit time is ‘t’, then the average velocity, ‘U’, is given as;
U= x/ t
With 25mm spacing to an accuracy of 0.1mm and a timing accuracy of 2 s, for 50m/s,
this would achieve an accuracy of better than 1%.
Where the velocity remains reasonably constant during the measuring interval these requirements can readily be met with two parallel laser beams that are perpendicular to,
and intercept the path of, the droplets. Electronic signals from photo detectors for the
laser beams then provide the timing measurement to determine the droplet velocity.
Where the velocity of the droplet varied significantly within the measuring interval,
then it was necessary to be more specific about the location within the interval to which
the measurement applies and then determine any corrections that may be necessary.

Droplet Acceleration Measurement
The measurement of droplet acceleration was much more difficult and this was believed
to be one of the main reasons why there is so little good data on the drag characteristics
of small distorted droplets. The only situation in which the body force was easy to determine accurately was for free-falling droplets at terminal velocity in 1g gravity, which
required the use of much larger droplets.
The acceleration of a droplet could be determined by knowing its location at three moments in time. In this the change in velocity between the first and second point and the
second and third point could be used to compute the acceleration.
If measurements were taken at three equally spaced time intervals along a straight line,
such as obtained from video images, then a simple central differencing method of the
distance ‘x’ could be used to obtain the velocity and acceleration.
Velocity

U0

= dx/dt

Acceleration

a

= d2x/dt2 = (((X3 – X2) – (X2 – X1)) / T2

where

T

= (X3 – X1) / 2. T

= (T3 – T1) / 2

= T3 – T2 = T2 – T1

and X1, X2 & X3 are the positions of the droplets at the recorded times of T1, T2 & T3.
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To simplify the algebra, the following substitutions are made;
x1

= X2 – X1

= x+

x

= x.(1 + )

x2

= X3 – X2

= x–

x

= x.(1 – )

t1

= T2 – T1

= t +

t

= t.(1 + )

t2

= T3 – T2

= t –

t

= t.(1 – )

Hence

x

= ( x1 + x2) / 2

= (X3 – X1) / 2

and

t

= ( t1 + t2) / 2

= (T3 – T1) / 2

= (x1 – x2) / 2.x = ((X2 – X1) – (X3 – X2))/( X3 – X1)
=

– (X3 – 2.X2 + X1) / ( X3 – X1)

= (t1 – t2) / 2.t
=

= ((T2 – T1) – (T3 – T2))/(T3 – T1)

– (T3 – 2.T2 + T1) / (T3 – T1)

If x1 = x2,

= 0

If t1 = t2,

= 0

For equal time intervals, with

(1)
(2)

= 0, we obtain;

U0

= x/t

(3)

a

= –2. .x/t2

(4)

In practice it was simpler to have two equal distance intervals, = 0, over which to
measure the time intervals. From this one could directly determine the second derivative
of time with respect to distance
Hence

However

d2t/dx2 = ((T3 – T2) – (T2 – T1)) / X2
= (t2 – t1)/x2
= –2. .t/x2
a

= d2x/dt2

(5)

(acceleration)

= d/dt.(dx/dt) = d/dx.((dt/dx)–1).(dx/dt)
= –d2t/dx2 ((dt/dx)–2).(dx/dt)
= –d2t/dx2 .(dx/dt)3 = –d2t/dx2.U03
a

= 2.U03. .t/x2

(6)

= 2.(x/t)3. .t/x2
Thus

a

= 2. .x/t2

(7)

The preceding simple analysis determined the droplet velocity and acceleration either
with constant time increments, = 0, or constant distant intervals, = 0.
If the values of was small, < 10%, it could be shown that the two results above could
be combined to give the acceleration, with an error of less than 1%, providing the acceleration was constant over the measuring interval.
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Thus

a

= 2.(
= 2. .(1

).x/t2
/ ).x/t

(8)
2

This allowed for both the time intervals and the distance interval to be unequal. We see
from this, however, that if the effect of unequal distance intervals was to be negligible,
< 1%, this required to be less than 1% of , or / < 0.01.

More detailed acceleration analysis
The preceding simplified analysis provides a basic method of computing the droplet velocity and acceleration from measuring the time intervals to travel between three nearly
equispaced points along the straight path of a droplet.
That analysis neglected two intrinsic sources of error;
1. That due to large differences between the two measured distance and time intervals
2. That due to a significant change in acceleration in the measuring interval.
The diagram below, Figure 158, shows a curve of droplet velocity against time. Hence
the area under the curve is the distance travelled by the droplet.
Two situations are considered;
1. The linear curve for constant acceleration
2. The parabolic curve for a constant rate of increase in acceleration, or jerk.
In either case the area x1 under the left-hand-side of the curve give the distance between
the 1st and 2nd laser beams, while the area under the right-hand-side of the curve is the
distance between the 2nd and 3rd laser beam. The mid location is that at which the velocity U0, shown as V0 in the diagram, is to be determined.

Figure 158: Velocity vs. Time diagram for droplet
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Constant Acceleration
For constant acceleration with time, from Figure 158 we obtain;
= U0.t1

x2

= U0.t2 + ½.a.t22

As before, let x1

(10)

= x.(1 + )

x2

= x

= x.(1

t1

= t + t

= t.(1 + )

t2

= t

= t.(1

=

x
t

x/x and

=

)
)

t/t

x1+x2 = x.(1 + ) + x.(1

)

= 2.x

x1 x2 = x.(1 + )

)

= 2.x.

Thus

= (x1

x.(1

x2) / (x1 + x2)

t1+t2

= t.(1 + ) + t.(1

)

= 2.t

t1 t2

= t.(1 + )

)

= 2.t.
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Thus the droplet velocity calculated also depends on the droplet acceleration.
Also
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2

We notice that this introduces a correction to the acceleration of (1
ing is less than 10%, then the correction will be less than 1%.

). Hence provid-

Equating equations (13) and (14);
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This introduces a correction to the droplet velocity of (1+ 2.(1 2. / ))/(1 2). In
practice the laser beams are constructed so that / < 0.01, so the correction can be
simplified to (1+ 2)/(1 2). Hence for = 10% introduces a velocity error of 2% if
the correction is not applied.

Constant rate of change of acceleration with time
In the preceding analysis it was assumed that the acceleration remained constant over
the measuring interval.
In practice the droplet acceleration was not constant, but was increasing against time
and distance. The question was how much the rate of change of acceleration affected the
measured velocity and acceleration.
For constant rate of change of acceleration with time, or constant jerk, ‘b’, from Figure
158 we obtain;
x1
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The preceding analysis provides a direct solution for acceleration, a, which is calculated
using equation (21). This value can then substituted into equation (19) to obtain U0.
Using a computer Mathematical package it was, however, shown that U0 could be directly calculated from:
U0

= (x/t).(1 +

.(

2. ))/(1

2

)

b.t2.(1

2

)/6

(22)

We notice from (22) that if the effect of , the offset of the central laser beam, is to be
acceptably small, then must be much smaller than , since the result depends on
(
). Otherwise the value of must be known from calibration, which may be difficult to determine accurately.
Typically will have a value of around 7%, so for 2% accuracy will need to have a
value of less than 0.14%. In practice a value for of less than 0.1% was achieved.
The values of x1 and x2 could be interchanged, by inverting the block carrying the laser
beams, so that the resulting offset error would be cancelled out by taking the average of
measurements with the normal orientation and then with the inverted orientation.
The value of the rate of change of acceleration, b, cannot be determined from the timing
measurements, so, if necessary, had to be provided by some other means.
Given the drag coefficient for the droplet, the rate of change of velocity, or acceleration,
of the air, and the acceleration of the droplet, then the rate of change of the acceleration
could be determined. This would require an iterative loop, since the calculation of b
would slightly change the computed drag and acceleration by a small amount.
The air acceleration could be determined from the air velocity at two points either side
of the measuring position, or from the air velocity and the tunnel contraction rate.
Alternatively an adequate value for the rate of change of droplet acceleration could be
obtained from the computer simulation for the droplet motion. In practice the simulation
did not calculate this directly, but it could be adequately obtained by differencing adjacent values of droplet acceleration.
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Typically is less than 10%, so that
introduce less than 1% error.
Making the approximation (1

or

U0

= x/t
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a
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<<
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Hence the fractional acceleration error, ε , due to the rate of change of acceleration is;
For ε << 1

ε

= b.t3 / 3.x
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= x/t, or t = x / U0

Hence
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= b.x2 / 3.U03
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thus

a

= 2. .x/t2.(1 + ε )

(29)

and

U0

= x/t.(1

ε/2)

(30)

Hence the correction for the droplet velocity due to the rate of change of acceleration is
half that required for the acceleration and in the opposite direction.
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Chapter 15: Development of the Strobe Flash Light
Introduction
To understand the behaviour of the small droplets when distorted by strong aerodynamic forces it was necessary to obtain photographs and videos of this process.
Because of the small size of the droplets, down to 200 m, and their possible high velocity, up to 100m/s, it was necessary that the exposure time should be very short to keep
motion blur to an acceptable level. The acceptable motion blur needed, however, to be
balanced against the resolution of the imaging system, since there was no value in
achieving a motion blur much less than the image resolution.
Greater resolution could be achieved by increasing the magnification of the imaging
system, but that required more light, which was likely to require a longer flash. Hence
there was a trade-off between image resolution and motion blur. The best compromise
was considered to be when the motion blur was about equal to the image resolution.
The best resolution from the available camera and optical systems was about 5 m.
Hence to achieve the equivalent motion blur at 100m/s required a flash duration of 50ns.
This could be achieved with a pulsed laser system, at least for a single-shot photograph,
however such a lighting system was not obtainable because of its high cost.
It was known from experience with developing ink-jet printers that Light Emitting Diodes, or LEDs, were capable of very short flashes, down to a fraction of 1 s, but the issue was whether an LED could produce sufficient light from a single flash.
Where the event to be observed was precisely repetitive and could be back illuminated
in silhouette then repeated weak flashes from a low-power LED could provide sufficient
light over a small field of view, which could be viewed and photographed through a low
power microscope, such as shown in Figure 159.

Figure 159: Droplet image obtained from strobe illumination with low-power LED

For this synchronizing pulses, from the signal generator used to drive the piezoelectric
elements in the droplet generator, were use to trigger a pulse generator which then directly sent very short duration current pulses, < 1 s, through the LED.
The water droplets were transparent, however the light passing through the droplets was
refracted away from the camera, so providing black droplets in silhouette against an illuminated background. Where, however, the opposite sides of the droplet were near
parallel the light passed through the droplet to the camera to produce a bright spot.
This method worked well for droplets produced from a vibrating nozzle where the droplets were exactly repeatable with the flash synchronised with the nozzle vibration.
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Images from a Single Flash
When viewing distorted high-velocity droplets in a wind
tunnel the events were not repeatable because of turbulence, hence it was necessary to obtain each image with
a single flash. The issue was whether enough illumination could be obtained and if the flash could be short
enough to avoid motion blur.
To determine if enough light could be produced, 100ns
pulses were applied to a low-power LED via a highfrequency buffer amplifier. A wire of about 200 m diameter was placed in front of the LED and a compact
digital camera was used to photograph this with a single
flash, as shown in Figure 160. In this the wire can be Figure 160: Initial wire image
from a single LED flash
seen from top to bottom, slightly right of centre. Hence
this demonstrated that an LED could produce a recordable image from a single flash.
To determine if the flash could be short enough, the test arrangement on the left in
Figure 161 was set up. In this a fine wire, about 200 m, was attached to the shaft of the
small DC motor.
When the motor was running the
wire had a tip velocity of about
100m/s. On each revolution this
interrupted a laser beam and the
resulting signal from the associated photo detector triggered a
slightly delayed flash from the
LED. Again using a standard
compact digital camera the image
on the right of Figure 161 was
obtained from multiples flashes. Figure 161: Test for evaluating LED response speed.
This showed that the image of the wire travelling at 100m/s could be frozen.
These two tests demonstrated that the required flash duration and intensity from an LED
were feasible given a suitable LED and a suitable electronic circuit to drive it.
To improve the light output and speed a high-power high-frequency MOSFET transistor
was used as a current switch for a high-power LED. To enable the rapid supply of current these were closely connected to a 1 f capacitor, shown on the left in Figure 162.

Figure 162: Prototype LED flash unit and Starlight Express astronomy camera
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This circuit was driven from a high-frequency buffer amplifier and the LED was provided with a collimating lens, as shown in the centre of Figure 162.

Figure 163: Optical arrangement of Droplet Imaging

To capture the maximum amount of light from the LED system and achieve uniform
illumination, it was necessary to improve the optical system for the flash unit. The arrangement developed is shown in Figure 163. In this the image of the LED was focused
onto the imaging lens of the camera. The smaller this image could be, the greater the
depth of field. If the LED image was larger than the aperture of the imaging lens, then
this would reduce the available illumination.
The image of the droplets was then focused onto the imaging sensor of the CCD camera. This was typically achieved with a 1 to 1 macro lens of around 105mm to 135mm
focal length, with a maximum aperture ratio of F2.8, given a maximum imaging aperture of around 43mm.
The right of Figure 162 shows the astronomy camera, from Starlight Express, used for
the imaging and the 1.6Mb imaging sensor array can be seen at the front of the camera.
The camera and flash unit were directly aligned with each other, as shown on the left in
Figure 164. The camera was fitted with a 135mm F2.8 lens. As before, a wire of around
250 m was attached to the shaft of a small motor, top left of Figure 164 left, so that it
passed between the camera and flash unit at a speed of 100m/s.

Figure 164: Test of LED flash unit and camera with resulting images at 100m/s.

On each revolution this wire interrupted a laser beam to trigger a slightly delayed flash
from the LED.
In this case the camera exposure time was set so that only one flash was used to record
each image and the results of this are shown on the right of Figure 164.
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The images of the test wire in Figure 164 were, from left to right, for a flash duration of
50ns, 100ns, 200ns, 500ns and 1000ns. It can be seen that at 50ns the available light
was only just enough to achieve an image, whilst at 500ns and 1000ns there was ample
light, but also noticeable motion blur. The best images were obtained with 100ns and
200ns flashes, depending on the compromise between exposure and motion blur.

Improved LED Driver
The test circuits discussed above were sufficient to prove the principles, but were not a
practical implementation. With the support of NASA an electronics engineer developed
the circuit shown in Figure 165. This included the pulse generator, U1:B, and the preamplifier for the MOSFET switch, consisting of Q2, Q3 and Q4. A gating timer was
also included, U1:A, to enable bursts of flash for a given period.

Figure 165: Circuit diagram for LED flash unit

The requirement was to achieve a current pulse of up to 15A with a rise and fall time of
25ns. With these criteria even a tiny inductance was a significant issue. A single loop of
0.6mm diameter wire 8cm long around a 20mm square has an inductance of 7nH/cm, or
55nH in total. To overcome this inductance required 33V, which required up to a 60V
DC supply. Hence it was important to keep the wires of the current pulse loop, through
the MOSFET, discharge capacitor, load resistor and LED, as short as possible.
Figure 166 shows the actual layout of the circuit and Figure 167 gives the physical position of the components and the practical interconnections.
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Figure 166: Circuit board layout

Figure 167: Component arrange ment.

The left of Figure 168 shows the controls of the flash unit and the inputs required.

Figure 168: LED Flash unit, showing controls and collimation lens
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The right of Figure 168 shows the unit fitted with a collimating lens. This was 35mm
diameter by 35mm focal length. For this a high quality aspheric lens was used to
achieve a large aperture ratio with uniform illumination.
The electronic performance of the circuit
was measured using a high-frequency
digital oscilloscope. The results of this are
shown in Figure 169 for pulse durations
of nominally 50ns, 100ns, 200ns and
400ns. The upper traces for the voltages
across the LED were typically 18V to
20V. The lower traces show the voltages
across a 2.2Ω resistor in series with the
LED, with a peak current of up to 9Amps.
Subsequently peak currents of up to
15Amps were achieved, with a 1Ω resistor in series with the LED and a 60V DC
supply. This improved the quality of the
50ns pulses and enabled clear photographs to be obtained with a 50ns flash.
To test the revised LED driver the whirling wire tests were repeated, as shown in Figure 169: Response of LED driver circuit
Figure 170. It can be seen that this gave full illumination for all the time flash durations,
down to 50ns. Some motion blur was noticed for a flash duration of 200ns and longer
and was particularly noticeable of 500ns an longer.

Figure 170: Whirling wire test at 100m/s with revised LED flash unit.
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To achieve a larger field of view the
flash unit was fitted with an aspheric
lens of 80mm diameter by 80mm focal
length, as shown in Figure 171.
This provided a larger field of view,
but with a reduced light intensity.

Use of LED flash unit with
high-speed Video
An advantage of the LED flash unit
was that, with appropriate design, it
could be repeatedly flashed at a high
frequency. The great advantage of this,
compared to a continuous light source,
was that it could be used to freeze motion and also, for a given power limit,
the light intensity could be much higher
for the short duration for which it was
required.

Figure 171: LED flash unit with Collimating Lens

For use with a high-speed video imaging the flashes had to be accurately synchronised with the camera. Providing the camera
could output a suitable synchronisation pulses this was not a problem. One advantage of
the LED light source was that it could respond almost instantaneously, within 50ns,
compared to some other flash sources.
The LED flash unit was designed to operate up to 100kHz, although to achieve this required a reduction of the peak current through the LED and hence a reduction in the
peak brightness of the flash.
A typical example of a high-speed video sequence, obtained with the LED flash and a
Phantom 7 video camera, is shown in Figure 172. The incoming droplet was around
400 m and the frame rate was understood to be around 30,000 pictures per second.

Figure 172: Example of high-speed video imaging with the LED strobe flash unit.
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